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16. Abstract 
Two types of advanced seals for liquid oxygen (LOX) turbopumps were investigated. One 
was oS spiral-groove face seal whose function is to seal high-pressure LOX at the 
impeller end of the turbopump. The other was a floating-ring, Rayl.eigh-step, helium 
buffered seal used to prevent LOX ingress to the turbine side of the unit. For each 
seal type, two sizes were investigated - 50 and 20 mm. A turbine-driven test rig was 
designed and manufact~red, and a test program was completed on the SO-mm floating-
ring, Rayleigh-step, helium buffered seal. Significant results of the prog'.'am were: 
Spiral-Groove LOX Seal 
• Vaporization in the flow path c~uld cause seal failure by overheating; therefore, 
the spiral-groove pumping portion of the seal that provides the fluid film must 
circulate fliud without disruption if vaporization occurs in the sealing dam. This 
is successfully accomplished by a pressure-balanced spiral-groove concept that 1S 
described in the text. 
• The spiral-groove configuration 1S affected by turbulence in the tluid film and 
pressure drops due to fluid inertia at sudden contractions. The net result of these 
effects are deep grooves, large operating films, and high power loss when compared 
against seals operating with laminar films. Turbulence and inertia are induced by 
the high-density and low-viscosity characteristics of LOX. 
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• Computed flow levels for the 50-mm seal are approximately 30 mm3/s (4.7 gpm) at 
pressure levels of 5.17 MPa (750 psi). Film thickness is 0.0236 mm (0.93 mils) and 
the interface speed is 1&3 m/s (600 ft/s). 
The floating-ring, Rayleigh-step seals were exposed to an extensive testing program. 
Successful oper~tion was demonstrated at speeds up to 5760 m/s (55,000 r/min), and 
buffer fluid pressure levels of 1379 kPa (200 psia). Average leakage rates per ring 
were 0.0016 kg/~ (20.2 scfm). Multiple high acceleration st3rts at 152 m/s 2 (500 
ft/s2) were accomplished without incident. Several seal failures did occur, but were 
attributed to external influences such as excessive rig vibration and cont~mination of 
the helium supply system. 
The program clearly pointed out the •• eed to consider system environmental factors such 
as thermal and centrifugal distortioLis and rotor vibrations in the seal design. More 
liberal seal clearances would probably have permitted operation to 7330 rad/s (70,000 
r/min), but rig changes made to improve dynamic response altered the seal environment 
and caused greater than anticipated clearance closure due to therlnal growth. 
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1.0 L~TROOUCTION 
Liquid oxygen (LOX) turbopumps are high-speed, high-pressure, and high-power 
density machines that require effective sealing between ~he high-pressure LOX 
beins pumped at the im~eller end of the machine and the gaseous steam at the 
turbine end of the unit. 
Under NASA Cont ract NAS3-23260, Mechanical Technology lncorporated (MT~) 
conducted a technology program for ~eals to be used in advanced LOX turbo-
pumps. Two types of seals were examined; a primary spiral~groove LOX Cleal and 
a floating-ring helium buffer seal with Rayleigh step, hydrodynamic lift pads. 
Two shafr sizes of 20 mm and 50 mm were consid~ ~ for each seal type. The 
function of the spiral-groove LOX seal is to limit leakage of high-pressure 
LOX generated by the pump impeller. It seals LOX fluid in a seal chamber in 
which the pressure is typically maintained at 3 to 5 MPa (435 to 725 psig). 
The function of the floating-ring helium buffer seal is to separate the gase-
ous steam that drives the turbine froo the LOX end of the machine. Helium is 
used as a buffer fluid at a maximum pressure of 1.38 MPa 000 psia). 
Figure 1-1* is a cross section of a LOX turbopump that incorporates both types 
of seals. Other configurations that utilize a double suction impeller obviate 
the need for the LOX end seal, but still require the helium buffer seal. 
In Figure 1-1, the flow path through the spiral-groove face seal 1S as 
follows. From the discharge of the impeller, the flow that does not enter the 
volute leaks to the backside of the impeller and into the bearing compartment 
through two orifices formed by the clearance space between the impeller and 
the housing. These orifice openings adjust as a function of the thrust load-
ing and direction and form an integral component of the thrust balancing 
system. After flowing through the bearings (for cooling purposes), the flow 
passes through a labyrinth seal to break down the pressure from approximately 
29.6 MPa to 3.45 MPa maintained Ln the seal chamber. Upon entering the seal 
*For ease of readership, illustrations throughout this report are included at 
the end of each section. In this section, they begin on page 1-5. 
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chamber, the flow takes two paths. One path 1 i the leakage through the face 
type seal; the other is a recirculation line to the pump inlet. These sepa-
rate flow paths are indicated on Figure 1-1. It LS important that there is a 
constant injection flow circulating through the seal chamber to carry away 
heat developed by the race seal. 
At the turbine end of the machine, helium buffer fluid is introduced between 
the opposed pair of rings of the floating-ring seals at a maximum pressure of 
approximately 1379 kPa (200 psia). The leakage from the face seal and LOX 
side of the floating-ring seal discharge from the machine through a common 
drain. 
The seal development program was not directed toward a specific machine, but 
was intended to cover a broad range of sizes and conditions. Two seal sizes 
were investigated, one for a 20-mm diametet' shaft and the other for a 50-nlfl1 
diameter shaft. Table 1-1 identifies targeted requirements and ope!"ating 
conditions. 
Although leakage requirements were not specified, they wet' to be as small as 
practicable becaUSe leakage reduction tr"!nslates directly into increased 
vehicle payload. The 183 mls (600 ft/s) interface speed was a target require-
ment that could not practically be met with the 20-mm shaft diameter. It 
necessitates operating shaft speeds of approximately 18,326 radls 
075,000 r/min}. The maXlmum design speed of the rig was 10,472 radls 
000,000 r/min}. 
The program that was accomplished included the following: 
1. Analysis, design, manufacture, and test of 50-mm Rayleigh-step helium 
buffer seals. 
2. Analysis and design of 20-mm Rayleigh-step helium buffer seals. 
3" Analysis, design, and manufacture of 50-mm spiral-groove LOX seals. 
4. Analysis and design of 20-mm spiral-groove LOX seals. 
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5. Analysis, design, and manufacture of a seal test rig designed fC'" maXimum 
speeds of 7330 rad/s (70,000 r/min) for 50-mm seal testing and 
10,472 rad/s (100,000 r/min) for 20-mm seal testing. 
6. Design and installation of a sp.al test facility at Wyle Laboratories, 
Norco, California. 
7. Completion of a test program for the 50-mm, hel ium buffered Rayleigh-step 
seal. 
8. The program produced extensive documentation. In addition to this final 
report and separate Executive Summary, References [l]~'r, [2], and [3] are 
interim reports concerned with the analysis and design of the LOX spiral-
groove seals, Rayleigh-step nelium buffer seals, and the test rig, respec-
tively. Referen~e [4] describes the test plan including the d~sign of the 
test facility. 
Several sels of spiral-groove face seals and Rayleigh-step floating ring seals 
were manucactured in the SO-mm size, by Stein Seal Company of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. Stein completed manufacturing drawings and contributed to the 
final designs. 
In addition to the tasks described above, MTI supplied to NASA/LeRC for inter-
nal use a series of computer codes for analyzing the spiral-groc'!e and 
Rayleigh-step seals. Brief descriptions of these codes follow. 
• Spiral-Groove Seal Codes 
SPIRALTI - is used for establishing the geometry and fluid-film performance 
of spiral-groove seals. Turbulence and ine-tia are included and the geom-
etry can be optimized on the basis of stiffness. 
*Numbers in brackets denote references that can be found 1n Section 9.0. 
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DSEALBI2 - establi9hes complete seal performance of a given geometry includ-
ing film thickness, flow, power loss, temperature rise, elastic thermal 
distortions and stresses, and dynamic response characteristics. 
• Floating-Ring Seal Codes 
RASTEPCO - is used for optimizing the geometry of the shrouded Rayleigh-step 
compressible fluid seal confi8uration and producing steady state perform-
ance. The code alsl produces fluid-film forces as a function of eccentrici-
ty ~atio for use in the dynamics code described below. 
RINGDY - determines dynamic response of a fluid-film (compressible fluid) 
floating-ring seal as a function of given shaft excursions. Coulomb fric-
t ion occurring Rlong the s ide wall sis taken into account. The program 
produces ,orbital response of the ring and establishes whether the rlng lS 
properly following the shaft. 
FLOWCAL - was written to provide more accurate leakage predictions for the 
floating-ring seal. The RASTEPCO code co~putes flow on the basis of VlSCOUS 
laminar theory. FLOWCAL computes gas flow through an annular clearance of 
finite length exposed to an axial pressure gradi~nt, including combined 
inertia, viscous effects, and seal rlng eccentricity. The thermodynamic 
behavior of the flLid can be preselected to be isothermal or adiabatic. 
This report has been organized so that significant results, conclusions, and 
recommendations are presented up front. For those involved in the details of 
seal technology including analysis, design, testing, instrumentation, etc., 
subsequent sections of the report would be informative. Also, an Executivp 
Summary (MTl 85TR21) has been generated that concisely presents the mOre 
significant results of the program effort. 
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TABLE 1-1 
REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Spiral Croove Seals 
Shaft Diameter (mm): 
Maximum Pressure (MPa): 
Fluid: 
Interface Speed: 
Start-Up Acceleration: 
Minimum Operating Life (h): 
Minimum Number of Starts: 
50/20 
5.1715.17 (750 psia) 
LOX 
183 mls (600 ft/s 2) 
152.4 m/s 2 (500 ft/s 2 ) 
10 
300 
Helium Buffer Seals 
Shaft Diameter (mm): 
Maximum Pressure (MPa): 
Fluid: 
Interface Speed: 
Start-Up Acceleration: 
Minimum Operating Life (h): 
Minimum Number of Starts: 
1-6 
50/20 
1.38/1.38 (200 psia) 
Helium Cas 
183 mls (600 ft/s) 
152.4 m/s 2 ( 500 ft/s 2) 
10 
300 
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2.0 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this section, a broad summary of the results of the program are ~resented 
with relevant descriptive mate~ial, conclusions, and recommendations. Both 
types of seals are discussed as well as the test rig and instrumentation. 
2.1 Configuration and Principle of Operation of a 50-mm Helium Buffer Seal 
Figure 2-1* shows a schematic representation of the helium buffered, float-
ing-ring seal. The seal consists of two rings that are mounted back-to-back. 
The hel ium buffer fluid enters between the rings and forces the rings up 
against the stationary housing. The buf.fer fluid leaks in the clearance annu-
lus between the shaft and the seal and prevents ingress of exterior fluid on 
either side of the floating-ring assembly. 
The rings are held in equilibrium by a number of forces as shown in 
Figure 2-1. Fe is a pressure force from the inlet buffer fluid that forces 
the rings up against the housings. This plessure force is balanced patt way 
on the housing sides of the rings indicated by FB. FH represents a hydrody-
namic force that is generated by rotation between the shaft and the ring. The 
net hydrodynamic force is zero when the shaft and rings are in the concentric 
position. However, when the ring becomes eccentric with respect to the shaft, 
a hydrodynamic force is built up that opposes the eccentricity. Ther~ is also 
a normal force, FN, acting on the ring at the contact area bet leen the ring and 
the housing. Generally, FN is maintained as small as possible to minimize 
frictional resistance forces. To minimize FN, the balance force, FB, should 
be as large as possible. Therefore, the contact area is small and is located 
as close to the shaft as is practicable, but with sufficient housing clearance 
to permit the necessary shaft excursions. In addition to the equilibrium 
forces mentioned above, there is a friction force, Ff, between the seal ring 
and housing. 
*Figures are presented consecutively, beginning on page 2-18. 
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Figure 2-2 shows the hydrodynamic geometry that is incorporated into the bore 
of the seal rings. A portion of the length of the bore is segregated into 
sectors and these sectors arc separated from one another by axial grooves. A 
circumferential groove that goes completely around the bore is incorporated 
before the aeal dam region. At the interior of the sectors, Rayleigh-step 
pockets are machined. Hydrodynamic pressures are generated by viscous pumping 
of the fluid over the Rayleigh step. Surrounding t~e Rayleigh-step gas bear-
ing by the high-pressure ambient, results in increased load capabi.lity. The 
sealing occurs across the dam which is a narro~ annulus of 10~1 clear-ance 
exposed to high pressure at its interior circumferential groove lnd to lower 
pressure at its outboard end. The shaded regions on Figure 2-2 indicate 
depressions from grooves and Rayleigh-step pockets. Figure 2-3 is a photo-
graph of a carbon ring seal set with embedded thermocouples for temperaLure 
measurement. 
2.2 Test Results of the 50-mm Rayleigh-Step Helium Buffer Seal 
Four helium seal sets and three runners were tested during the cours~ of the 
program. All were subjected to steady-state tests while two sets additionally 
underwent high acceleration rate tests. The tests resulted in 613 min of 
cumulative runnlng time and 90 high acceleration rate starts. Table 2-l~( 
provides a brief summary of the tests performed. 
The seals performed successfully over a broad range of conditions, including 
the full design pressure of 1379 kPa absolute (200 psia). The design speed of 
7330 rad/s (70,000 r/min) was not achieved. The first three seal tests were 
limited to about 5235 rad/s (50,000 r/min) due to a dynamics problem in tbe 
test rlg. After modifications were made to correct the problem, a fourth seal 
test was run. 
Seal set No.2 completed the test program to the maXlmum speed capability of 
the rig without damage, including SO high acceleration start-ups. 
*Tables are presented consecutively, beginning on page 2-41. 
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The failure of twal net No.1 wan dirpnly at:trihlJt:abl(~ r'() 1.1r¥,(~ amplitudn 
motions of the seal runner. The estimated amplitude wan 0.038 to 0.0')8 mm 
(l.S to 2 mils) peak to peak which was well beyond the acceptable raoRc. Seal 
set No.3 failed because of contamination in tllfl hel ium supply ny~ltem that 
infiltrated the ring clearance. 
Testing of seal spt No.4 was accomplished subsequent to modification made to 
the rig to achieve full speed. The changes clearly had a beneficial effect 
and allowed operation to proceed to 5968 rod/s (57,000 r/min) with mucn lower 
vibration levels. The modification, however, resulted in a higher temperature 
seal environment. Seal failure resulted by consumption of available clearance 
at a speed of 5968 rad/s (57,000 r/ffiin). The rig did not show evidence of 
3xcessive vibrations. The indications '.rere that full speed operation of 
7330 rad/s (70,000 r/min) could be achieved, and seal failure would not ha~e 
occu~red if larger installed clearances were incorporated. 
Figure 2-4 indicates the steadY-l>tl\te data points for seal set No: 2, as a 
function of speed an~ helium supply pressure superimposed upon a theoLetical 
operating range map. Analytically, there are two limitations on performance: 
1. Insufficient hydrodynamic forces to over~ome friction forces - a 
low-speed, high-pressure constra.dt identified by the high frietirm 
region on the figure 
2. Insufficient friction to counteract inertia forces - a high-speed, 
low-pressure constraint identified as the low friction region on the 
figure. 
Figure 2-4 shows an operating range map for the 50-mm seal that accounts for 
all constraints. If the pressure follows a speed squared relationship to a 
maximum of 1379 kPa (200 psia) at 7330 rad/s (70,000 r/min), it 'Has expectE.' 
that seal performance would be satisfacto~y. The majority of the data points 
fall into the high friction region where friction forces on the seal ring 
exceed hydrodynamic fluid-film forces. Most of the testing revealed that the 
seal ring remained stationary and shaft movement was contained inside the 
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clearance rer,ion. Any movl'ment: ot Uw Fln~ wa~l ,() ano! !1I'r !)t;1I itJnary PO'll Lion 
to ,1CCOIMIOaate variation in ahaft. eccentricity at the fJeal rinfl, location. 
~'igure 2-5 ahows How data verflUfl pr(HHlUrn dr-op fur the outboard fleal ring on 
neal set No.2 at var'iou9 operatinp, fjpeedn. Thl' !liJlid liner] repr'3rH'nt thCIHP-
tically predicted flOW8 at various radial clearllnc:nn. Theor~tical flow l!l 
independent of speed. Speed increal1en cause clearance reduction becaune of 
centrifugal runner growth and thermal expanaions. Congequently, flow gener-
ally decreased with speed. 
The most accurate film thickne3f1 meaHurements wer'e obtaint~d fr'om the ()utboar'd 
seal ring of seal 'let No.4. Four proben were embedded in thin ring .1nd 
dirp.ctly measured the film thickness between the 8eal ring and the shaft. 
Flow versus pressure drop data are Hhown un Figureg 2-6 and 2-7. The re9u 1 t9 
indicate that meaallred clearances are lower than theoretic31 predictions for 
equal flows and pr£Hlsurfls. However, thet"f~ are indi.cations of bypafls flow 
between the seal rings and housing that could account for some of the differ-
ences noted. 
The general conclusions drawn from the 50-mm R.1yleigh-step floating-ring 
helium buffer seal program are as follows: 
• The program results confirm the capability of the seals to perform well in 
cryogenic turbomar:hines. Seal set No.2 went through its complete test 
program unscathed and could be readi~.' inserted into a m.1chine and rerun. 
Eight steady-state runs were made resulting in a accumulative test time of 
261 min. Also, a total of 50 fast starts were completed with average accel-
erdtion rates of over 152.4 m/s 2 (500 ft/s 2 ). Although full design inter-
face speed of 183 mls (600 Et/s) was not achieved, the seals performed very 
satisfactorily up to an interface speed of approximately 144 mls (47, ft/s) 
which is 1.53 times faster than previously reported results for cryogenic 
applicati'Jns [5]. In addition, full pressure drop oE 1379 kPa absolute 
(200 psia) was accomplished up to a speed oE 126 mls (412 Et/s). There was 
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every indication that 11 ~rf-'Iltf!r mt'lchined dt~aranc(l tor '](lill 'if" No. I. would 
have permitted full speed, full pre~uure uperation. 
• Leakage flow ranges per seal ring averaged between 0.001 ilnd 0.002 kfl,/~J 
(13 to 25 scfm) and were not fJignific:antly affected by pre~lrJljrf~ drop ilnd 
speed. The most sensitive parameter iu clearance. Examination uf Figure 
2-7 reveils that the measured flow varies approximately an the 2.5 power of 
clearance at a Cllnfltant preosure drop. ~'igure 2-8 9holoS il maximum flow 
envelope for each seal Het ilfl a function of preHsure drop. l~ad1 flow c:urve 
repregenu, the higher of the two nnll,9 (; nboard or outboilrd) f) c)W~J at a 
given operating point. The highest flow recorded wafl 0.0026 kfl,/9 (33 flcfm). 
However, typical flows ranged between 0.001 ilnd 0.002 kg/s (13 and 25 Hctm). 
Figure 2-9 shows flow data for a flingle speed of 4712 rad/s (45,000 r/min). 
While it was not the highest speed tested, it ifl thp highest speed at which ~ 
wide range of supply pressures were applied to c1ch seal set. Seal Setfl No. 
2 and No.3 had maximum press~re dropg of 1365 ~P3 (IQB psia) and 1250 kPa 
(181 p9ia). Maximum flow levels are 0.0019 kg/s (24 sefm)' 
• Two of the three seals that failed by hi~h-speed contact did 90 because of 
external factors unrelated to ~leal ciesign and performance. One fai lurt l 
occurred because of ~xceflsive shaft vibrations and another by a contaminated 
helium ~upply. 
• The seal dpslgn process requires integration with the machine environmp~t. 
Thermal expansions and conlractions and centrif~gal growth ot the runner are 
important considerations To correct test rig vibrations, changes were made 
that al ter:-ed the seal envi ronment. The program did not permi t deta i 1 
studies to be made to determine t:-te effects of the rmvironmental chang"'> (m 
seal set No.4. As a result, the seals were installed with insufficient 
clearance. More liberal clearances would have permitted successful full 
speed operation. 
• The material combination tP-SN carbon graphite rings versus tungsteo 
carbide coated runner) was not tolerant of high-speed rubs. The runner, in 
particular, performed badly. It retained carbon transfer, closing up seal 
clearances. Lo-:al tzed heating caused upset and flaking of the tungsten 
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carbide coating. l.arge ~urfac(~ ;1['(1a rubu aino cilufH'd "wippgour" ot till) 
Rayleigh steps machined into tne t.arbon ringo. InvefJt ip'at. iUI1 of allernat I' 
mat.erial combinations WllS beyond the fJCapO of tho (Jrop'ram, bUl more !luitabll' 
materlals should be a future consideration. 
• The analytical tools used 1&1 the design prOCnfJ9 were vnry nU<'ctivn in 
predicting fluid-film p~rformance and dynamic response. Initially, leakaRfl 
was computed using villcOUS flow theory which proved to be difficult to 
correlate with experimental results. It. waD neCe~HJary to modify the tIc)w 
theory to include entrcnce and film inertia IODflcfJ (see Appendix A). Thin 
improver: correlation and interpretation, however, dir,crepancicfJ fJtill(~xifit. 
For the same flow and pressure, theoretical clearanceD are larger t.han meafJ-
ured by a factor of approximately 1.6. This is not a large factor consider-
ing thp q~!'!sitivity u[ fluw wiLh film Lhick.le99. There Wll9 al so evid(wc(~ of 
bypass leakage along the end walls that was not accounted for by theory. 
However, further effort remains to explore in depth the reasons for tlw 
variations. 
• Dynamic ref'lpon!le of the rings did not appe;lr to be a serlOUS probl (~m. Anal-
ysis indicated that the rings should have 'low maSfi to dynamically tr;lcl<. 
rllnner txcursiorl!l. Consequently, they were made of carbon without compu5ite 
metallic rings on the outer circumferences. In most instances, the ringg 
were maintained in a static position. Test n: gpeed limitations caused 
most test points to be in the high friction regIon of the operiltir.g rang!' 
map (Figure 2-4), but there appeared to be sufficient hydrodynamic capabil-
ity to move the rings when necessary. Dynamic response of the seal rings 
probably would have been more active at full design speed. 
~eal motions did arise on several occasions. The principal occurrence was 
with t:le inboard ring of the seal set No.3. The fleal ring developed an 
in-phase, generally elliptical orbit. The orbit was observed at all three 
test speeds of 3665, 4188, and 4712 rad/s (35,000, 40,000, and 45,000 r/min) 
and became larger in amplitude as the supply pressure was increased. The 
maxll.lum orbit diam~ter was approximately 0.025 to 0.030 nun (0.001 to 
0.0012 in.). The runner orbit was approximately 0.010 to 0.013 mm 
(0.0004 to 0.0005 in.) so that some amplification was taking place. Thif'l 
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ring did not t ai I nor makl' I.IJIlt .leI WI r II r hI' Flll1nl'r .lnd iIf t 1";1 r I) t 111' "X(~(ll ~ 
lent dynamic qual i1.ioCl ot t1w 'leal !Jyntem. It. i!J !Jpl'GuIatf'd that. a Hllid 
film exiated betwl~en the ringn and uno wall!), minimizinp, frictl!mal Fed!Jt~ 
ance of the rin~!l to ahafr.~induGl'd mot ion!J. 
2.4 Refllll!:!] and Conclusi lfl'J tor t1w 20-mm Rayleiah-Stf'p, Hf'lium Butter Se.}1 
For thin seal, t.heorerical and deui~n inve!H.igationlJ wern maQe and the follow-
ing ia a summary of the 'Ji!1,uificallt. r!~nult!J and concluoionll: 
The maximum tent. ng !JPced io 10,412 rad/!l (100,000 r/min). Thin linit.!] t.Iw 
9urfllGe gpl~ed of a 20-mm dillmetl1r nhaft to 10/ •• 5 min (343 ft/g). ThuIJ, it 
w~lJld not be p099ible to te!Jt the 'O-mm tH.lai at the specified condition of 
1b3 mis (600 ft/s)' Surface npeed limit.ationn al!lO reHtrict fluid-film 
hydrodynamic force generation Ue(;elHlary to overcome Beal rin~ friction. It 
wag determined that the maximum buffer fluid pre!;!Jure at; 10,472 rad/n 
(lOOjOOO r/min) would be 689 kPa (100 psia). Figure 2-10 shown the operat-
ing range map for the 20-mm geal, indicating rhe high and low friction 
regions that would caU11C diffic.ulty. Thn opf~ratin?, ran?,l~ l'l narrower than 
for the SO-mm design. Also indicated on the curve i!J the ~JPI~ed squarf~d 
relationship with pressure to be used in test. Regions of low friction are 
encountered an the shaft comf1S l'''' to r,pt~!~d where HXCp.!l!>ive ring motion'> 
would ')ccur if opnration wafl nll'lt.lined. However, if th!~ 'leal !iy!JtQm doe:> 
not dwell at th(~f;e condition!., it could Pil(l~J through th!~m without f>.ndang'~r-
1ng geal operation. 
Centrifugal expan'llon for the 20-mm !leal runnt!r is negligible beCaU!le the 
runner is integral with the small diameter shaft. Thermal contrllctionf>, 
however, require very close installation clearances of 0.0102 to 0.0229 mm 
(0.0004 to 0.0009 in.) diametrlll clearance. M.lting the rings directly 
llgainst the shaft is desirllble since it removes the uncertllinties of runner 
growth and distortions. Material combinations should be such that the shaft 
survive high-speed rubs. 
• As with the SO-mm seals, low mass and all carbon rings are required for 
dynamic tracking. 
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The spiral-groove face seal is a prime candidate tor application to LOX turbo-
pumps. It is a fluid-film seal that can effectively inhibit l~akage and avoid 
rubbing contact that could cause catastrophic explosion failure in a LOX enVl-
ronment. As described in Se~tion 1.0, the function of the LOX seal is to aid 
in preventing leakage of LUX from the pump end of the machine. 
Origindlly, MTl examined a conventional type of spiral-groove seal that was 
labeled the straight-through design. The spiral grooves extended to the 
outside diameter and the fluid' 'S pumped inward to a dam region at the inte-
rior ID of the seal. Al though excellent performance characteri s tics were 
predictp.d, the straight-through designs were ult'mately abandoned because of 
the probability of vaporization in the flow path. 
The pressure-balanced concept selected was conceived by NASA/LeRC p. j recom-
mended for the LOX turbopump application because it obviated vaporization 
problems and ~educed net axial loading. 
2.S.! Special Considerations for LOX 
2.5.1.1 Fluid Vaporization. Because of the many restrictions the fluid pass-
es through before it reaches the seal compartment, it enters relatively hot. 
However, since it is at high pressure, it is still a liquid. when passing 
through the seal, it is further heated by viscous shear and simultaneously the 
pressure drops to the seal exhaust ambient. Thus, upon discha~ging from the 
seal interface, it is 1n a mixed vapor state. At ambient pressure, the satu-
ration temperatures of LOX is -183°C (-297.4°F); the discharge temperature in 
the seal interface can be significantly higher and is generally around -115°c 
(-l7S0F). Therefore, vaporizat'ion 15 likely. Vaporization 1n the 
spiral-groove leakage path can block the through-fLOW which assists in carry-
ing away the heat generated in the interface. This leads to further vaporiza-
tion, reduction 1n fluid viscosity, and consequently load capacity. 
L:ltimately, the seal fails due to overload and overheating. Therefore, an 
adequate seal design must handle vaporization without seriously jeopardizing 
performance. 
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2.5.1.2 Fluid Turbul~nce. The criterion for turbulence is that the ratio or 
inertia to VlSCOUS fluid forces, which 1S the commonly applied Reynolds 
number, be greater than 1000 (6]. The Reynolds number is cl dimensionless 
quantity defined as follows: 
where: 
p =: fluid density 
Uo = surface velocity 
h =: film thickness 
\.l = absolute viscosity 
The characteristics of LOX are such that the mass density approaches that of 
water, while the vi~cosity is close to that of a gas. rrom the definition of 
the Reynolds number, this ccmbination of fluid properties is conducive to the 
promotion of turbulence. The load on the seal would have to be great enough so 
that the operating fii'll thickness was only 6.1 x 10- 7 m (24 x'1O-6 in.) for 
the flow to be' laminar. This film thickness is too small to be practical and 
would produce heat generation that would vaporize the fluid and cause failure 
by contact and overheating. The final seal design operated with film thick-
nesses near 2.54 x 10-5 m (0.001 in.) with resulting Reynolds numbers in the 
vicinity of 42,500. The effects of turbulence upon fluid-film performance is 
the same as if the seal were operating in the laminar regime with a greatly 
increased viscosi ty. It produces a greater load carrying c<>pability and high-
er viscous power losses than a laminar operating seal. With respect to the 
spiral-groove geometry, turbulence results in lJIuch deeper and wider grooves 
than a laminar counterpart, so that sufficient fluid of apparent high viscosi-
ty could be pumped through the large Clearance. 
2.5.1.3 r1uid Inertia. Because of the large operating film thickness and 
high-pressure gradients, the flow restriction through the seal is not entirely 
viscous. Inertia forces are another significant consideration. Inertia 
produces stec"p pressure drops at flow restrictions, or sudden contractions in 
the path of the flow. At the sudden con~~actions, pressure head is converted 
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to velocity head. Such contractions occur at the spiral-groove dam upon fluid 
entrance ln~o the seal land, and also uron fluid entrance into the 
spiral-groove seal from the high-pressure fluid at the oUl:er periphery. 
Another inertia influence is centrifugal forces acting on the fluid. These 
were pot considered because of the complexity of the analyses; their general 
effect is to retard flow. It was estimated the v would not have more than a 10% 
influence on the predicted rates. 
2.5.1.4 Two-Phase Flow. Once the fluid vaporizes, it enters the mixed flow 
regime and a considerable amount of energy is required to boil the liquid. 
When it is in the mixed regime, the perf0rmance of the seal is not precisely 
known although it was speculated that leakage would be close to that of a pure 
liquid. Because of this, most of the seal interface is in the spiral-groove 
region where the fluid is at high pressure and in a purely liquid state. It is 
only at the latter end of the seal dam where the pr~ssure is low that vaporiza-
tion generates. Two-phase flow may be a significant phenomenon for future LOX 
seals and is an area where further ~ffort should be devoted. 
2.5.2 Pressure-Balanced_Spiral-Groove Seal 
The pressure-balanced concept is schematically pictured on Figure 2-11. The 
spiral-groove region is fed by an interior groove that co~municates through 
passages (drilled holes) with the pressurized fluid to be sealed. In this 
instance, the term pressure-balance implies that the high-pressure fluid to be 
sealed resides at both the inside and outside perimeters of the spiral-groove 
region. The grooves pump outward to a dam region on the outer periphery of the 
seal. Leakage flows from the interior groove inward through a sealing land to 
the ambient low-pressu~e region. 
A principal advantage of this configuration over the straight-inflow design is 
that the spiral-groove pumping circuit operates independently of the leakage 
circuit. Thus f if the fluid flashes or vaporizes in the leakage dam inter-
face, it will not affect the pumping action of the spiral-groove and the auil-
ity of the faces to maintain separation. From a leakage point of View, 
flashing 1S beneficial since it significantly reduces mass flow. The one 
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major problem with the pressure-balancec concept lS the pos~ibility of over-
heating. 
Consider a control volume surrounding the seal, as represented by the dashed 
lines on Figure 2-1l. What leaves and enters the control volume is leakage 
flow. However, internal to the control volume, there is a significant amount 
of viscous shear. If we presume that all the heat generated by viscous shear 
is carried away by the leakage flow, then the temperature rise inside the 
control vol.ume can become very high. However, if external cooling flow 1S 
circulated through the control volume, it can carry away the heat generated by 
viscous friction and prevent exceSS1ve temperature rises. Fortunately, 
excess flow is forced into the seal cavity of many LOX turbopumps and recircu-
lated into the impeller inlet (refer to Figure 1-1). This circulating flow 
can prevent overheating. 
A typ; cal pressure distribution across the face of the pressure-balanced 
concept is sho~~ on Figure 2-12. The pressure is normalized with respect to 
the high pressure being sealed on the outer periphery. The radial distance or 
span lS indicated nondimensionally along the abscissa. The origin in the 
radial direction is at the inlet of the spiral-groove region. The pressure 
1ncreases from the interior of the grooved region outboard until the 
spiral-groove dam is reached. Then, there is a sudden inertia pressure drop 
at the entrance to the dam, followed by a linear pressur~ drop through the dam 
to the outer periphery of the seal. rrom the origin at the interior of the 
spiral-groove region, proceeding inward, there is a CO[lstant pressure 1n the 
grooved annulus followed by a significan~ pressure drop at the entrance to the 
sealing dam and then a linear drop across the sealing dam to ambient pressure. 
The inertia pressure drop is hig~ across the sealing dam because of the high-
pressure gradienc across it. 
2.6 50-mm Spiral-Groove Seal 
2.6.1 Groove Geometry 
The general groove geometry 1S shown on Figure 2-13. Note that deep and wide 
grooves are necessary to pump the highly turbulent fluid because of its high 
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effective viscosity. Table 2-2 defines the principal nominal dimensions of 
the pressure-balanced design. 
The original MTI design layout of the 50-mm pressure-balanced seal is shown on 
F'igure 2-14. In the test rig, the seal wi 11 be installed in a back-to-back 
configuration as !'hown on the bottom left corner of the drawing. This was 
done to eliminate excessive thrust loading on the test rig thrust bearing. 
The outboard seal is the test s(>,11 , while the inboard seal is the thrust 
balancing seal. The nonrotating member of the spiral-groove seal is made from 
carbon graphite (P-5N) and contains the interior high-pressure inlet annulus 
and feed holes. 
The seal rings do not have metal shrouds or interface pieces. The intent is to 
maintain the mass of the seal rlng members as low as possible for improved 
dynamic response. Figure 2-15 lS a photograph of one face seal and a mating 
ring. Because of the back-to-back installation, the mating rlng incorporates 
grooving on both sides, but of opposite hand. 
2.6.2 Summaryof Performance 
The principal advantage of the pressure-balanced design is that it separates 
the spiral-groove and leakage circuits, and reduces the consequences of fluid 
vaporization in the seal region interface. 
Disadvantages of the pressure-balanced design are high power loss including 
viscous friction and windage of the rotating mati.nE: ring, relatively large 
collar niameter, poor low-speed performance, and high lift-off speed. Also, 
without external cooling or recirculation of LOX i.nlet ~upply, there is a goon 
possibility the seal will overheat. A summary of calculated performance 
results at design operating conditions lS ~lI":icated on Table 2-3. The table 
provides information for both the cooled and unc201ed inlet conditions. 
The factors thet influence safe operation of pressure-balanced seals are 
film-thickness, fluid temperature rise, and dynamic response or ability of the 
seal ring to follow excursions of the rotating collar. Based on the analysis, 
an acceptable operating range was established. This is shown in Figure 2-16. 
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At low rotational speeds, low film thickness and excessive temperatures ar~ 
limiting factors. At lower pressures and high speeds, the limiting factor is 
dynamic response. The safe 0F<>rat ing range 1 ies wi th in these boundaries. 
Note that a pressure versus speed squared relationship will produce safe 
start-up operation. The relatively large operating clearance provides a 
greater tolerance to distortions and dynamic response than laminar seals that 
typically operate in the fil~ thickness range of 0.0025 to 0.0051 mm (0.0001 
to 0.0002 in.) 
The effects of turbulence are increased film thickness and power consumption. 
Geometrically, th~ seal requires deep and wide pumping grooves. The magnitude 
of the turbulence is large, producing Reynoids numbers in the 40,000 to 50,000 
range. 
2.7 20-mID Spiral-Groove Seal 
2.7.1 Geomet ry 
Figure 2-17 is a layout drawing of the 20-mm pressllre-balanced design. The 
concept is very similar to the 50-mm design except it is a scaled down version 
consistent with the Size reduction, but optimized to operate at similar 
surface ~peeds of 183 mls (600 ft/s). Table 2-4 indicates the pertinent nomi-
nal dimensions of the 20-mm design; the spiral-groove geometry is also indi-
cated on Figure 2-17. 
2.7.2 Summary of Performance 
Performance of the 20-mm seal 1S summarized on Table 2-5 and Figure 2-18. The 
table presents performance at the design point condition, while the figure is 
an operating range map. The map indicates low-speed, high-pressure operation 
1S to be avoided because of marginal film thickness and high temperature rise 
of the fluid. At high-speed, low-pressure operation, dynamic response prob-
lems are encountered. A pressure increase proportional to the square of the 
operating spped produces safe operation. 
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2.8 Test ~ 
2.8.1 Design Philos~ 
The general design of the test rlg was guided by several fundamental princi-
pals generated at the outset of the program. 
1. The rig was to have the capability to test both 50- and 20-mm seals. The 
50-mm seals were to be tested at a maximum speed of 7,330 radls 
00,000 r/min)j the 20-mm ~;eals were to be tested at a maximum speed of 
10,472 radls (100,000 r/min). 
2. Different shafts could be installed for the 50- and 20-mm seal tests, but 
the same set of bearings were to be employed. A journal size of 30 mm was 
selected as a compromise for testing both size seals and for providing 
acceptable rotordynamic response and bearing power losses. 
3. Hydrostatic fluid-film bearings were to be employed to enable friction-
frei startlstops, whirl-free operation, good damping qualities, and free-
dom of adjustment through flow and restrictor element alterations. 
2.8.2 General Configuration 
A cross section of the test ng 1S shown on Figure 2-19. The right-hand 
portion of the rig is the drive whe~e the nitrogen turbine is located. The 
central portion is the bearing region where the journal and thrust bearings 
are located. The left end of the rig is the test seal section; the 50-mm heli-
um buffer seal is shown instailed. 
Locating the thrust bearing in the center of the rotor avoids exceSS1ve over-
hang at either end and provides for a more uniform distribution of mass along 
the rotr'r. This arrangement alleviates rotordynamic difficulties due to large 
overhung masses which would o~~ur if the test seals and thrust bearing were 
mounted in tandem at one end of the rotor. The helium buffers are installed in 
a back-to-back configurdtion, and mate against a common runner. 
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The 30-nvn 9haft j.ournal diallleter provide!l fluff; dent !lciffne!l9 to be below the 
bending critical speed, and prevent9 exce!lsive bearing and windage power 109!l-
es I;"or operation at 7330 rad/s 00,000 r/min). At the Lurbine end of the 
shaft, a heat dam is located between the turbine wheel and shaft. This dam 
prevents high temperature at the turbine wheel from conducting hent into the 
c~ld shaft regions. The outside periphery of the heat dam is machined with a 
labyrinth that provides one half of a buffer seal that prevents turbine gas 
from entering the bearing region. At the seal end of the shaft, the helium 
seal runner is secured to the shaft by a spring sleeve that is pressed onto the 
shaft. This compensates for bore growth of the runner. ~igure 2-20 shows 
disassembled components of the test rig and Figure 2-21 is a photograph of an 
a~sembled rotor. Details concerning tho rlg design are presented 1n 
Section 6.0. 
Because of problems unc0vered during the first three tests, three modifica-
tions were made prior to the fourth seal test. Perhaps the m~st significant 
alteration was the addition of a !lmall labyrinth seal between the inboard 
helium seal ring and the nearby journal bearing as shown in Figure 2-22. 
Helium leaking from the seal and an additional flow of helium entering through 
a new external port, were maintained at a slightly higher than bearing drain 
pressure, preventing LN2 from flowing through the new labyrinth seal and bath-
ing the inboard end of the runner. This was done to reduce the heat generation 
from windage losses that was causing vaporization in the adjacent bearing 
film, reducing bearing effective stiffness and damping and resulting in unac-
ceptable rotor response at speeds below design speed. The insertion of the 
labyrinth seal insured that only gaseous helium w(,uld run against the seal 
runner with significantly lower windage losses than that produced by LN2. 
2.8.3 Summary of Test Rig Performance 
In general, the test rlg performe~ well with the principal exception of not 
achieving full speed. As mentioned above, this problem was traced to vapori-
zation in the seal end journal bearing reducing it·;! stiffness and damping 
characteristics which resulted in high vibration levels at approximately 
5236 rad/s (50,000 r/min). Corrections were made to the rig to eliminate this 
2-15 
problem, but a seal failure Ilt 5969 rad/tl (57,000 r/min) prevented further 
tlpeed increases. 
The testing program surfaced several other characteristics of the test rig 
that are significant and peculiar to cryogenic testing. These are mentionable 
because they have general applicability to cryogenic test rigs and are impor-
tant co understand for future applicationo of the rig. 
1. Initial Cooldown. The hydrostatic bearings are energized early in the 
start-up process in order to float the shaft prior to rotation. Initial-
ly, the rig is at ambient temperature and the cryogenic fluid supply to 
the bearings (LN2 '1r LOX) lS In a gaseous state. Since there are deep 
recesses in the bearings, the bearing rotor system is prone to pneumatic 
hammer until the cryogenic fluid is liquefied. It was necessary to manu-
ally hold the shaft from vibrating by forcing it axiaLly against the 
thrust bearing surface during the chill-down period (~20-min time span). 
For LN2 testing, this requirement presented an inconvenience but no seri-
ous problems. For LOX testing, however, personnel are not permitted in 
the vicinity of the test rig, and a remote holding device is required. 
For future hydrostdtic bearing designs, the recess volume should be as 
small as practicable to avoid pneumatic hammer at startup. 
2. Recess Pressure Measurement. Measurement of recess pressures provides 
information on the state of health of the rotor-bearing system while oper-
ating. Unfortunately, the measurement system introduced problems and 
ultimately had to be abandoned. What occurred was vaporization of the 
cryogen in the pressure sensor lines emanating from the rig to the pres-
sure transducers. This deteriorated bearing stiffness because the fluid 
column stiffness in the instrument line is significantly less when vapor 
is present. Also, heat is transferred from the line fluid into the recess 
promoting bubbling. It was necessary to plug _ pressure tap lines at 
the tester and operate witnout recess pressure information. 
3. Isolation of the seal test area from the seal end journal bearing was 
required to prevent heat transfer into the b~aring and causing vaporiza-
ti0~ and bubbling of the cryogen in the bearing. The installation of a 
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labyrinth seaL between the bearing and soal compartment and an additional 
source of helium buffer fluid prevented ingress of LOX to the bearlng side 
surface of the seaL runner. A substanti,~.L reduction in windage heat 
generation was accompLished, which effectiveLy eLlminated excessive heat 
transfer into the bearing from the seaL compartment. 
Nitrogen was not an acceptabLe buffer fluiri at the turbine end buffet'ed 
labyrinth seal because it liquefied rapidly. It was necessary to use 
helium as the buffer fluid. 
.. nstrumentation 
There is one area regarding instrumentatio~ that is worthy of mentioning in 
this summary of significant results. The original method of measuring seal 
film thickness was to trace the movement of the seal rings and runner sp.pa-
rately and obtain clearance by electronically subtracting signals. It was 
originally determined that embedding probes directly into the seal ring would 
impose restraint by cables that would prevent dynamic tracking. It was subse-
quently discovered that a very thin coaxial cable (0.76 mm in diameter) 
existed, that would not impose excessive rQstraint on the seal rings. It was 
decided to make probes and embed them directly into one of the seal rings for 
test No.4. Direct measurement of film thickness rather than the differentiaL 
approach would produce more accurate measurement and errors due to large 
temperature gradients in the housing could be avoided. The probes performed 
very well. 
Figure 2-23 shows details of the probe installation and Figure 2-24 is a 
photograph of the instrumented ring. The two original probes observing the 
seal runner were kept and used to monitor runner motion. The embedded probes 
were not subject to error due to thermal distortions of the seal hOllsings. 
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'LABLE 2-1 
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 
Huimum Supply HaxilllUlll Cumulative No. of I 
Hardware Pressure, kPa Speed Run Time Fast 
Tested Absolute (psia) rad/s (r/min) (min) Starts Hardwarp. Conditions 
II SEAL SET NO. 1 Outboard seal rubbed 
due to tester 
.. vibration • 
Runner No. 1 1,179 (l7l) 5,895 (56,300) 96 0 Outboard seal ring 
worn. Runner has I 
• 
surf .. ce cracks. ! I 
SEAL SET NO. 2 No damage. I 
• Runner No. 2 1,482 (215) 5,099 (48,700) 261 I 50 
.. SEAL SET NO. 3 I Outboard seal rubbp.4 
due to contamination. 
Runner No'. 2 1,':'82 (215) 4,963 (47,400) 236 40 Outboard seal ring 
worn. Runner has 
surface cracks. 
SEAL SET NO. 4 Inboard seal rubbed 
due to loss of 
clearance. 
I 
Runner No. 3 827 (120) 5,968 (37,000) 20 0 Inboard seal ring 
worn. Runner surface 
galled and worn. 
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TABLE 2-2 
DIMENSIONS OF PRESSURE-BALANCED, 50-~ 
OUTWARD PUMPING, SPIRAL-GROOVE SEAL 
Outside Groove Dam Radius: 40.13 rnm (1.58 in.) 
Inside Groove Dam Radius: 38.86 rnm ( 1.53 in. ) 
Inside Groove Radius: 35.05 rnm (1.38 in., 
Outside Seal Dam Radius: 32.51 rnm (1.28 in. ) 
Inside Seal Dam Radius: 30.48 rnm 0.20 in. ) 
Secondary Seal Radius! 30.99 rnm (1. 22 in. ) 
Inside Ring Radius: 25.4 rnm (1.00 in. ) 
Seal Length: 20.32 mm (0.8 in. ) 
Secondary Seal Position 
(Distance from Face): 15.75 rnm (0.62 in. ) 
Groo"e Depth: 0.254 rnm (0.010 in. ) 
Groove Angle: 11° 
Land Width/Groove Width: 0.45 
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TABLE 2-3 
STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE OF 
50-MM SPIRAL-GROOVE SEAL 
Pressure 
Balanced 
-Cooled-
0.0236 
(0.0009) 
Axial Stiffness, N/mm x 
(lb/in. x 10 ·3) 
10-3 81.1 
(463) 
Leakage j w
3 /s x 10-5 29.8 
(in. Is) (18.18) 
Power Loss, kW (hp) 9.47 (12.69) 
T Croove, °c (°F) -118 ~180.4) 
.1T Grooves, °c (OF) 21.44 (38.6) 
.1T Seal, °c (OF) 2.83 (5.09) 
Load, N (lb) 10,608 (2,385) 
N, rad/s (r/min) 5,864 (56,000) 
P = 5.17 MPa (750 psig) 
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Pressure 
Balanced 
Uncooled 
0.0236 
(0.0009) 
81.1 
(463) 
29.8 
(18.18) 
9.47 (12.69) 
-104 (-155.2) 
35.56 (64) 
17.22 (31) 
~0,608 (2,385) 
5,864 (56,000) 
TABLE 2--4 
IJIMENSIONS OF PRES~Yl!~:BALANCED, _~20-:MM, 
OUTWARD PUMPING, SP~RAL-'GROOVE SEAL 
Outside Groove Dam Radius: 25.91 mm ( 1.02 
IntJide Groove Dam Radius: 24.64 mm (0.97 
Inside Groove Radius: 20.83 mm (0.82 
Outside Seal Dam Radius: 18.29 mm (0.72 
Inside Seal Dam Radius: 16.26 mm (0.64 
Secondary Seal Radius: 17.53 mm (0.69 
Inside Ring Radius: 11.18 mm (0.44 
Seal Length: 20.32 mm (0.80 
Secondary Seal Position 
(Distance from Face): 15.75 mm (0.62 
Groove Depth: 0.203 mm (0.008 
Groove Angle: 11° 
Land Width/Groove Width: 0.45 
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TABLE 2-5 
STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE OF 20-MM 
SPIRAL-GROOVE SEAL 
Film Thickness, mm (mils) 
Axial Stiffness, N/m x 10- 7 
(lb/in. x 1O- 5 ) 
Leakag~, m3/s x 104 (in. 3/s) 
Power Loss, kW (hp) 
Load, N (lb) 
r = 5.17 MPa (750 psi) 
Pressure 
Balanced 
Cooled 
25.9 (1.02) 
I • • as 
(2.77) 
1.9 (11.6) 
7.1 (9.5) 
25 (45) 
2.~:2 (4) 
6383 (1435) 
N = 10,472 rad/s (100,000 r/min) 
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3.0 TEST RESULTS 
3.1 Introduction 
Four helium seal sets and three runners were tested during the course of the 
program. All were subjected to steady-state tests while two sets additlonally 
underwent high acc.eleration rate tests. The tests reflulted in 618 min of 
cumulative running time and 90 high acceleration rate 9tarts. (Refer 1.0 Table 
2-1 for a brief summary of the tests performed.) 
The following sections provide a d(!tailed report: of thl~ result9 of the tour 
seal tests and their correlation with theoretical predictions. 
The test rig configuration for the first three seal tests followed the 
original design (see Figure 2-19). A 50-mm seal runner is secured to the left 
side of the rotor. The two seal rings fit back-to-back over the runner and are 
held apart by a spring. They are restrained on the right side by the seal 
housing and on the left side by a rlng bolted to the housing. The seal rings 
are made of carbon graphite while the'seal runner consists of Inconel 718 with 
a tungsten carbide coating on the outside diameter. 
Helium gas is supplied through two radial ports to the annular space between 
the seal rings. Part of the flow passes between the runner and left seal ring 
(outboard) exiting into the large drain cavity on the left side of the tester 
and from there into a separate drain line. The remainder of the helium flow 
passes between the runner and the right-hand seal ring (inboard) into a cham-
ber between the seal housing and adjacent bearing housing. From the nearby 
journal bearing, LN2 also flows into the chamber and mixes with the helium. 
The mixture then flows through a passage under the journal bearing and out 
through one of several radial ports. The LN2 has a substantial cooling effect 
on the end of the runner and acts to increase the operating clearance of the 
inboard seal. 
Six capacitance probes were installed to measure the seal film thickness. 
Three of the probes are oriented horizontally whi Ie the other three are 
directed vertically. In the vertical group, two probes observe the back of 
the two seal nngs. (Refer to Figure 2-19.) A third prober not shown, 
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observes the surface of the runner between the ringa. The vert. ieal film 
thickness is derived by electronically subtracting the output of the respec-
tive seal probe from the commen runner probe. The horizontal componentn are 
similarly measured. 
Because of problems uncovered during the first three t.ests, three modifica-
tions were made prior to the fourth qeal teat. Perhaps the most sip,nificant 
was the addition of a small labyrinth seal between the inboard helium seal 
ring and the nearby journal bearing 8S was ahown in Figure 2-22. Hel ium leak-
ing from the seal and .:" additional flow of helium entering through a nl~W 
external port were maintained at a slightly higher pressure than the bearing 
drain pressure. Thi!J prevented LN2 from flowing through the new labyrinth 
seat and bathing the inboard end of the runner. It also was done to reduce the 
heat generation from windage losses that was causing vaporization in the adja-
cent bearing film, reducing bearing effective 9tiffness and damping and 
resulting in unacceptable rotor response. The insertion of the labyrinth seal 
insured that only gaseous helium would contact the seal runner with Hignif-
i~antly lower windage losses than that produced by LN2. 
In place of the six-probe differential array, an outboard geal ring containing 
(cur embedded probes was installed permitti~g a direct measurement of film 
thickness during the fourth test. Figure 2-23 showed the instrumented ring. 
The two original probes observing the seal runner were kept and used to monl-
tor runner motion. The embedded probes were not subject to error due to ther-
mal distortions of the seal housings. 
A final change consisted of a new runner with' electrolized surface to 
replace the tungsten carbide coating used in the original design. The rubs 
which occurred during the first and third seal tests resulted in partial 
delamination of the coating which contributed to tha failures. It was hoped 
t~e electrolized runner would provide a better su~face in the event of a rub. 
The pretest seal clearances are given in Table 3-1>'(. The overall accuracy of 
the measurements is approximately to.OOS mm (to.0002 in.). For the most part, 
*Tables are presented consecutivgly, beginning on page 3-44. 
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the pretel'Jt clearanr.t:.9 of the tir-st three seal setl] conform to the design 
requirement9. The maximum discrepancy, found on the No.1 outboard seal, was 
0.002 nm (0.00008 in.), certainly within the t"ange ot measurement accuracy. 
The pretest clearances for the fout"th ~eal net are slightly larger than th~ 
original design requirements. This was considered desirable becauoe of the 
higher runner temperalut"es that were expected due to the in9tallation of the 
new labyrinth seal. 
3.2.1 Seal Set No. 1 
Principal data was taken during three runo conducted over an 82-min period. 
Figut"es 3-1* and 3-2 provide time history plots of the test showing tester 
9peed and helium supply pressure. Figure 3-3 gives an operating map with the 
actual test points superimposed. Tht"ee additional stat"ts were made whieh are 
not documented in the figures. The Lotal cumulative running time was 96 min. 
Priot" to rig t"otation, helium pressures ranging from 662 to 1827 kPa absolute 
(96 to 265 psia) were applied to check the integrity of the seal installations 
and prov;de zero speed data. 
During opet"ation, steady-state data wet"e sequentially tak.en at 3665 rad/s 
05,000 r/min}, 4188 radls ([10,000 r/min), 4712 radls (45,000 r/min), and 
5235 rad/s (50,000 r/min) with helium supply pressures t"anginb from dpproxi-
mately 552 to 1172 kPa absolute (80 to 170 psia). Drain pressut"es downstream 
of both seals were maintained between 448 to 552 kPa absolute (65 to 80 p~ia). 
The helium supply temperature varied between 38 and 43°C (100 and ilO°F). 
As indicated on Figure 3-3, virtually all of the test points were in· the high 
friction region of the operating map. At lower speeds of 3665 radls 
(35,000 r/min) and 4188 radls (45,000 r/min), this was neee,sary to maintain 
a positive pressure drop across the seals. At the higher speeds of 4712 to 
*Figures are presented consecutively, beginning on page 3-48. 
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fj7~9 rad/'J (45,000 til ~)5,OOO r/mlll), propllrt ionally lli)~ll .. r pn"l';llrf"l WI'f'j' 
maintain~d in an nttorl f 0 add dampin1l, to 11ll' rOl.l)r !;Y'JI I'm I II ctlmbat 1111' 
vlbration problem. 
[)pnpir,p d1en(~ a' t.nmpt:~l, villf'ationrJ w(!re ,'ncOIHli I'rpd at approximaf "1,,, 
'j235 rad/~J (50,000 dmin) ilnd l)(!ci1m,~ wor!w i:W !Jpp(!d inCrtlil!ilJd t.Ll ')75') radl', 
(55,000r/min). While several data point!) were taken at thl! lal,t,pr !lpIJI'd, Itw 
tester wall trippnd (Jut when t!w outbo,1rd !j(~al tl~mpnrar.urlJ abruptly in(;rea~Jed 
!lignifying a rub. I,'igure 3-4 i!l a 'llrip chart rl!cording of t.lw I:tlmperat.un· 
f~xcIH·~;ion. A torqu(! check reveall'd that t1w ,.haft wail ,·ighl.. COlli'I''lUI!llI.Iy, 
110 additiollal runnln~ wa', att.f'mplll(i. All analY!liij ot t1w tailnd holr<iwartJ 1', 
given in Section 3.5.1. 
In generlll, the facility and inslruml!ntatio(l worklld w(dl; howpvpr, 'JflV{lral 
problem!) did develop. The two capacitanc(~ prob'!!J ob,JI'.·' .1g t.hfl 'ill a I rUl1lWr 
rubbed briefly and 9hort£>d out dUQ to eot.or vib~ation and a greatnr than 
anticipated loss of gap during initial chill-down. The fail'1r~~l occut"r'2d 
shortly a:ter the first start. Consequently, nu usable probe data way logged. 
Secondly, the V(~ntu • f1owmetl~r, ~let to mea'JurI' the l(~a"ilgf? from the outboard 
seal was sized anticipating larger flows and rpsult.ed In pressure drops tJO 
low to measure. Both problems were corrected betore the second seal te~t. 
Pigure 3-5 shows both meanured and predicted flow as a function of pressure 
drop ,'lcross a 9ingle geal ring. The data is for th(~ z(~ro 9pe(~d c:a'H~ with t1w 
tester chilled down. The theoretical predictions are bas£,1 on the latest 
model incorporating both viscous and inertial pn:;ssure drops. (See Appen-
dix A.) The four theoretical curves cover the ran~e of anticipated radial 
clearances and were c:alculdted using the data given in the block ingerl in the 
figure. Secause of the flowmeter problem, the flow through the individual 
sea: could not be separated. The experimental flow plotted equals one-halt 
the total measured 9upply flow. The data in the block insert also applies to 
the experimental flow curve except. for the eccentricity ratio and discharge 
coetilcient which could not be measured. 
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Because the film thickness was not measured, no correlation between measured 
flow and clearance was possible. However, cor "elat ing the measured flow wi th 
the theoretical flows showed that the experimental data fnllows the predicted 
curve ':or [, radial film thickness of 0.020 nun (0.0008 in.) at low flows and 
(;.023 nun (0.0009 in.) at higher fl'JW conditions. Given the room temperature 
clearances of 0.015 nun (0.0006 in.) for the outboard seal dnd 0.008 nun 
(0.0003 in.) for the inboard seal, the measured flow seems reasonable. 
Figure 3-6 shows the surface temperaturr of the seal rings during the same 
test. The temperatures increase betweell 65 and 85°C and (117 and 153°F) from 
low flow to high flow conditions. This demonstrates the strong warming effect 
that the helium flow has on the seal rings. It is somewhat surprising that the 
inboard ring registers slightly higher temperatures than the ~utboard ring. 
Figure 3-7 contains a serles of experimental flow curves at different tester 
speeds. Again, these represent one half the total measured flow. Theoretical 
curves are also depicted covering four seal clearances. The maximum flow rate 
occurred at 5759 radls (55,000 r/min) at a pressure drop of approximately 
650 kPl (94 psi) and is equal to 0.0017 kg/s (21 scfm). 
The experimental curves show a definite decrease in flow as speed lS 
increased. This is probably due to a decrease in clearance caused by centri-
fug?~ and thermal growth of the runner. The anticipated decrease in clearance 
due to centrifugal runner growth is about 0.001 nun (0.00004 in.) for each 
speed increment of 524 radl s (500e r/min). Thus, if the flow at 3665 radl s 
(35,000 r/mLn) corresponds to a clearance of 0.026 mm (0.00106 in.), the 
curve at 5235 rad/s (50,000 r/min) should matc!' up with a curve at 0.023 mm 
(0.0009 in.). The actual data at 5235 radls (50,000 r/min) follows a clear-
ance line of 0.021 mm (0.00083 in.), indicating a slightly greater than 
expected clearance decrease. Also, the d~ta at 5759 radls (55,000 r/min) does 
not follow th~ trend at all. 
Figures 3-8 and 3-9 present the corresponding seal ring temperatures ~or the 
inboard and outboard seal rings respectively. Again, there lS a very signif-
icant warming effect as flow increases at higher pressures. It is also readi-
ly apparent that the rate of change of temperature wi th pressure is much 
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higher at lower flows and tends to level off at high(>r rates. At constant 
pressure, both figures tend to show slight decreases in temperature as speed 
1S incrpased. This goes along with the decreased clearance, and thus 
decreased flow, due to centrifugal and thermal growth of the runner. The data 
at 5759 rad/s (15,000 r/min) deviates from the trend. 
Figure 3-10 compares inboard and outboard seal temperatures at 4188 rad/s 
(40,000 r/min) and shows that the inboard tnnds to be about 5 to 10°C (9 to 
lS0F) colder than the outboard at constant pressure. This is also typical of 
the data at other speeds. 
Since neither the individual seal flow rates nor the actual operating clear-
ances were measured fcl:' seal set No.1, it was difficult to make any more 
definitive correlation: 
3.2.2 Seal Set No.2 
Figures 3-11 through 3-16 give a time history covering the three days .over 
which the seal~ were tested. The curves depict tester speed and helium supply 
pressure. Figure 3-17 provides an operating map covering the entire test. As 
mentioned in Section 2.0, the seal principally operated in the high friction 
range. 
Steady-state data were accrued over five runs resulting 1n data at 3665 rad/s 
(35,000 r/min), 4188 rad/s (40,000 l/min), 4712 rad/s (45,000 r/min), and 
5026 rad/s (48,000 r/min). Speed was limited to 5026 rad/s (48,000 r/min) 
due to sharply increasing rotor vibrations. Seal set No.2 completed all 
subjected tests without evidence of failure of any kind. 
The first four runs covered a range of supply pressures from 586 to 1069 kPa 
absolute (85 to 155 psia). The fifth run conducted after a series of high 
acceleration rat~ runs included additional data points at 4712 rad/s 
(45,000 r/min) and reached a helium supply pressure of 1482 kPa absolute 
(215 psia). 
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In addition tn vacYlng the helium supply pressure at each speed, the outboard 
seal drain preS9nF"!1 was also varied including values of 517,310, and 103 kPa 
absolute (75, 45, and 15 psia). The inboard drain 'Ire was maintained 
between 517 and 551 kPa absolute (75 and 80 psia). The upst earn helium supply 
temperature was between 38 and 43°C (100 and 110 o p). 
A zero speed run was also made varylng helium supply pressures from 648 to 
1820 kPa absolute (94 to 264 psia). Both seal drain pressures were maintained 
at approximat~ly 517 kPa absolute (75 psia) during this particular test. 
Not counting the high acceleration rate runs which re discussed 1n 
Section 3.5, a total of eight runs were made resulting 1n a total accumulated 
test time of 261 min. No problems were enc0.untered and the seals were removed 
intact and undamaged. Also, no problems developed in the instrumentation 
which yielded good supply and drain flow data. While the capacitance probes 
functioned properly, later analyses revealed potential in the . . 1naccuraCIes 
readings due to thermal distol."tians of the seal housing. 
Zero speed flows are given for the inboard and outboard seals in Pigures 3-18 
and 3-19, respec~ ·vely. Both pr-.!dicted and measured data are given. The 
total flow through the seals is approximately 0.0068 kg/s (85 scfm) at a pres-
sure drop of 1250 to 1300 kPa (181 to 189 psi). This is slightly less than 
the 0.0077 kg/s (97 scfm) passed by seal set No.1 at thE same pressure. 
However, seal set No.2 he- slightly lower clearances (see Table 3-1). 
The flow from the inboard seal dominates by a factor of two to one and closely 
follows the predicted flow curve corresponding to radial clearances of 
0.024 to 0.027 mm (0.0009 to 0.0011 in.). This represents an lncrease 1n 
clearance of 0.018 mm (0.0007 in.) from ambient to tec;t conditions due to 
contraction of the runner from LN2 at the inboard end. The outboard seal flow 
runs along the 0.020 mm (0.0008 in.) predicted flow curve at lower pressures 
and falls to 0.017 mm (0.0007 in.) at higher pressures. It shows a more 
modest clearance increase of 0.007 to 0.010 mm (0.0003 to 0.0004 in.) from 
ambient to test conditions • 
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Figure 3-20 shows the seal surface temperatures for the zero speed test. As 
LO the prevlous test, a substantial temperature increase is registered as the 
pressure drop is increased. Although of a slightly lower magnitude, 40 to 
SOG C 02 to 90"'F), as opposed to the 65 to 85°C (117 to lS3°n in seal ~et 
No.1, the inboard seal again shows the higher temperature. The reason 1n 
this case is the larger flow passed by the inboard seal. This may also be lhe 
case wi th seal get No.1. 
The flow curves for the inboard real at the different test speeds are given 1n 
Figure 3-21. The first four runs comprise the data at 3665, 4186, 5026 radfs 
05,000, I~OIOO , 48,000 rfmin), and the lower pressure data at 4712 radfs 
(45,000 rfmin). These runs produced the maximum flow rate of 0.0018 kgfs 
(23 scfm) at a pressure drop of approximately l30 kPa (62 psi) and show the 
expected trend of decreasing clearance as speed increases. Again, the magnl-
tude of the decrease is more than can be explained by cent ri fugal growth 
alone. The actual decr.ease between 3665 and 5026 rad/s (35,000 and 
48,000 rfmin) appears to be approximately 0.010 mm (0. ·~04 in.) whiLe the 
predicted amount is 0.0025 ITUll (0.0001 in.). Clearly, additional effects 
(thermal growths) are taking place. 
A fifth run was made at a speed cf 4712 rad/s (45,000 [fmin) during which a 
pressure drop of 940 kPa (136 psi) ~dS appl ied to the seal s. Gi ven the 
prevailing drain pressure of 544 kPa absolute (79 psia), the absolute pres-
sure slightly exceeded the design point of 1379 kPa absolute (200 psia). The 
resulting flows are much lower and bear little cor~es~ondence with the first 
four runs. 
Figure 3-22 presents the inboarc seaL temperature variations corresponding to 
the flow curves in Figure 3-21. A h1gh temperature gradient with pressure 
drop exists &t low ~resJures that gradually decrease ~~ pressure 1ncreases. 
However, no clear-cut trend ex sts among the first four runs at different 
speeds. The high-pressure run ~ 4712 radfs (45,000 rfmin) shows quite a bit 
lower temperature than the earlier run at the same speed. 
Outboard seal leakage flows ar~ tlotted 1n Figures 3-23, 3-24, and 2-5. Four 
speeds are represented in aach figu"-e with two runs at different pressure 
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ranges at 4712 rad/s (45,000 r/min). Figure 3-23 corresponds to an outboard 
drain pressure of 517 kPa absolute (75 psia). Figure 3-24 corresponds to a 
drain pressure of 310 kPa absolute (45 p3ia) and Figure 2-5 to a drain pres-
sure of 103 kPa absolute (15 psia). The results here are quite diffe~ent than 
those shown for the inboard seal and yield the following observation9: 
t. The flows are lower than those of the inboard seal indicating smaller 
clearances. 
2. The flows increase only slightly with pressure. This indicates that 
the clearances are closing as the supply pressure increases. 
3. There is no discernable trend among flow lines at different speeds. 
The loss of clearance due to centrifugal growth is most likely over-
shadowed by the flow-related temperature effects. 
Outboard seal temperature plots are glven 1n Figures 3-25, 3-26, and 3-27 
corresponding to the data given in the, flow plots. Previously 2stablished 
trends continue to prevail with higher temperatures, lower gradients at higher 
pressure drops, and the lack of a definite trend as speed is increased. 
Figure 3-28 is a plot of the outboard seal temperature and flow during the 
first run at 41887 rad/s (40,000 r/min) at each of the three drain pressures 
versus pressure drop across the seal. Figure 3-29 plots the same temperature 
versus the supply pressure. Referring to Figure 3-28, the flow follows a 
straight line as a function ot pressure drop across the seal and appears to be 
independent of drain pressure. The corresponding seal temperatures, on the 
other hand 1 all cover about the same range of -40 LO -2SoC (-40 to -lSOF) and 
seem to be independent vf the increased presssure drop permitted by the incre-
mented decreases in drain pressure. Figure 3-29 shows a different relation-
ship. The flow curves appear as parallel lines as p.xpected. The tempe~ature 
curves are much more closely grouped together and, 1n fact, coincide at -34°C 
(-30°F) indicating that the outboard seal te.llperat:ures have a stro,lger depend-
ency on the total seal supply pressure than the pressure drop across the 
outboard seal. This trnds to indicate a strong thermal interaction between 
the outboard seal and the inboard sea~ with the larger, more dominant flow. 
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Figures 3- 30, 3-31, and 3-32 are plots of seal fi 1m thickness versus time for 
the five test runs being analyzed. As mentioned previously, evidence of 
substantial thermaL distortion of the seaL housing was observed during the 
chiLL-down process which appears to have caused inaccuracies in the absolute 
measurement of the fiLm thickness. This is particuLarly evident in the verti-
caL outboard seal curve which shows nearly three times the expected fi 1m 
thickness. 
3.2.3 SeaL Set No.3 
Figures 3-33 and 3-34 give time history plots of supply pressure and test rlg 
speed, whiLe Figure 3-35 gives an operating map. Principal data was acquired 
during three runs taken over a 240-min period. Two additional starts were 
made. The total cumulative running time was 236 min. 
Steady-state data were taken at 3665, 4188, and 4712 rad/s (35,000, 40,000, 
and 4S ,000 r/min). Attempts were again made to reach higher sfJeeds but 
vibrations were encountered at approximately 5026 rad/s (48,000 r/min). It 
was decided to limit operation to 47L2 rad/s (45,000 r/min). 
A broad range of supply pressures were achieved from 654 to 1482 kPa absolute 
(95 to 215 psia). Outboard seal drain pressures were incremented at each 
speed covering values of 517, 310, and 103 kPa absolute (75, 45, and 15 psia). 
No zero speed data was taken with this seal set. 
The steady-state tests wer~ completed without problems and were folLowed by 
high acceleration rate tests. After 40 fast starts and during a short 
steady-state run to check operation, a rub was encountered on the outboard 
seaL. Figure 3-36 shows the strip chart data documenting the increase in seal 
ring temperature and the subsequent shutdown. Two attempts to rp.start 
resulted in immediate increases in temperature indicating that significant 
damage had taken place during the first occurrence. The rig was then torn 
down and inspected. A fair amount of contamination had entered the supply 
cavity and probably initiated the rub. Subsection 3.6 provides additional 
details of the inspection and an analysis of the failed parts. 
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Figure 3-37 provides the inboard seal· flow data at the three test speeds; 
predicted flows are superimposed. The maXlmum flow 1S approximately 
0.0026 kg/s (33 scfm) and occurred at 3665 rad/s (35,000 r/min) at a pressure 
drop of 630 :<.Pa (92 psi). The measured flows show a decrease wi th speed, 
although the amount is more than expected based on centrifugal growth of the 
runner. 
Figure 3-38 shows the corresponding inboard seal temperatures. The data shows 
a rlefinite decrease in temperature as speed increases and presents a clear 
treud unlike the corresponding plot (Figure 3-22) from sAal set No.2. 
Flow data from the outboard seal at different dra1n pressures are shown in 
Figures 3-39, 3-40, and 3-41. The flows range between 0.0008 and 0.0012 kg/s 
(10 and 15 scfm) going from low to high pressure d~ops. Speed appears to have 
no appreciable effect. The small variation with pressure seems to indicate a 
d~crease in operating clearance as observed in previous tests. 
The temperature plots for the outboard seal are given 1n Figures 3-42, 3-43, 
and 3-44. As with the inboard seal, the temperatures are generally lower at 
higher speeds. 
3.2.4 Seal Set No.4 
This test was comparatively short due to a rub on t~e inboard seal. One start 
was made and the cumulative test time was about 20 min. Figure 3-45 15 an 
operating map while Figures 3-46 and 3-47 present time history plots showing 
seal supply pressures and tester speeds. The time history plots are expanded 
to include about 2 hours of data prio~ to and after the running portion of the 
test. 
The strategy for this test was somewhat different than for the fi~sL three 
tests because of the test rig modifications. The most important was the laby-
rinth seal. With this in place, it was hoped that the vibration problem would 
be solved and' tester would be able to run at the full speed of 7329 rad/s 
00,000 r/min}. Because of the importance of this achievement, testing at 
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multiple pressures at low speeds that had been done 1n prevlous tests was 
postponed. 
The test run consisted of an initial ascent to 3141 rad/s (30,000 r/min) 
increases of 524 rad/s (5,000 r/min) to about followed by incremental 
5759 rad/s (55,000 r/min). The supply pressure was held constant at 827 kPa 
absolute (120 psia). The relatively low value was chosen to minimize the ri~k 
of friction lock-up. The inboard seal drain pressure wa~ held at 
approximately 637 kPa absolute (92 psia) while the outboard seal drain pres-
sure went from 483 to 310 kPa absolute (70 to 45 psia) as the test proceeded. 
Operation at 5235 and 5759 rad/s (50,000 and 55,000 r/min) showed that the 
vibrations were lower than in previous tests. However, the outboard seal 
clearances which were being measured using the embedded probes also revealed 
low film thicknesses of approximately 0.008 mm (0.0003 in.) and a slight 
vertical eccentri city reducing the distance between the seal ring and the 
runner. To provide the best chance for the seal to center itself, the supply 
pressure was dropped slightly to 724 kPa absolute (105 psia) prior to increas-
ing speed above 5759 rad/s (55,000 r/min). Speed was increased to 5968 rad/s 
(57,000 r/min). Shortiy after, a rub occurred on the noninstrumented inboard 
seal ring and the tester was tripped out. Figure 3-48 shows a strip chart of 
the failure. A torque check on the unit revealed that damage had taken place 
and the test was ended. 
Despite the narrow span of operating conditions and the seal failure, a fair 
amount of good data was recorded including a running measurement of seal film 
thickness and eccentricity from the embedded capacitance probes. The film 
thickness measurements were very important because they provided one of the 
crucial links between the theoretical model and the actual seal performance. 
Previous tests fell short in achieving the necessary accurd~y in film thick-
ness measuremer.ts. 
To maximize the data yielded by the test, the analysis was expanded to include 
not only the actual run which essentially consisted of a very slow speed sweep 
at constant supply pressure, but also a pretest and post-test period each 
consisting of about 2 hours. Full data scans including measurements of pres-
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~lures, flown, tempcraturen, and film thickne!.lncu wt~re L.1ken during both intl!r-
valse The pretest period ghowed the ~Jea19 in the fir.,'d 9t.1ge9 of chill-down, 
prior to introducing a nignificant flow of helium and the :JlJb!JcquHnt efff'.ct!l 
on ring temperature and clearanceH .19 the pre99ures were increllBed to th(~ 
leveln applied during the run. While a high-prH99ure zero gpeed run wa9 not 
"lade, as had been done for seal sets Nos. 1 and 2, sufficient data point!> wen! 
~overed to establish a zero speed flow-pressure curve. This a190 provided a 
zero speed datum at the run pressure to help characterize the effects of speed 
on film thickness. The post-test data 1:J ali t t Ie less reveal ~ng because the 
helium was shut off shortly after the test rig was tripped out. Howevt~r, 
several data points were taken before this occurred. These conuisted of a 
repeat of several flow-pressure points which permitted a comparison wi th 
prerun data. The results clearly demonstrated the increase in clearance of the 
inboard seal caused by the rub. 
Because the test consisted essentially of one run rather than a number of 
runs, a~ was the case in previous tests, the data is most easily revlewed and 
is hence presented in a chronological or time history ~rmat. Specific plots 
of one variable against another are pr~sented as required to illustrate key 
parametric relationships. The two independent variables ape speed and pres-
sure. Time history plots of these were presented in Figures 3-46 and 3-47. 
Because the seal drain pressures were different than the previous tests and 
the outboard drain pressure tended to vary somewhat, differential pressures 
across both seal rings are plotteu along with the absolute supply pressure. 
Leakage flows are plotted in Figures 3-48 and 3-49. 
During the initial part of the pretest period (-100 to -60 min) the supply 
pressure was held at the relatively low value of 310 kPa absolute (45 psia) to 
maintain a small but positive flow through both seal rings while the tester 
was undergoing final chill-down. Subsequent to this, the seal supply pressure 
was increased to 827 kPa absolute (120 psi,,) in preparation for starting. 
During the entire period, the outboard seal flow was quite a bit larger than 
the inboard flow. 
Figure 2-6 presents a plot of the measured pretest zero speed flows versus the 
predicted flows at various clearances. Most of the data from the outboard 
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~Jeal follow(J the 0.0305 nun (0.0012 in.) clearance 1i[le while that from t1w 
inboard seal tenderl toward even higher indicated clearances. Both measured 
flows are higher than the corresponding data from geal Get No. 2 (~Jee 
Figures 3-18 and 3-19). A direct comparioon, however, is difficult because of 
the various differences between the seals and instrumentation. One of the big 
differences which supports the existing data 1S that seal set No.4 had room 
temperature clearances which were nearly twice those of seal set No.2. A 
difference which drives the argument in the opposite direction is the differ-
ence in boundary temperatures and their effect on the seals and runners. 
Seal set No.4 and runners were relatively warm because of the labyrinth seal 
(see Figure 2-18) which prevented LN2 from flowing into the inboard seal drain 
cavity. Seal temperatures were in the -10 to +lOoe (14 to 50°F) range. Seal 
set No.2 was much colder because in that installation the inboard end of the 
runner was in direct contact with the LN2 flow (see Figure 2-15). For the 
same pressure range, their temperature varied between about -55 and -30 o e (-67 
and -22°F). Thus, because seal set No.2 and the r,mner were colder, their 
increase in clearan:e from room temperature to the test condition would be 
greater. 
During the actual test run the outboard seal differential pressure rose 
initially from approximately 350 to 450 kPa (51 to 68 psi) due to decreases in 
the drain pressure. It later dropped back to about 400 kPa (58 psi) wh~n the 
supply pressure was lowered. The inboard seal pressure drop stayed constant 
at 200 kPa (29 psi) until the supply was lowered when it dropped to abvut 
90 kPa (13 psi). 
Both flows dropped significantly during the run as speed increased. The 
outboard seal went from about 0.0013 to 0.0005 kg/s (16 to 6 sefm). The 
inboard seal went from 0.0006 kg/s (8 scfm) to zero flow which coincides with 
the occurrence of the rub and indicates a complete loss of clearance in the 
seal. 
While there lS some vari~tion of flow with the changes in outboard seal pres-
sure drop, and there may be some effect on both seals due to temperature 
changes, the principal cause of the changing flows is the decrease in cLear-
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llnce as gpeed increased. ~'igure 2-7 pr!!',ent!) il plot of flow veruuu pre'l~Jllrl! 
drop for the test run illustrating the effect. 
Both seal flows increased after the tester was shut down. The flow through 
the outboard seal returned to .I'80%1f the level recorded prior to the run at 
the same differential pressure. The flow through the inboard seal, howevar, 
went up dramatically reaching twice the level achieved before operation. The 
net increase through the inboard seal clearly reflecto the increase in clear-
ance due to the material worn away during the rub. 
Refocusing on the flow curves for the outboard scal in Figures 2-6 and 2-7, 
another anomaly is observed. The actual meaRured (average) film thicknesses 
are noted for many of the data points and are considerably smaller than the 
radial clearances corresponding to the predicted flows. The ratio of 
measured-to-predicted seal clearance is approximately 0.64 with the theory 
tending to overstate the clearance required to achieve a given flow. A possi-
ble explanat ion is that the "ext r-a" fl ow is bypass ing the normal path and 
leaking out between the axial sealing surfaces. Unfortunately, the data does 
not allow a mor-e definitive explanation. 
Figure 3-50 plots the surface temperatures of both seal rings. While the 
outboard seal is slightly warmer, both seals follow a parallel path with a 
difference of about 7 to 8°c (13 to 14°F). Both ar-e observed to decrease in 
the early portion of the pretest per-iod due to steadily declining temperatures 
1n the test r-ig. After the hel ium flow is increased (-60 min to start-up 
time), the temperatur-e incleasea and attained values slightly gr-eater than 
they had at the beginning of the pretest period. This r-esulted from the warm-
ing effect of the helium flow. Previous discussion: pointed out the substan-
tial differ-ences between the temperatures of these seals and those of seal set 
No.2 (also seal sets Nos. 1 and 3) with the higher temperatures being 
achieved by better isolation of the seals and runner from the cr-yogenic bear-
ing fluid. 
Both the gradual chiLL-down and the subsequent warm1ng effect can be obser-ved 
in the behavior of the outboBr-d seal film thickness during the pretest per-iod. 
This is shown in Figure 3-51. The corresponding eccentricities are shown in 
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~'q~ure 3-52. Initially, when nw 'ical rempprature WllfJ d(~cr(la~jil1~~ tilt> ;lV(lr;h~p 
film thicknell!) increalled 9lightly. Inverndy, during the later pr(~t\'!lr ()I'ril)d 
(-60 min and lltart-up) the clearance dOlled up again a'l r.Iw tt'mpl'r.lt.IH'1' 
increaged. 
The change in fleal clearance ill directly due to the t.emperatur(~ d1an,~e in the 
9~al ring and runner. If the temperature cha~ge9 in both part9 are the llome, 
the rate of change of the radial lleal clearance ill about 2.1)( 10-4 mm/oC 
(4.6)( 10-6 in./OF). Thill 19 baged on expanllion coefficient~l of 12.6 )( 
10-6 m/m-oC (7.0)( 10-6 in./in.-oF) and 4.3)( 10-6 m/m-oC (2.4)( 
10-6 in./in-oF) for Inconel 718 and P-5N carbon graphite respectively. 
Ignoring the discontinuity at -50 min, the outboard seal temperature changes 
about 14°C (57.2°p) during the pretest period. Assumin~ equal changes in the 
runner temperature, the outboard geal clearance should hav(~ changed abo'Jt 
0.0029 mm (0.00011 in.). This compares wel.l with the mea~3ured chan~e which i'; 
..ro .004 mm. 
Referring again to Pigures 3-48 and 3-49, both 9~al temperature and clearance 
decrease substantially as speed ig increased during the te~t run. The princi-
pal effect is the centrifugal growth of the seal runner which causes the seal 
clearance to decrease accordingly. This, in turn, causes the leakage flow to 
go down and, hence, the seal ring te.nperatures i,0 down. 
Figure )-53 plots the measured average film thicknesses of the outboard seal 
as a function of speed. Also pLotted is the predicted film thickness based on 
a zero speed fi L.n thickness equal to 0.016 mm (0.0006 in.) and a full speed 
7329 rad/s (70,000 rlmin) radial growth of 0.011 mm (0.00045 in.). Again, 
the data shows very strong correlation between measured and predicted values. 
While the decrease in temperature 1S due to the decrease in flow, the effect 
is not as easy to substantiate by calculation. However, a comparison of data 
points during the tt!st run with data points recorded d'lring the pretest period 
which SLOW equal flows, also reveal data points with nearly equal temper-
atures. Por example, the flow through the outboard seal at 5 min after 
start-up 1S aaout 0.001 kg/s (8 scfm). This is the same as the flow at 
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I'} iI' l' 'j (. (4 1 .) l' ) . 11' olltboar( 'Wll Lnmpt!f'ilturt' \" apprll)(lmatl' Y }, 'at bOI. h 
t. ime!:,. 
What doe~J not appear, or at teatH if) not. obviou!), i!J the ntt'ect III ,Ill! lcmpllr-
ature dfll.reaae dlJrin~ the run on r.hp film thickoe'J'l. The rJimpl!' calrlllari.m 
cooutined in the previoua diacUDnion'l would predict. a;\ inCr'~ll!H! I)t' approxi-
mately 0.003 mm <0.00013 i~.) ba!Jed on the meaaun~d temperature drop of 10"C 
(18°p). However, Dince thiG changl~ is about. OIW third of thn .~han~t! dlW to 
centrifugal growth, itD effect could b(~ clluily ovorlooked. 
Toward l.hl~ nod of th,! teut t"un the inbollt"Cj 'will t.!>,mppt"atun~ began to inct"ea!J'~, 
ahowing a 4°C O°F) change over about L min. This corrcapOnd!i I<dt.h the time 
at which the seal dropped to near zet"o clearance and signifiea the start of 
th~ seal failure. 
Immediately after the te!lt(~r waa !lhut down, I,oth 'Je~ 1 t.empet"atun~!l and the 
outboard seal film thickness ~eturned to virtually the same values as they ~~d 
inunediately .. before the run. Aftet" the hel ium supply WI1!l shut off at about 
)0 min, the tempe:atl.lres dt"opped neady 70°C (126°1") as tt.(~ seal component'> 
were chilled by the ct"yogenlc section of the test rig. This, in turn, 
resulted in a 0.016 mm (0.0006 in.) inct"ease In film thickness \./hich ia the 
expected amount based on pt"evious t"ates. 
While the tests were not structut"ed to examine the dynamic behaviot" of the 
seals, it is an aspect of considet"able imp0t"tance. Dynamic data W2S thus 
monitored, t"ecot"ded, and latPr analyzed. Basic characteristics such as the 
size of the runnet" orbit and whethet" the seal rings t"emain locked or tended to 
whirl were disclosed. 
For the first three seal tests, the i~strumentation consisted of SlX capaci-
tance probes observing the seals and the runner. During the fit"st test, no 
data were gathered because two of the probes failed and sevet"al others were 
forced out of their usable operating t"ange. The pt"oblems were cor.ect~d and, 
despite thet"mally induced offsets which caused bothersome et"t"ot"s in ~·tat ic 
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pCl!Jition m~il~JUr(lm"IH!J, the !)('cond .wtl rhird 'wal tOfltfl provp,j morn 'lll('t~"!j:jhd 
and yit!1ded good dynamic dar,i}. TIH' fourth iJeal tO~JI al!lU rCfldU'd ill ~Ill)d 
dynllmic lnformat i un t rom the out board ')('.111 cont.l1i nin!', the tour l!mbt!dded prfJb()!J 
and the two probe a retained to ohtJcrve t.he runner. No meatllH"emontiJ w{}re maul' 
on the inboard fleal rln~. 
1.3.1 Seal Set No.2 
With onl,y a tew exceptions which will bt~ noted, t.he iJeill ril1~'l Werl,! motionlc!li) 
during atcady-ytate operatiun. The runn()l' orbit vllripd in yizc between 0.004 
ilnd 0.010 mm (O.OOOl'j and 0.0004 ill.) r(!aching the larger !Jize at hi~~llPr 
apeeds. The orbit confliytPd only of the 9ynchronoua and ity harmonic frequen-
cies. 
«'igure 3-5/~ 'lhOWiJ one of the (' .. ill .. where !w.11 motion Will; dt!tl!ct.ed. Tlli·; 
occurred at 3665 rad/y (35,000 r/min) whHn the outbOllrci '1I!lll drain pn!i;fJUn~ 
was lowered to 103 kPa absolutp (15 psia). The supply pre9su~e wag &SS kPa 
absolute (95 pllia). Both seals show approximately 0.01'3 nun (0.0003 in.) of 
9traight-lintl motion, the inboard 'j(~al moving vp.rtlcally whit, ft\l~ outboilrd 
seal vibrated horizontalLy. The ~;eal amp) itude'; grew wor!Je with !lupply pren'-
sure and the condition 9hown was the highest SLJ['111y pre~;i;llre attf'mplnd. 
Whi Ie the seal probe 'jettings seemed to chl~Cl( (Jut, tlw UIlU,jU,ll ll<ll.urt~ of t.hf~ 
indic:atHd motion (i.(~., absolut(~ly 5trai)',ht·-linf~) ca:H; 'wme doubt. on thl! 
validity of thH data. 
Figure 3-55 shows sHal and runner orbits at 4188 rad/s (40,000 r/min) with a 
suppLy pressure of 862 kPa absolute (125 psia) and equal drain preqqurf'g of 
517 kPa absolute (75 psia). This data point Wll9 taken ilT'mediately following 
the one illustrated in Figure 3-52. A small amount of th~ qtraight-liIlP seal 
motion remains. The seals were motionless at all other flow conditions at 
this speed. 
Figure 3-56 depicts the seal runner orbits during the first data point of run 
No.3. Speed was 4712 rad/s (45,000 r/min), supply pressure 938 kPa absolute 
(136 psia), and drain pressure 517 kPa absolute (75 psia). Some seal motion 
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1S observed. At surceeding data points, the r1ngs again locked and remained 
motionless. 
3.3.2 Seal Set No. 3 
The rUflf'er from the No.2 test was rE::used and resulted in similar runner 
orbits. rne seal ring motion, however, was quite different. While the 
outboard seal was motionless, the inboard seal exhibited an orbit with ampli-
tudes at times reaching 0.030 mm (0.0012 in.). 
Figures 3-57, 3-58, 3-59, ar.d )-60 show four data points at 3665 rad/s 
(35,000 r/min). The scales ln the figures are the same as those ln 
Figure 3-54. The first tWG represent supply pressures of 655 and 1206 kPa 
absolute (95 and 175 psia), respectively. Both drain pr~ssures were 517 kPa 
absolute (75 psia). The second of these shows a narrow elliptical orbit on 
the inboard seal which grew in a uniform manner as the pLessure was increased. 
Figures 3-59 and 3-60 represent. the data runs where the outboard drain pres-
sure was reduced to 310 and 103 kPa absolute (45 and 15 psia), respectively, 
and the supply pressure was raised to the maximum value of 1206 kPa absolute 
(175 psia). In each case the inboard sedl orbit progressed from small ampli-
tud~s to the sizes shown as the supply pressure was increased. 
Figures 3-61 and 3-62 show similar occurences R~ 4188 and 4712 rad/s 
(40,000 and 45,000 r/min). In these cases, amplitudes at Low supply pressure 
g:ow Ero~ about one-half the amount shown in the photo, to full size. In these 
cases the amplitudes are very large and could easily have resulted in a seal 
rUb. They are clearly unacceptable. 
While the mech3Dism causing the whirl lS unknown, the following summarizes its 
salient aspects: 
1. The whirl is synchronuus although some harmonic act:vity lS present. 
It must therefore be a result of runner excitation. 
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2. The seal amplitude is much larger than the runner motion indicating 
an amplification and a ~Jystem rescln/wee having to do with the seal 
ring may be involved. 
3. The whirl is obviously very sensitive ro the surrQunding fluid condi-
ti0~s, P.g.> supply and drain pressures and alno to speed Slnce the 
amplitudes become much worse when speed increases from 3665 to 
4188 radls (35,000 to 40,000 r/min). 
4. The whirl did not occur on the outboard ring operating under virtual-
ly identical conditions, nor did it occur on either of seal set No.2 
rlngs. Thig suggests that there is something unique about the seal 
set No. J inboard ring. 
5. The operating map sho~ed that the seal operates in the high friction 
region and the frictional forces (based on a frictiod coefficient of 
0.20) should exceed the hydrodyn3mic forces and prevent the seal from 
moving. There was concern that problems may develop due to thF! 
ipability of the seAL rings to move. CleArly this was not the case 
for the seal ln question. Its actual b~havior suggests that the 
frictional f~rces are not bein~ developed and that the seal may be 
lifting off enough, at least, to result" in the development of a 
partial lubricating film under the radial s~aling land to lower the 
prevailing friction coefficient. 
3.3.3 Seal Set No.4 
No unusual mot ions \.,:re noted during the test. However, wi th the except ion of 
speed, the range Jf operating conditions was v~ry narrow. Supply pressure was 
held constant at 827 kPa abs()lute (120 psia). Hence, the conditions und,'c" 
which seal set No.3 showed, large whirl amplitudes were not encountered. 
Speeds covered the range from 3141 to 5~68 radls (3C)000 and 57,000 r/min). 
Figures 3-63 through 3-67 each show displays of the runner orbi t and the 
embedded probe output superimposed on thE same photo. Speeds range between 
3665 and 5759 radls (35,000 and 55,000 r/min). The runner dispiay shows a 
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normal orbit using vertical and horizontal probes. Over the speed range it 
indicates a modest growth from an orbital diameter of approximately 0.004 to 
0.008 mm (0.00015 to 0.0003 in.) 
The di sr ' "ys resul t ing from the embedded probes do not show seal (lrbi ts. EllCh 
one was generated by a pair of embedded probes. The probes are not 90° to each 
other, rather, they are 180 0 apart. Thus, one display r~presents the vertical 
components of the ring motion while the other shows the horizontal motton. 
The arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3-68. The display format provides 
several pieces of information. Measurements 'a' and 'b' represent the average 
filM thickness at each probe; 'c' is the arithmetic average of 'a' and 'b', 
and represents the average radial film thickness in ':he direction of the 
probes; 'd' 1S half the difference between 'a' and 'b', and represents the 
eccentricity in the direction of the probes. The x- and y-axes of the scope 
display represent the zero gap values and the point at which the 3eal rubs tre 
runner. They are shown by the heavy white lines in the photo c and are the same 
tor both pairs of probe5 1n Figures 3-63, 3-64, and 3-65. Por Figures 3-66 
and 3-67, the y-axis for the vertical probe display is moved to the eight to 
prevenl the displays from overlapping. ALL other aspects are the same. The 
position of the runner orbit on the photo is completely arbitrary and has no 
bearing on the other displays. [f the ring remains rigid, a relative orbit 
between seal and runner registers a straight line with a slope of -1. The 
whirl amplitude in the g'ven direction is ~qual tJ 'e'. 
Referring aga1n to Figures 3-63 through 3-67, it 15 observed that the horizon-
tal seal probe display shows as a straight line with x and y componerts which 
are equal to themselVEs and to the horizontal diamet2r ot the runner orbit. 
This indicates that all of the relative motion measured by the embedded prates 
is actually seal runner motion and the seal ring is essentially stationary. 
The vertical seal probe displays are not very straight. This is because of 
har~Jnic distortion 1n the horizontal component of the scope display. 
Figure 3-69 shows the relative seal motion versus time for the four embedded 
probes. The fourth trace shows the distortion. The distorted waveform should 
be equal but out of phase with the third trace which shows the output from the 
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probe inst311ed 180 0 away. Note the mJrror image relationship between the top 
two traces representing the other opposed pair of probes. 
Literally interpreted, the ristortion indicates that the seal rlng is flexing; 
however, because there is no evidence of harmonic activity in the other traces 
it ~s discounted as an in~trumentation anomaly. 
Observing the nondist0rted component of the vertical display, it can be seen 
that the relative seaL motion is ag~in equyL to the runne, motion, indicating 
that the ring is, in fact, stationary. The n:L result is that the outboard 
seal ring stayed motionLess at aLL test conditivns. 
3.4 Acceleration Testing 
High acceleration rate tests were performed on seal set t.:os. 2 and 3. Each 
test consisted of starting the tester from zero speed and accelerating it to 
maximum sneed at an average r~te of 152 m/s 2 (~OO ft/s 2 ). Due to the dynamic 
problems, the maximum speed was set at 4188 rad/s (40,000 r/min) for seal set 
No.2 and appro;(imately 4712 rad/s (45,000 r/min) for seal set No. J. Pis 
resulted in an accelerat~on time of app~oximatcly 0.7 to 0.8 s. SuppLy and 
drain pressures were set prior to the run. The starts were achieved by open-
ing the t'Jrbine solenoid trip valve, allowing the unit to accelerate and clos-
lng the valve using an overspeed trip signal. Figure 3-)0 depicts a speed and 
time curve typical of these tests. 
Because each fast start was followed immediately by a shutdow'1, there was no 
way to check steady-state operation durin~ the ru~ to assess any potential 
jamage. Therefore, aftel" every fille fast starts perform~d i" thl~ manner 
describej, a slow start was made using manual controls. 1hese runs allowed 
the unit to run at steady-state conditions to permit &. cursory performance 
check. 
3.4.1 Seal Set No.2 
A total uf 50 fast starts were performed with a'lerage acceleration rates vary-
ing from arpruximat~ly 149 to 198 m/s 2 (490 to 650 ft/s~). The helium supply 
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pressure was held at 931 kPa absolute (135 psia) and both inboard and outboard 
drain pressures maintained at 517 kPa absolute (75 psia), 
The first 30 acceleration runs were none in gr0ups of 5 with slow start stead-
y-state runs in between. The remainirlg 20 were performed in two groups of 10, 
again with a periodic steady-state check before and aft~r. 
:able 3-2 gives the test condition~ and provides steady-state performance data 
between each group of acceleration runs. While the flow rates do show some 
variation, there is no chvious sign of deterioration. Also, the post-test 
inspection revealed no wear or other signs of distress. 
3.4.2 Seal Set No.3 
~orty acceleration runs were conducted on these seals with average rates vary-
ing between 119 and 171 m/s 2 (390 and 560 ft/s 2 ). Helium supply pressures 
started at 1069 kPa absolute (155 psia) on the early runs and increased to 
1482 kPa absolute (215 psia) on the latter runs. Bot-n d .... ain pressures we' 
held at 517 kPa absolute (75 psia). The acceleration runs were done in groups 
of five. 
The runs proceeded in a normal fashion with no sign of problems through run 
No. 48. T2Jle 3-3 documents steady-state performance between groups of accel-
eration runs; no obvious deterioration was noted. A ~~cond slow start, run 
No. 48a, was then malle. The conditions were 1482 kPa (215 psia) and 
4712 radls (45,000 r/min). About 15 s into the run, the tester was manually 
tripped when its noise level increased abruptly. The strip charts rev~~led a 
subsequent increasl~ '.n the outboard seal ring tempert1lr snifying a '~b (see 
~igure 3-36). Two attempts to restart the tester ~sulted in additional 
rubbing witn attendant temperature increases. The test was terminated at that 
point. 
Tables 3-1 and 3-4 summarize the condition of the seals and runners before and 
after testin5' The former provides key dimensional data while the latter is a 
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qualitative description. 
An overall evaluation of the post-test condition of the seal rlngs and runners 
reveal that they fall into essent ially one of two categories: those wi th 
significant damage and those with no damage at all. 
Three seal rings fall into the first group. All were damuged due to rubs 
between the ring and runner. In all cases the rubs happened suddenly and 
unexpectedly. Fortunately, the rubbing was ver/ obvious 1n the data and 
permitted quick shutdowns. In fact, 1n all thrE~e cases, the turbine was 
tripped within 5 s of the start of the r~b. While the damage was confined for 
the most p~rt to surface effects, it is obvious by the rate at which it took 
place thar the rubs were very destructive and had they been allowed to 
progress for even 10 to 20 s, much more serious damage would have resulted. 
The remaining five seal nngs .:onstitute the undamaged group. These went 
through the same battery of test~ as the failed seal rings. Additionall" 
three rings were subjected to a fail 're of tbe adjacent seal rlng. None of the 
r1ngs showed signs of wear or other distress on the mating surfaces with the 
possible exception of some slight polishing over short arcs. 
3.5.1 Seal Set No.1 
The outboard seal nn!!, rubbed due to high runner vibrat ion at a s'?eed of 
approximately 5759 rad/s (55,000 r/min). Removal of tbe end cap reveaied the 
outboard se"\l drain cavity had a film of black soot on all surfaces. The 
damaged outboard seal ring was tight on the runner due both to wear debris and 
surface damage. It had to te worked loose. Figure J-71 gives a partial view 
of the seal ring showing heavy rub marks over all surf3ces of the bore. Before 
and after bore measurements which are shown in Table 3-1 indicate that 
0.023 to 0.028 mm (0.0009 to 0.0011 in.) of carbon graphite had worn away. 
This can be observed in Figure 3-71 by noting that the machined depth~ of the 
pockets was also approximately 0.023 to 0.026 mm (0.0009 to 0.0011 in.) and 
that the lands had worn down and blended with the bottom of the pockets. The 
seal ring showed no other signs of damage although a slight bit of polishing 
was noted on the axial sealing land. 
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The inboard seal ring was loose on the runner In its normal position, however, 
was tight when it was pulled over the area damaged by the outboard seal. To 
prevent additional. damage, LN2 was poured onto the runner to decrease its size 
and alleviat-: the bind. The inboard seal was successful.ly removed and is 
partially shown In Figure 3-72. While there 1S some evidence of slight 
polishing over cl It _LOo arc (shown as the darker areall 1n Figure 3-72), 
there io no real wear. The few scratches which show in the photo most notably, 
those in the axial direction, are thought to have happened during the disas-
sembly. Very slight polishing of the axial sealing land was noted. 
Figure 3-73 shows the seal runner illustrating several aspects of the damage. 
First, the rubs are confined to th~ middle and right-hand or outboard side of 
the runner. The marks in the middle were caused by rubs with the capacitance 
probes. The mdrks on the right side are due to the seal. They are heaviest 
towards the edge. These show a conr.inuous pattern Poll the way around and 
cor~espond with the axial breakdown land on the seal. The ma~~3 lnboarci of 
that land corre~pond with the Rayleigh-step portion of the seai. These appEar 
as discontinuous skip marks and indicate lighter contact in this area. The 
periodicity is probably attributable to slight high spots built in during the 
grinding of the runner. Numerous longitudinal heat crc.ck!', are in evidence in 
all rub areas. Also, several smail pleces of the tungsten ~a~hide coating 
came off in the cracK..e.d areas. The latter i3 illustrat'~d by the mag:lified 
Vlew shown in Figure 3-74 (ll.~X). The other end of the runner is free of ~ub 
marks. 
3.5.2 Seal Set No.2 
Both seal nngs went t~rough the testing with no rubbing. The post-test 
disassembly showed no sign of soot or othf'r wear debris. Both rings were 
loose and easily disassembled. Except for a slight bit of polishing over a 
90 0 band on the downstream e~~e of the inboard seal rlng and in spots on the 
axial sealing land of both seal rlngs, neither ring shows evidence of having 
run at all. Figure 3-75 shows a partial view of the outboard r1ng. Likewise, 
an inspection of the runner revealed no evidence of any marks. 
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3.5.3 Seal S~t No.3 
The uutboard seal ring rubbed unexpectedly \vtnle runnlng at steady-state 
conditions at 4712 rad/s (45,000 r/min). 
Removal of the tester end cap and seals 1<' ,~aled that In addition to !Jmall 
amounts of black soot in both the seal supply chamber and the outboard geal 
drain cavity, there was several small pieces ,d: I eaf mllt;~riill. It was also 
found that one of the two helium supply ports was partially pluggA~ witll the 
same leaf material. The failure was thus attribllL,:d to the presenL{~ of the 
contamination. 
Both rings were removed by ch:'. ling the rUl1!'!e!" wi th LN2' 'I'll i 5 was done to 
prevent additional damage. The outbodrd seal 'lhowed guust.H1! ially less damage 
than the failure of rhe fir'ut seal. In tlli'; c'ase, the wear was conc(~ntrdted on 
the br£~akdown land and adjac"";,l bearing land on the downstream end of the 
ring. Figure )-76 shows a typical part.ial view. WhilE'! the upstream land 
areas were not he~vily worn, a number of heavy scratches were in evidence. 
Figure 3-77 shr,!, the UUdarL,:ll',ed i nboara rlng. 
As with the tWG previous seal sets, the axial sealinE face of seal set No.3 
rings showed some evidence; of sltght polishing. Likewise, the mating land 
areas rn the seal housing showed areas of contact where minute deposits of 
carbon graphite had rubbed off. 
The damage to the runner wa~ less than the firgt failur~. however, it followed 
a similar pattern as shown in Figure 3-78. The rub marks are heaviest in the 
area of the breakdown IRnd dnd less severe under the adjacent bearing land 
areas. The only other marks under the Qutboard seal are at extreme upstream 
end and are very slight. A pattern of skip marks appear and predominantly 
longitudinal heat cracks abound. Figure )-79 shows a magnified view (ll.5X) 
of where several small pieces of the tungsten carbide c ·ating came off. 
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3.5.4 Seal Set No.4 
The inboard neal rubbed due to innutficient radial clearance ,1t 59613 rad/!; 
(57,000 r/min). The uutboard drain cavity was clean and the outboard seal was 
loose on the runner and easily taken out. The inboard ring was tight to the 
runner and had to be pulled off. 
The damaged inboard ring lS Hhown in Figure 3-80. In addition to signs of 
moderate rubbing across most of the width of the seal and all the way around 
its circumference, a single radial crack extended through a crons section of 
the rlng. Thi~ can be seen in the photo between the feed groove and the end Of 
the adja~ent pocket. 
The outboard seal rlng which has thp embedded capacitance probes is shown ln 
Figure 2-24. It is completely undamaged and shows no sign of having rubbed. 
A photo of the runner is shown in Figure 3-81. Heavy rub marks appear in the 
areas undet the pressure breakdown land and the adjacent bearing land. Next 
to the latter there is some evidence of the "skip marks" noted on the other 
runners and narrow streak-like rub marks under the other bearing land. The 
entire area under the seal ring shows hvidence of polishing. The middle and 
other end of the runner show no marks at all. 
3.6 Discussion Of The Results 
The testing addressed a number of important aspects of the design of the 50-mm 
Rayleigh-step hel ium buffer seal. These include: 
• Steady-state operation 
• Fast-start capability 
• Seal life 
• Leakage rates 
• Parametric effects 
- Seal flow path 
- Environmental interaction 
- Supply pressure 
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- Shaft npeed 
- Seal clearance 
- Seal temperature 
• Dynamic performance of the geal rings 
• Material con9iderations. 
The seals proved themgelvp.s capable of operating over a wide range of supply 
pressures and spp.eds. Supply pressures of up to 1482 kPa absolute (215 psia) 
were applied to three of the four test scal sets at varioJb shaft speeds with 
very satisfactory operation resulting. Testing at maximum pressure included 
slow ascents from low to high speeds with maximum pressure applied and appli-
cation of increasing pressures up to the maximum value at various constant 
speeds. The only indication of a problem which may have been connected with 
high supply pressures, occurred during the testing of sedl set No.3 when the 
inboard seal ring develJped a sizable orbit that appeaLed to get larger as 
#pressure was increased. 
Despite the: whirl, the seal ring ran satisfacrorily at 1482 kPa absolute 
(215 psia) at the maXlmum allowable tester speed. The dynamic consideration 
of this instance is discussed in Subsection 3.4.2. A great deal of running 
was also done at fairly low supply pressures with no evidence of problems. 
Satisfactory seal operation was achieved up to speeds at 5759 rad/; 
(55,000 r/min). Operation at higher speEds was precluded because of the 
dynamic'} problem in the tester which resulteu in large whirl orhits at the 
seal runner. The whirl which had an estimatec double amplitude of 0.038 to 
0.051 rnrn (0.0015 to 0.002 in.) occurred during seal set No.1 testing and 
caused the failure of the outboard seal ["lng. Seal set Nos. 2 and 3 were 
arbitrarily limited to lower speeds to avoid repeating the failul"C'. 3,',11 ser 
No.4 inboard also failed at about the same sp",ed as seal set Noo 1; however, 
its problem occurred for.' a different reason and under different circum:,tancl"Jo 
The failure ~8S duc co a t0tal loss of cLearance. This W3~ wetl subqtantiated 
by the data recorded and presented in Subsectio~ 3.3.4. The cle3rance loss 
was due to two factors which were: 
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1. Incrf!aning eentri tu~~al growth ot thl' runner 
2. Higher film temperaturn dUI? to il higher temp~!rat.ure envi nmm('nt. 
To avoid test rig problemo, seal net No.4 and the runner were not expoued to 
LN2 (oee Subsection 3.1). There Wiln no question that larger machined clear-
ances would have pnwent(~d the ~Jeal from closing up and allowed operation to 
continue. 
In summary, despite the tester-impoBed speed limitation, all indications were 
that the geals would have operated SUCCE!ssfully at th(~ full ~lpl~ed of 
7329 rAd/s (70,000 r/min) with up to maximum supply pressure applied. There-
fore, it is concluded that the design meets the basic speed pressure perfor-
mance requirements and should receive continued consideration as a viable 
design. 
This appears to be one of the lesser demands imposed on the seals. Bnth seal 
sets that were subjected to the high acceleration rate tests showed no prob-
lems dllring or immediately after any of the fast starts •. This is not unex-
pected given the conditions which apply during a stan-up. Helium 5"'rply 
pressure is applied to the seals prior to rotation. During the testing, this 
included various preSSllres up to a maximum of 1482 kPa absolute (215 psia). 
In actual turbopump operation the full design pressure is applied. The pres-
sure seats the seal rinps and establishes flow, although the rings are proba-
bly not concentric with tre runner. During the initial start, rubbing will 
occur if the seal is in contact with the runner. As the spE'~d increases, a 
hydrodynamic film develops whi~h result~ in forces tending to center the seal. 
These forces increase as speed goes up until they are sufficient to overcome 
the frictional forces, at which point the seal ring moves to a concentric 
position and the rubbing stops. The required acceleration rates resulted in 
start-up times of approximately 0.77 s from a to 4712 radls (0 to 
45,000 r/min), the maximum ~est speed, and 1.20 s for acceleration to 
7329 radls (70,000 r/min). Therefore, the time dur:ng which r'lbbing would 
occur is very short. Moreover, because it occurs during the initial part of 
the run, the speeds are lower. This results in less heat and lower temper-
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.1turen ar t.he rubbing 'Jl1rt[\C(l~J. All lit IIH~fle tal,;IOr[l combinl' (0 llct.uall y 
favor the high acc~lerat ion rate ()t drt. 'J. 
While no operational problema reaulted from the taar atart9, neither wan thcre 
a buildup of RignificIlnt wear on the ~Jnal ring9. Senl set No. 2 und(~rwcnl 50 
taRt 9tart.fl while seal [let. No. ] wafl ~JUbject.ed to 40 start~l. gxciuding the 
No. 3 outboard seal which failed due to contamination, the post-test 
inspection (see Subsection 3.6.3) found very little wear on t.he fleal dn~fl. 
In fact, the only real evidence of ',,/Car were several short arC9 in the blH"n 
area which ohowed some polishing. Thifl i9 glightly evident on the left side 
of the photo showinM geal get Nu. 3 ring (Figure 3-77). The tAfltfl nhow that 
the oeal dusign lS capable of undergoing multiple high accelerat.ion tllte 
starts without damage or significant wear. 
3.6.3 Seal Life 
This readd~H9DeD the topics of steady-state operation ~nd fast start capabili-
ty but from a slightly different viewpoint. Evaluating seal life pot'ential 
based on the tests that were ronducted is il matter of: 
1. Revi.,,;ng the life that was achieved in the sealg 
2. Evalua~ing the failures that occurred 
3. Identifying any mechanism~ that wer~ prespnt and could have caused a 
tailure. 
Table 2-1 presents the cumulative test time and number of fast ~tarts fur each 
of the lest seals. Seal sets Nos. 2 and 3 were operated for the longest peri-
od~ of time, each one achieving dP~[uximately 4 h of running. This in itself 
is significant because it represents about 40% of the design life. What i'> 
morp imponant is that the 4 h logged by each seal set is not really indic-
ative of their useful life which could have been much longer. TI ~s is easy to 
see for se,11 set No.2. These seals went through the most extL'lsive battery 
of test~ of the four sets including acceleration testing. At the end of 
teg:s, both the seals and the runner looked as good as before they were test-
~d. By all indications they could have been reinstalled and run for an indef-
inite period. Seal set No.3 falls into a similar category. It a150 went 
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throull,h a ~JUb!;t.untial 'jclwdul/! ,It tl!!;t'J which ;llt:hnu~~h 1I0t. 'l'litt~ .1~J l'l!l"., 
t'l)utinnly achinved highnr nupply prl~!J!Jllro!j than !w;ll !wt No.2. It. o{lt!r'lltPd 
!lIlccc!lfJtully right up to the point at. which tho outboard !)cal Fubbod .lI1d t'l!' 
tcnt wan terminated, yet the inboard seal wan removed and like !loal 9Ut No.2 
!lhowed almont no ni!7,nn of having run. 
Seal net Non. 1 and 4 logged conniderably lenn time than !leal !wt No!). 2 
and 3, the former achieving about 1-1/2 h and the latter approximately 20 min. 
Bot.h te!)r.!; were terminated by fuii.drc!l ot one of the ring!l. !fowpver, the 
rings that did not rub nhowed no !lign!) of deterioration and, like Yeo'll !let 
No.2, would probably hav(~ rUl for a much long(!r periOd of time. 
While the three failures that did occur certainly ended the lives of both the 
scaln and runners involved, they need to be carefully evaluated to determine 
what they really revealed about the life potential of the seal design. 
An discu9sed 1n Subnection 3.6, all three failure'.l !.lhare ncveral corrunon char-
acteristics. The major manifestation of the failures were radial rubs between 
the runner and one of the neal rings. All happene~ very suddenly and unex-
pectedly. Denpile quick shutdowns, si~nificant damage resulted in each case. 
Thus, there in no question that the neal design is very nensitive in this area 
and with existing materials, even the briefest 0f rubs are to be avoided. 
While damaging rubs were common to all the failures, the triggering mechanism 
was different in each ca'ie. Furthermore, each of the mech,lni'im'; cr)uld hilYP 
been avoided by changf~s in the design or more careful control ot th(~ syntem in 
which the seals were installed. 
The failuren of seal set Nos. 1 and 3 were caused by outside influences, toe 
former being triggered by runner whirl diameter~ which were e~~imated to be 
between 0.038 and 0.051 mm (0.0015 and 0.002 in.) peak to peak and the latter 
apparently caused by fairly substantial amounts of contamination in the seal 
area. While the exact levels of vibration the seals should be capable of 
handling can be argued, the levels to which seal set No.1 was exposed were 
clearly excessive. The amount of contamination was much greater than should 
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have oGcllrred. Both pr()blem~J C;1I1 tH' ,lv()id(~d in tut.un' appl ic,lt i ttl. ~;I),ll ')pl 
No.4 failed becaufw of ir'[Jutticil'llt. dear,I'lC(~. Thi'l ll~JO ifl elluily r<~m(~dil'd. 
The only other mechanisms which were ubfwrved tt) have potential tor limitinp, 
'leal life involved wear in t.he bore! of rhe fwal due t.O brief rllbbin!', during 
fJtart-upfJ .1nd wear on tlHl .1xial !walin!', tacl~!l of ttH! !lt~al rin!',!l. Both appl!ilr' 
to be minor problems and would not. be exp(!cted 1.0 limit gelll life t.o ln9[J than 
the lO-h, 300-glart requirement. 
In 9ummary, deapite beini~ highly 'J(m!Jitiv(~ to rubn b(~t.we(ln ttH! !In(11 nn",') ilnd 
runner as aro m()~Jt. high-speed radial 'Je.11fl, tlw current. dn!lip,n ilppnar!; capabll l 
of meeting the NASA life requirement of 10 hand 300 9~art9. 
Low helium leakllge rates are a very important aBpect of the 'wal d!!!;ign. TIll? 
leakage rates of the 50-1Tl1T! Rayleigh-~U!p design werto! found to be very low and 
represent a significant improvement over currently used denign3. Fi~ure 2-8 
provide'l an overVlt!W !lhowing a maximum tlow !mvelopl~ for (!(1ch spal 'Jet a'l a 
function of preBsure drop. Each flow curve repreBcnts the higher of the ~wo 
seal (inboard or outboard) flows at a glven operating point. All speeds and 
pressure conditions included in the testing are covered except for zero spepd. 
The highest fl"t.J recorded during !;t(~ildy-!3tilt(~ testing W.l!; 0.0026 kg/!; 
(13 scfm). Typically, the flows ranged between a.OOI and 0.n02 kg/~ (11 and 
25 sefm). While the l(>ilkag(~ flows were quite low, the gOVf't':llllr, relationships 
proved to be very complex. Thus, given the number of test conditions repre5-
ented, the reader lS cautioned not to drilw any cOnd'.l'iions beyond "imply 
establishing the general range of flows. 
Figure 2-9 shows a sitghtly more simplified overvit'v'. Again, the maXlmum flow 
iq glven for each seal set. However, in thi1 ca~e, only test points at shaft 
speeds of 4712 rad/s (45,000 r/min) are giv~~. While it is not the highest 
speed tested, it is the highest speed at which a wide range of supply pre~3-
sures were applied to each seal set. MO~L of Lhe flows were in the 0.0010 to 
0.0016 kg/s (13 to 20 scfm) range. Seal set Nos. 2 and 3 had maximum press~re 
drops of 1365 and 1250 kPa (198 and 181 p!>i) gxtrapolating to a pressure 
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I drop n~ J kPa (200 psi) results in expected flows of 0.0019 and 0.0012 kg/s 
(24 ~. . J scfm). Because the radial flow clearances will go down as speed 
... 
~ increa~~s due to centrifugal growth of the runner the extrapolated flows could 
• 
..,. 
also be .egardC!d as conse-vative estimates of the flows that would have 
occurred at the rull design conditions • 
3.6.5 Parametric Effects 
The testing uncovered a number of relation~hips among the various system 
parameters. Some of these were very lo~ical and supportive of the design 
analysis, whiLe others pointed out new insighto that need to be included or 
more heavily weighted in the design. Because the system proved to be very 
complex, primarily because of strong parametric interaction both from within 
the system and with the surrounding environment, the measurements though fully 
adequate to verify the main pertormance variables (supply pressure, speed, 
leakage, etc.) were not sufficient to explain all aspects of the syste~ behav-
ior. With these considerations in mind, the following sections discuss the 
principal system variables in terms of: 1) how they affected or were affected 
by system performance, particularly leakage flow, 2) how their behavior corre-
lates with the· design analyses, and 3) what em~hasis, both experimental and 
theoretical, should be place" on them in future designs and studies. The 
discussion includes: 
• Seal flow path 
• Environmental interaction 
• S~al pressure 
• Shaft speed 
• Seal claarance 
• Seal temperature. 
3.6.5.l Seal Flowpath. Most of the discussions of seal flow so far have 
assumed that all of the helium flow goes through the annular space between the 
seal ring and the runner. This is not necessarily the case. A second flow 
path exists across the radial sealing land of the ring and the mating surface 
on the seal housing. If either surface is not flat or becomes distorted, a 
flow area will exist and flow will take place. Likewise, if for any reason the 
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ring lifts off slightly, a flow will taka place. In either case, the flow 
instrumentation would not have been ~ble to distinguish between the normal 
flow through the radial clearance and an axial bypass flow. Any bypass flow 
would have been combined with the normal flow. 
Bypass flows, if they occur, are likely to be fairly small and therefore prob-
ably do not have a large effect on overall performance. However, at condi-
tions of low flow between the seal and runner, bypass flows may cause 
substantial errors in the measurements and result in poor correlation with 
predicted results. Future work sho~td give consideration both to predicting 
and measuring bypass flow. 
3.6.5.2 Environment Interactions. The system surrounding the seal rings and 
runner had a very strong effect on the leakage rates. Moreover, effects were 
not the same for all of the seals even though the principal test conditions 
(supply pr~ssure, speed, etc.) may have been the same. Differences occurred 
in two areas: 1) between the inboard and outboard seal rings, and 2) between 
seal set No.4 and the first three seal sets. Subsection 3.2 describes the 
mechanical differences of both. 
The principal differences between the inboard and outboard seals were the 
temperatures of the seal rings and the corresponding sections of the runner. 
The main effect was on the runner for the first three seal sets. The inboard 
face was directly exposed to the LN2 ill the inboard drain cavity whereas the 
outboard face was expos2d to the outboard drain cavity containing only helium. 
This resulted in the runner taking on the shape of a truncated cone due to a 
net contraction of the inboard end. The effect on the rings was some· ... hat 
less. Heat was conducted out of both rings through the axial sealing lands 
into the adjacent housing. Because of the temperature difference across the 
housing, the inboard ring was slightly colder and therefore contracted more 
than the outboard ring. This was predicted by the thermal analyses and veri-
fied by measurements of the seal ring temperatures. Typical data is shown 1n 
Figure 3-10. Measurements were not possible on the runner. The net effect of 
the differences in thermal contraction between the inboard and outboard seals 
(and runner) was that the inboard clearances tended to 1ncrease more than 
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those on the outooard as the unit cooled down to operating temperature. This 
permitted generally larger flows through the inboard sea) ring. 
The physical changes between the fourth seal and the previous three are 
described in Subsection 3.2. The major effect was that the labyrinth seal 
prevented the draining of LN2 from the 3djacent bearing from contacting the 
end of the runner and the inboard side Ot the seal housing. This resulted in 
two changes: 1) the thermal contraction of the runner was less on both ends, 
and 2) the coning effect was greatly diminished. Similar effects occurred 
with the seal rings. With the seal housing better isolated, its temperature 
also went up resulting in less heat transfe~red from the seal rings and higher 
ring temperatures. The overall result of the addition of the labyrinth seal 
was higher and more uniform seal ring and runner temperatures, e.g., les; 
difference between the inboard and outboard seals and less change in radial 
clearance due to tester chill-down. The latter is illustrated by comparing 
the temperatures in Figure 3-10 and those in Figure 3-50. The latter accounts 
for the comparatively low flows measured on seal set No.4, despite its larger 
room temperature clearances. Overall, the changes were beneficial because 
they reduced the effects of the surrounding system allowing better control 
over seal operating parameters. FULure developmental te3ts should give care-
ful consideration to achieving good isolation. Tests designed to evaluate the 
seaI's design in a specific application, e.g. the LOX turbopump, must simulate 
the environmental interaction as closely as possible. 
3.6.5.3 Seal Pressure. Both supply and drain pressures were key independent 
variables controlled during the testing and of obvious importance in determin-
ing helium flow rates. While various supply pressures were a.pplied, the 
inboard drain pressure was held fairly constant. Thus, for the inboard seal, 
the supply pressure also determined the pressure drop. The outboard drain was 
set at several different values resulting in different pressure drops and, 
therefore, flow rates at the same supply pressures. 
Experimentally evaluating the effects of supply pressure or pressure drop was 
very difficult for the first three seal tests because the operating clearances 
were not accurately known. Since substantial changes in the clearance were 
known to have taken place, it was impossible to experimentally separate the 
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effects of the pressure and clearance, at least for the bulk of the testing. 
To provide a rational (if only first order approach), a comparative analysis 
was conducted which consisted 01 computing theoretical flow-pressure curves 
at different clearanc~g and comparing them with the measured flow-pressure 
curves. This automatically pro\pided an estimate of the actual operating 
clearances. The data taken during seal set test No. 4 included good measure-
ments of clearance on the outboard seal and thus a much better basis for anal~ 
ysis. 
At low speeds most of the experimental flows from the inboard seals of seal 
set Nos. 2 and 3 were found to increase in the same manner as theoretical flow 
at constant clearance. For these data, the flow increased solely as a func-
tion of supply pressure. At high speeds, the flow was found to be flatter with 
higher pressure points corresponding with smaller theoretical clearances than 
lower pressure points. 
Generally as the speed increased, the indicated theoretical clearance 
decreased. While some of this was clearly due to the effect of centrifugal 
growth causing the runner to increrqe in diameter, the indicated decrease was 
more than was expected due to growth alone. This suggested that other effects 
are also taking place. The three effects are illustrated in Figure 3-82a. 
The outboard seals of set Nos. 2 and 3 showed a quite different flow behavior 
as illustrated in Figure 3-82b. Generally, the flows were considerably less 
than the inboard seals. This was most pronounced at low speed where the 
inboard flows followed fairly high theoretical clearance lines. At constant 
speeds, the outboard seal flow curve stayed flat as pressure increased indi-
cating that the clearances were decreasing. This may have been due to the 
increase in total seal flow (due to increased inboard seal flow) which would 
have a warming effect on the runner and thus cause a net decrease in the 
already small outboard seal clearance. The second strong effect was no 
discernable change of flow or indicated clearance as speed was increased. The 
speed effect was almost the reverse of what occurred on the inboard seal. For 
the inboard seal, the decrease in indicated clearance was much greater than 
the centrifugal growth would permit; for the outboard seals there was no 
decrease. Some of the effects are baffling and strong thermal interactions 
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are suspected. The flow data from seal set No. l was excluded from the 
discussion because only total flows were measured. 
During the testing of seal set No.4 only one pressure was applied at each 
speed, therefore, no experimental flow-pressure curves were generated. How-
ever, the flow decreased substantially on both seals as a function of speed, 
permitting a comparison of measured clearance with indicated clearance over a 
range of values. This showed that the actual clearances were considerably 
less than those indicated by the theoretical flow relationship (see Figure 
2-7). This further indicates that actual flows are greater than predicted 
flows at the same clearance. Two possibilities arise to explain the discrep-
ancy: 1) the flow model needs to be modified to fully account for the condi-
tions in the seal, or 2) the difference between actual and predicted flows 
occurred as a bypass flow. Unfortunately, the shortness of the test precluded 
exploring the behavior to any greater extent. It is important to note that 
the anomaly found with the fourth seal more than likely applies to the three 
previouG tests and must be considered in evaluating their behavior 
Future work needs to concentrate both experimentally and analytically" to 
better characterize the 'pressure-flow relationship and its interaction with 
seal and runner temperatures and speeds. The strong thermal effects under-
score the recommendation of the previous section. Other items should include: 
1. Measuring seal film thickness of both seal rings uSlng embedded 
probes. This is clearly the most satisfactory approach. 
2. ~easuring the bypass flow. Even a rough measurement would be useful. 
3. Measuring the drain flow from both seals. This would provide a check 
on the overall accuracy of the flow measurements. 
3.6.5.4 Shaft Speed. Shaft spee~ ~/as another carefully controlled indepe~d­
ent system varidble. Speed has a major effect on the stiffness and damping 
properties of the Rayleigh-step part of the seal ring and hence the ability of 
the seal ring to maintain a centered position and good dynamic behavior. Its 
effect on seal leakage flows, how~ver, is entirely indirect and theoretically 
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consists only of causing the runner to grow in diameter because of centrifugal 
forces which cause a decrease in seal clearance and leakage flow. 
The effect of decreasing clearance with increasing shaft speed was more or 
less borne out during the testing. Data from seal set No. 1 (combined flows) 
and the inboard seals from seal sets Nos. 2 and 3 clearly showed decreases in 
indicated clearances as speed increases. The outb/.lard seals of seal set 
Nos. 2 aad 3 did not show the clearance decrease which indicates the presence 
of an opposite influence. 
The testing of the fourth seal also showed the effect and since the outboard 
seal clearance was accurately measured permitted a direct comparison with the 
predicted behavior. Figure 3-53 showed the meL/sured decrease in clearance 
matched the predicted change. 
3.6.5.5 Seal Clearance. This proved to be one of the most elusive parameters 
with an accurate measurement not being achieved until the fourth seat test. 
Clearance is important both in determination of the stiffness and damping 
properties of the seal rig and the leakage flow rates. 
Operating rlearances were found to be very sensitive to several factors 
including speed, environment effect, and flow effects. The second and third 
are entirely thermal effects and more difficult to fully characterize. The 
environmental influence from the nearby cryogenic tested section, cause the 
clearances to increase by decreasing the temperature of both the seal ring and 
runner. The clearance increas'e results from the larger expansion rate of the 
runner material. The helium flow, being much warmer than either seal parts, 
has the opposite effect causing the temperatures.to increase and the clearance 
to decrease. 
Since leakage flow and seal clearance are so closely related, the discussions 
of the pressure-flow characteristics given in Subsection 3.6.5.3 also provide 
direct insigh,.s into the clearance behaviot. In summary, these arrangements 
indlcated that the inboard seal clearances of seal set Nos. 2 and 3 were 
insensitive to pressure and flow and decreased as speed increased. The 
outboard seal clearances of seal set Nos. 2 and 3 decreased as pressure 
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increased and were insensitive to speed changes. Both of these effects were 
actually caused by the concurrent thermal changes. The seal data of seal set 
No.4 were too limited to establish clearance sensitivity to pressure, howev-
er, did disclose that both seals showed the predicted clearance (based on 
actual clearances) as speed increased • 
One additional consideration worth noting 1S th~ effect of the manufactured 
clearances and the initial chill-down. For seal set Nos. 2 and 3, the manu-
factured clearances of the inboard seals were smaller than the outboard seals 
by ~30% (see Table 3-1). However, due to initial chill-down, the inboard seal 
clearances become larger than the outboard seals. This condition resulted in 
the inboard flows being generally larger than those of the outboard seals. 
The larger flow of the inboard seal was thus likely to hav~ a stronger thermal 
effect both on its own clearance and the clearance of the outboard seal than 
the much smaller flow from the outboard seal. Along th~ same lines, the smal-
ler clearance of the outboard seal makes its flow more sensitive to a given 
change in its clearance. Both effects tend to enhance the likelihood of the 
inboard seal flow having a strong effect on both the clearance and flow of the 
outboard seal. 
The manufactured clearances of the No. 4 seals were larger than most of the 
previous seals. H~wever, after the initial chill-down, its indicated clear-
ances dropped below those of seal set Nos. 2 and 3. This showed the dimin-
ished environmental effect reBulting from the addition of the labyrinth seal, 
and the better thermal isolation it caused. Because supply pressures were 
held constant during the run, the tendency for the inboard seal flow to 
strongly affect the outboard seal could not be established. 
The arguments again underscore the need for good clearance and flow measure-
ments. Also, given the strong system interactions which effect clearance, 
future efforts should incorporate an extensive thermal analyses. 
3.6.5.6 Seal Temperature. The importance of both seal and runner temper-
atures in determining clearance and leakage flows has already been estab-
lished. Runner temperatures are probably more important because of the higher 
' . 
. 1 
expansion rate of Inconel. However, because the runner rotates temperature 
measurements are virtually impossible and were not attempted during the 
program. At best, seal ring temperatures provide only part of the desired 
relationship and help to establish trends. 
One effect common to all of the seals was the extremely low seal temperature 
that resulted at very low helium flow rates. Temperatures of -70 to -90°C 
(-94 to -130°F) were recorded. This is not unreasonable because the only 
source of heat 1S that transmitted through the seal housing from the outside 
air. For the first three seal sets, the rate of change of seal temperature 
with supply pressure was very high at low presDures and gradually tapered off 
at intermediate and high pressures. 
The No. 4 seal data did not permit a parallel assessment. The temperature 
data given in Figure 3-50 did show, however, that with no flow (which was the 
case after the tester shut down), the seal temperatures did reach -70°C 
(-94°F). However, when a small flow was present, the temperatures quickly 
rose to -10 to +10 0 C (14 to 50°F). \See the -100 to -60 min period on Figure 
3-50.) Figure 3-82c illustrates the effects. The ~ffects of speed on seal 
temperatures were significant in most cases. Seal set No~. 1 and 3 showed a 
roughly parallel downward shift of the temperature supply preSSUL"(~ curves as 
speed i~creased (see Figure 3-82d). The temperature data of seal set No.2 
did not show a clean trend. Seal set No.4 also exhibited a temperature 
decrease as speed increased. 
A last observation worthy of mention is the effect illustrated in 
Figures 3-82e and 3-82f. This was described in the latter part of 
Subsection 3.2.2. Figure 3-82d shows several curves of flow and temperature 
versus pressure drop across the outboard seal of seal set No.2. The curves 
represent high, medium, and low outboard drain pressures and show that while 
as outboard seal flow increased steadily as the pressure drop increased, the 
corresponding seal temperature curves showed major discontinuities. Figure 
3-82f plots the same flow and temperature data plus the total flow from both 
seals versus supply pressure. The figure also shows the temperature curves 
falling much closer together. Since the inboard seal drain pressure was the 
same for all the runs, its flow, and hence the total flow from both seals, 
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function of supply pressure. Therefore, tota'. flow appeared to be a much 
greater factor in determining the outboard seal temperature than was the 
outboard seal flow. 
3.6.6 Dynamic Performance 
The dynamic performance of the seals tested proved to be very good. However, 
• the testing was not designed to evaluate this aspect in any particular fash-
ion, therefore, no controlled excitations were applied. Neither were the 
• 
• 
.. 
[ 
operating conditions intentionally changed to require the seals to run in a 
region where self-excited motions were predicted to take place; i.e., the low 
friction region. In fact, quite the contrary, drain pressure requirements 
resulted in the seals operating almost totally in the high friction region of 
the operating map where dynamic motions are heavily retarded by substantial 
friction forces. 
Seal runner whirl orbit diameters were generally in the 0.005 to 0.008 mm 
(0.0002 to 0.0003 in.) range except for some of the high speed runs where 
orbit diameters reached O.OlO"to 0.013 mm (0.0004 to 0.0005 in). For most of 
these runs, the seals remained motionless which is the predicted response 
considering the operating region. It is also the preferred response since the 
whirl orbits of the sizes described are small in relation to the operating 
clearances generally observed. 
Seal motions did arise on several occasions. The principal occurrence was 
with the inboard seal of seal set No.3. The seal ring developed an in-phase, 
generally elliptical orbit. The orbit was observed at all three test speeds, 
3665, 4188, and.4712 rad/s (35,000, 40,000, and 45,000 r/min) and became larg-
er in amplitude as the supply pressure was increased. The maximum orbit diam-
eter was approximately 0.025 to 0.030 mm (0.001 to 0.0012 in.). Since the 
supply pressures and shaft speed placed seal operation clearly in the high 
friction region, the motions are baffling. Details of the occurrence are 
provided in Subsection 3.3.2. 
In summary, the tests did show that the seals were generally well behaved 
dynamically, but in view of the lack of specific dynamic testing and the 
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occurrence of large whirl, it is suggested that future studies give particular 
attention to this area. Analytical studies should consider how a seal ring 
might respond in the presence of a significant bypass flow. 
3.6.7 Material Considerations 
All three seal failures were due to rubs between one of the seal rings and tile 
runner. While each of these was precipitated by a different mechanism, the 
end result was unacc~ptable damage to both parts. Two combinations of materi-
als were tried. The first consisted of PS-N formulation of carbon graphite by 
Purebond for the seal ring against a tungsten carbide coating using a silicon 
carbide binder on an Inconel 718 runner. This was used for the first three 
seal tests. Two failures occurred with this combination resulting in substan-
tial wear of both the saal ring and runner. Also, numerous surface cracks and 
some delamination of the carbide coating occurred on the runner. Very high 
temperatures had been generated at the rubbing interface and were responsible 
for the cracking and rapid deterioration. The second r.ombination which was 
used for the fourth seal set did not work any better. It consisted of the same 
seal ring materia1., however the runner had an electrolized surface with 
Inconel 718 again as the base material. The failed parts again showed 
evidence of rapid wear and high temperatures. While no cracks were observed 
on the runner surface, the grooving and wear were no more acceptable than the 
damage of the previous runners. 
Given these results, it is clear that additional work needs to be done to 
identify or develop material co~binations that ar.e more suitable. While good 
strength properties are necessary and important, good rubbing properties at 
both low and high temperatures are key. Low coefficients of friction and high 
thermal diffusivity are very important. Other necessary properties need to be 
identified. 
Another aspect that needs to be considered is the match-up of coefficients of 
expansion of the seal ring and runner materials. The base materials used in 
the testing have substantially different rates, 10.8 \lm/m-oC 
(6.0 \lin./in.-OF) for the Inconel 718 runner and 4.3 \lm/m- ° C 
(2.4 \lin./in.-OF) for the P5-N carbon graphite seal rings. The much higher 
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I rate for the runner result~ in a tendency for the runn~r rn rapidly grow into 
the seal due to the heat generated during the initial stateJ uf a I'ub. This 
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would aggravate a partial rub and, because the operating clearances are very 
small, would quickly result in a progression to a full rub. Material combina-
tions with closer expansion rates or in which the seal ring material has high-
er rates than the runner material would help to alleviate the problem. 
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Seal Set 
Number 
~I ~~:!~~i ons: 1 
2 
3 
4 
*MTI 
Outboard Ring 
Inboard Ring 
Runner 
Outboard Ring 
Inboard Ring 
Runner 
Otb. Sur. 
In~. Sur. 
Outboard Ring 
Inboard Ring 
Runner 
Otb. SUe. 
lob. Sur. 
Outboard Ring 
Inboard Ring 
Runner 
Otb. Sur. 
lnb. Sur. 
Outbuard Ring 
Inboar.:l Ring 
Runner 
Ott.. Sur. 
I lib. Sur. 
TABLE 3-1 
SEAL DIMENSION SUMMARY 
Serial 
Number 
108302 
108306 
Di8303 
108304 
108308 
078302 
108305 
108301 
078302 
loa301 
108302 
078304· 
1 I 
Mating Surfac,e 
i:hameter 
(nvn) 
50. (328-50.033 
50. enD-50. 025 
50.u02-50.010 , 
50.030-50.033 
50. u211-50. 02.1\ 
50 . .].;0-50.004 
50.uOO-50.004 
50.fJ29-50.033 
50.Ll23-50.025 
50.";09-50.011 
50.Q09-50.011 
50.029-50.030 
50.020-50.025 
50.ellS-50.011 
50. [;09-50.011 
50. 'i29-5G. 033 
50.u2il-50.025 
49.~97-
49.9:l2-49.995 
Radial 
Clearance 
(mm) 
0.009-0.015 
0.1:115-0.011 
U 
Mating Surface 
Diameter 
(I11III) 
i ~ 
'I 
Radian 
Clearance 
(-) 
iJ.013-0.017 
D.OD8-0.012 
I, 
~ 5D.079-50.086 
i ~ O.O~5-O.C4? 
~ 
0.009-0.012 
0.006-0.008 
\ I , 
i 
" 
49.992-50.028 
49.995-50.002 
50.038-50.04! 
50.033-50.035 
50.0 .. 9-50.011 
5G.Oil9-50.011 
5<).000-50.1;25 
J 
~ ~ 
" 
I:l.C01-0 .044 0.009-0.011 i 50.038-50.089 
0.004-0.008 II! 50.030-50.033 
: ;:r5=O~'OJ5-5:J'008 + 0.016-0.01B! --- ~ 0.013-0.016 --- I 
--- , --- I 
II I
, ' I ~ 
i 
• • 
- -I 
'fABLE 3\-2 
ACCELERATION RUN PERFORMANCe: DATA - SEAL SET NO. 2 
I Acceleration Max in:um Helium Supply Outboard Drain Outboard Sea) I Inboard Seail i 
Rate St'at t Speed Pressul""e (PI::~ Press ... re (P2) fio .. flo .. 
Run No. H - High/l - Low (radJ's~ (kPa. Abs. I (kPa. Abs. ) (kgd's" n04 ) I (kg/s x 'il(4) 
. I 
1-5 H i 4.188 931 5n:> - -
6 L S. , 
, 9.1 
7-11 H 
-
-
12 8.5 
'I 7.8 L ~ i i 13-17 H -
-
18 L 
I 8.9 7.4 19-23 H - -24 L 9.2 6.3 25-29 H - -
30 
I 
L 9.3 6.2 
30a* L 6.1 17.2 
31-35 H 
- -
36 L 6.5 !~.4 
37-46 H 
I 
-
, 
-
47 L ... 6 11. '? 
48-57 H 
- -
I' 
58 L I 8.8 B.B ~ 
*Run 30a was a repeat of Hun 3~. afte~ a brief shut~~w' tu c~an~e chart paper. 
TABLE 3-3 
ACCELERATION RUN PERFORMANCE DATA - SEAL SET NO.3 
Acceleration Maximum I Helium Supply Outboard Drain O,·tboard Sea I Inboard Seal Rate Shaft Speed Pressure (P12) Pressure (P2) Fluw Flow 
104 ) Run No. H - High/L - Low (raCl/s) (kPa, Abs. ) (kPa, Abs. ) (kg/s x 104 ) (kg/s x 
1-5 H 4,712 1,069 517 - -
6 L ~ 10.4 • 1 .5 7-11 H - -12 L 9.6 13.1 
- 1,206 10.8 14.1 
13-17 H ! - -18 L ; 9.6 17.3 19-23 H - -24 L 9.2 25.6 
- 1,344 9.2 27.9 
25-29 H t - -30 L 8.8 28.3 31-35 H - -36 L 8.8 27.5 
- 1,482 9.S 31.2 
37-41 H 
1 
- -
42 L 8.8 31.1 
43-47 H - -
48 L 8.9 31.3 
48a* L - . 
*Run 48a was a repeat of Run 48, after a brief shutdown to change reels of magnetic tape . 
. -
TABLE 3-4 
SEAL INSPECTION Sm~Y 
Seal Set Outboard Ring Inboard Ring Runner Pre-Test 
Number SIN SIN SIN Material Condition Post-Test Condition 
1 108302 108306 078303 All new parts. Both seal rings intact. Outboard 
Inconel 718 with ring had moderate surface wear. 
tungsten carbide Inboard had no wear. Runner had 
coating. numerous heat cracks and some 
delamination of coating. 
~ -~-~--
2 108304 108308 (,783(,2 All new parts. No we~r on seal rings nor runner. 
Inconel 71B with Very slight deposit of carbon 
tungsten carbide graphite on axial seal lands of 
coating. seal housing. 
3 108305 108301 078302 Neli seal rings; Seal rings intact. Cut board ring 
Inconel 718 with ru.1ner from pre- had moderate wear while inboard 
tungsten carbide vious test; no ring showed none. Heat cracks 
coating. evidence of wear. and some delaminaticn on runner. 
4 108301 108302 078304 lMTI ) All new parts. Outboard ring intact. Inboard 
Integral Inconel 718 with ring had radial crack anci showed 
Probes electrolized moderate wear. Runner surface 
surface. galled and "')rn .. 
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Fig. 3-6 Zero Speed Seal Temperatures versus Pressure Drop - Seal Set No. 1 
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Fig. 3-7 Flow versus Pressure Drop - Seal Set No. 1 
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Fig. 3-8 Inboard Seal Temperature versus Pressure Drop = Seal Set No. 1 
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Fig. 3-9 Outboard Seal Temperature versus Pressure Drop - Seal Set No. 1 
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Fig. 3-13 First Day Pressure History - Seal Set No. 2 
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Fig. 3-26 Outboard Seal Temperature, 310 kPa Drain Pressure - Seal Set No, 2 
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Fig. 3-27 Outboard Seal Temperature, 103 kPa Drain Pressure - Seal Set No.2 
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Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No. 2 at 3665 rad I S 
• 655 kPa Supply Pressure 
• 103 kPa Olb Dram Pressure 
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Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set NO. 2 at 4188 rad/s 
• 862 kPa Supply Pressure 
• 517 kPa Otb Drain Pressure 
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Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No. 2 at 4712 rad , s 
• 938 kPa Supply Press~,~ 
• 517 kPa Otb Dram Pressure 
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SHa l and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No. 3 at 3665 rad / 5 
• 655 kPa Supply Pressure 
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Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No 3 at 3665 rad / 5 
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Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No 3 at 3665 rad I S 
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Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No. 3 at 4188 ' ad , s 
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Seal arid Runner Motion 
Seal Set No 4 at 3665 rad I S 
• 827 kF"' CI Supply Pressure 
• 517 kPa Olb Dra in Pressure 
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Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No. 4 at 4188 rad / s 
• 827' kPa Supply Pressure 
• 517 kPa Olb Ora," Pressure 
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Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No. 4 at 5235 rad / S 
• 827 kPa Supply Pressure 
• 517 kPa Olb Drain Pressure 
Fig. 3-67 
Seal and Runner Motion 
Seal Set No. 4 at 5759 rad / s 
• 724 kPa Supply Pressure 
• 517 kP;) Olb Drain Pressure 
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Fig. 3-71 Damaged Seal; Outboard Ring - Seal Set No.1 
Fig. 3-72 Undamaged Seal; Inboard Ring - Seal Set No. 1 
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Fig. 3-73 Damaged Runner; Inboard Left, Outboard Right -
Seal S t No. 1 
Fig. 3-74 Magni fied View (Xll.4) of Damaged Runner -
Seal Set No. 1 
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Fig. 3-78 0 m ged No.2 Runn rj Inboard Left, Outboard 
Right - Se t S t No. 3 
Fig. 3-79 Magnified View (Xll.S) of Damaged No.2 Runner 
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Fig. )-80 Damaged Seal; Inboard Ring - Seal Set No.4 
Fig. 3-81 Damaged No.3 Runner; Inboard Left, Outboard Right -
Seal Set No.4 
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4.0 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF RAYLEIGH-STEP, HELIUM BUFFER SEALS 
4.1 Operating Condi~ionB 
The principles of operation and general geometry were presented in Section 
2.0. Additional details concerning performance and theoretical development 
are included in References [2], [6], and [7]. 
Refer to Table 1-1 for the geometric and operational parameters. The surface 
speed of 183 mls (600 fps) and the buffer fluid pressure of 1379 kPa (200 psia) 
are two condicions that extend the state of the art. 
The properties of helium as a function of pressure and temperature P:~f? indi-
cated on Table 4-1*. The analysis used the helium viscosity qnd density at 
37.8°C (100°F) and at pressures of 1379. 689, and 344 kPa (200, 100, and 50 
psia), with ambient (101 kPa/14.7 psia) downstream pressures. As indicated on 
Table 4-1, helium gas viscosity varies only ±6% from the value of 37.Soe 
(100°F) and is independent of pressure. Also the density varies only ±10% 
from the valu~of 37.SoC (100°F) and is proportional to pressure. 
4.2 Design Considerations 
When designing hydrodynamic gas-lubricated float ing-ring seals, there are 
several impor.tant considerations. Fir!:t, the hydrodynamic forces that are 
generated when the rings go eccentric with the shaft must be sufficient to 
overcome the friction forces between the rings and the stationary walls. This 
is necessary to maintain the rings concentric with the shaft. 
To minimize leakage, the operating film thicknesses must be relatively small. 
Small film thicknesses are also necessary to provide high fluid-film stiffness 
which is desirable for causing the rings to follow shaft excursions. 
*Tables are presented consecutively, beginning on page 4-17. 
4-1 
The clearances involved are generally smaLLer than centri f'lgal growth ilnd 
thermal variat ions in clearance. Therefore, it is important to account for 
both c~ntrifugal growth and thermal distortions in designing the seal. 
Finally, the seal rings must respond to shaft excursions an~ runouts without 
contact between the shaft and th~ rings. This requires that dynamic analyses 
be conducted and dynamic response be carefully investigated. 
The analytical process that was used ~n designing the seals was to: 
1. Optimize the Rayleigh-step geometry principaLLy on the basi8 of 
fluid-film stiffness using steady-state fluid-film gas bearing theo-
rYe 
2. Include the ~fforts of ~entrifugal and thermal variations 1n shaft 
and ring geometries in establishing predic:ted performance. These 
effects change the operating film thickness which is a sensitive 
parameter with respect to performance. 
3. Conduct dyn~mic response analyses to ensure that the r1ngs follow 
shaft excursions withJut contact. 
A constraint imposed upon the design of these type seals is to keep the axial 
length as small as possible to mlnlmlze she€t length and not compromise rotor-
dynamics of the shaft bearing system. In considering both the 50- and 20-mm 
seals, it was necessary to maintain the axial length of each ring within 
approximately 12.7 ~~ (0.5 in.). This WdS considered 
incorporation into actual pump m: ~hinery. 
practicaL number for 
Initially, studies wer: made to determine the optimum Rayleigh-step geometry. 
The parameter optimized was the fluid-film stiffness, which is most important 
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to prevent.shaft/ring contact. Figure 4-1* shows dimensionless stiffness as a 
function of the step clearance/land clearance ratio. The step clearance 
includes the step height plus the film thickness above the step. The curve 
indicates that the step clearance should be 2.65 x the land clearance. The 
seal was designed for an operating Land film thickness of 0.0127 mm (0.0005 
in.), so the step height should have a nominal vaLue of 0.0210 mm. The stiff-
ness values are fairly symmetrical about the optimum point so that the toLer-
ance range could be on either side of the optimum value. The actual step 
height selected was 0.0229 to 0.0254 mm (0.0009 to 0.001 in.). to allow for 
variations in actual operating clearances. These step dimensions provide good 
stiffness over a wide clearance range. 
Figure 4-2 shows the effects of the axial length ratio which is the step 
length/pad length ratio = L1/L, as a function of dimensionless stiffness. 
This parameter is quite insensitive, although the optimum length ratio is 
0.66. 
Figure 4-3 shows the effect of the circumferential length of the Rayleigh 
step. Over the range shown, it lS an insensitive parameter, but the optimum 
ratio of step length/pad length lS 0.82, which indicates that long steps are 
desirable. 
The step dimensions were optimized for concentric beadng stiffness. The 
dimensionless length, width, ~nd depth of the step have the following optimum 
values: 
• Depth of step, step clearance/land clearance = 2.65 
• Axial extent of step, Lstep/Lpad = 0.b6 
• Circumferential extent of step, 91tep/9pad = 0.82 
Studies were a130 made varylng the total numbers of pads. Increasing the 
number of pads from 4 to 5 (while maintaining the same ratio of groove width to 
circumferential pad ext~nt and the same step geometry) decreased the centered 
*Figures are presented consecutively, beginning on page 4-22. 
4-3 
... 
stiffness by only 1%, indicating that four pads yield fairly optimum fluid 
film performance. The four-pad geometry was selected. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 
indicate the nominal dimensions used. 
4.3.~General Configuration and Design 
Figure 4-4 indicates a developed Vlew of the inner surface, including the 
hydro~ynamic geometry and also shows the end wall contact surface region in 
larger scale. The contact surface was maintained as small as practical (0.762 
mm) (0.030 in.) and as close to the shaft as possible to reduce the maximum 
thrust loading on the seal rings. 
Figure 4-5 shows the installation of the rings 1n the seal tester. What is to 
lw particularly noted is the diameter of the seal runner which is considerably 
larger than the shaft diameter used in the experimental rig. The Shaft siz~ 
1S approximately 30 mm (1.18 in.) 1n diameter while the runner Slze is 
required co be 50 mm (1.97 in.) 1n diameter. Examination of this figure indi-
cates that centrifugal growth of the seal runner will be significant. The 
seal runner configuration was designed to provide equal distribution of the 
centrifugal growth without causing closure at the ends of the runner. 
Figure 4-6 indicates what centrifugal growths will do to the runnec at the 
maximum operating speed of 7330 rad/s (70,000 r/min). It will expand radial-
ly, approximately 11.43 ~m, with slight variations at the end ,1.88 ~m). The 
end closures are inconsequential and confirm the advantage of the taper, T, 
configuration employed. The total radial expansion, however, is of the same 
order of magnitude as the film thickness, thus manufacturing and installation 
dimensions must be large enough to accommodate the runner growth or clearance 
closure. The runner was shrunk over a flexure which could compensate for 
increase in the inside diameter of the runner due to centrifugal expansion. 
The dimensions of shaft and ring indicated on Figure 4-5 were selectee to 
provide near optimum clearance at the operating condition considering the 
effects of both thermal contraction and centrifugal growth, respectively. 
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The seal rings were m~.i~ entirely of carbon (i.e., no metallic bands) to 
enhance dynamic response characteristics (Pure Carbon PSN). The runner was 
made of Inconel 718 for strength purposes and coated with a layer of tungsten 
carbide with a chromium binder. The ring mating housings were Inconel 600. 
The final seal detail drawings were completed by the seal manufacturer, Stein 
Seal Company of Philadelphia, Pa. Figure 4-7 shows the assembly drawing of 
the ~eal and housings. Figure 4-8 shows a detail drawing of the outboard seal 
ring. A photograph of one set of seal rings was previo'Jsly shown on Figure 
2-3. 
4.3.3 Fluid-Film Performance 
Fluid-film performance was initially established using a nominal radial 
clearance of 12. 7 ~m and correcting for centrifugal growth of the shaft 
sleeve. Subsequently, larger clearances were examined to allow for variations 
in clearance due tn tolerances and to thermal contractions of the sleeve. 
Figure 4-9 shows the variation in concentric seal clearance due to centrifugal 
expansion of the sleeve as a function of shaft speed, presuming a 12.7 Ilm 
operating clearance at the maximum speed (7330 rad/s) (70,000 r/min) condi-
tion. The assembled radial clearance is approximately 29 Ilm to attain a 12.7 
Ilm clearance at operating speed. This assembled clearance does not account 
for thermal con~ractions. It was subsequently found that the installed clear-
ance should be as small as possible, to achieve an operating clearance of 
approximately 12.7 ~m, because thermal contractions of the runner had a stron-
ger influence than centrifugal growth. 
Figure 4-10 shows the fluid-film force developed in a seal rlng versus eccen-
tricity ratio at three difterent helium pressure levels, 344, 689, dnd 1379 
kPa (50, 100, and 200 psia). Superimposed on these curves, are frictional 
resistance forces between the floating rings and the stationary housing. The 
radial clearap was 12.7 Ilm. The resul~s indicat~ that maximum fricti0nal 
resistance can be overcome by hydrodynamic forces at high-speed operation. It 
also indicates that at 1379 kPa (200 psia) buffer pressure, low-speed hydrody-
nEMic forces will not overcome frictional resistance. At maximum speed of 
4-5 
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7330 rad/~ (70,000 r/min) and maximum buffer pressure of 1379 kPa (200 psia), 
an eccentricity rati~ of approximately 0.65 is necessary to overcome the maxi-
mum frictional resistance of approximately 42.3 N (9.5 Ib). Table 4-2 shows 
the effects of radial clearance on the seal's ability to overcome frictional 
resistance. 
The tabulated values of eccentricity ratio and mlnlmum film thickness are 
necessary to produce sufficient hydrodynamic forces to overcome the maximum 
friction forces at each of the buffer fluid pressures indicated. The results 
clearly indicate the superior performance at the low clearance condition of 
12.7 ~m. At the high buffer fluid pressures, the low clearance installation 
produces the higher minimum film thickness. At a 25.4 ~m radial clearance, 
the seal would not adequately overcome frictional resistance at a buffer pres-
sure of 1379 kPa (200 psia). 
Viscous power loss for a single rlng as a function of speed and pressure is 
indicated on Figure 4-11. At maximum speed and pressure the total power loss 
is approximately 85 W. 
Seal leakage, on the basis of laminar flow without inertia drop losses, is 
shown on Figure 4-12. A reduction in leakage with speed occurs because the 
centrifugal runner growth causes clo!:lure of the clearance as the speed 
1ncreases. At 7330 rad/s (70,000 r/min) with an operating clearance of 12.7 
~m, the seal leakage (single ring) is 0.908 x 10- 3 kg/s (11.5 scfm). The 
leakage values on Figure 4-12 assume concentric operating clearance (i.e., the 
rings are cpntered with respect to the shaft). The leakage increases approxi-
mately 407. from concentric to full eccentric operation. 
Testing indicated that seal leakage was lower than predic~~d. Modificat.ons 
we:e made to the analysis to includ inertia effee at the seal dam inlet and 
1n the film itself. The analysis to accomplish this is described in Appendix 
A. Correlation between experiment and theory was then significantly improved. 
Figure 4-13 shows fluid temperature r1se as a function of speed and pressure. 
These curves assume all heat generated by viscous friction is absorbed by the 
flow leaking through the clearance annulus; heat transferred to the shaft is 
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not accounted for. Therefore, the temperature r19~~ indicated on Figure 4-13 
are exaggerated. Since flow increases with buffer pre~nure, the temperature 
rise is an inverse function of buffer pressure and will be lower as the pres-
sure lncreases. The results indicate that high-speed, low-pressure operation 
LS to be avoided. Table 4-3 indicates maximum operatipg speed as a function 
of buffer pressure to limit the temperature rise to 22°C (39.6°F), which can 
be considered a maximum safe value. The values of flow used in the temper-
ature rise computations were based on viscous laminar theory without inertia. 
When inertia effects are included, there is a flow reduction which would 
result ;n a proportional lncrease in temperature rise. This increase in 
temperature rise was one of the contributing factors to clearance closure that 
was experienced by the inboard ring of seal No.4. 
4.3.4 Thermal Analysis 
The model for the thermal analysis is shown on Figure 4-14. The four signif-
icant modes are 6 and 7 for the two rings and 9 and 10 for the runner. REla-
tively hot helium enters the space between the two rings and flows inboard and 
outboard through the annular clearance between the rings end rotating collar. 
On the inboard side near node 9, the collar is coole~ by the LOX escaping from 
the bearing, while on the outboard side near node 10, helium at much higher 
temperature escapes. The analysis considered 0.0018 kg/s (22.74 scfm) of 
helium entered the buffer chamber at an inlet temperature of 21 0 e (69.8°F) and 
that approximately 90 W of heat was generated at the fluid-film interface. 
Studies were made to establl~h the sensitivity of varying parameters. Table 
4-4 lists the cases that were run on the computer and the results obtained. 
The table indicates that the resulting temper.atures are not very sensitive to 
the values of the heat transfer coefficients u~ed. 
Seal operating film thicknesses have been calculated using various values of 
installed clearance and accounting f0r centrifugal growth and thermal 
effects. Recommended dimensions are indicated on Table 4-5. The following 
nomenclature applies: 
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-Dring ~ ID of the geal rin~ 
Dahaft ::: 00 (,' the ahaft runner 
Co = AaHumbled radial ciHarance 
CO' = Radial clearance including centrifugal growth of ahaft 
CO" := Running radial clearance including centrifugal and 
thermal growth 
Each set of three consecutive lines in the table corresponds to the maximum, 
average, and minimum clearance of the tolerance range. These calculations of 
running clearance used the following data: 
• Radial growth of shaft runner at 7330 radls (70,000 r/min>: 
11.43 Um 
• Mean coefficient of thermal expansion of carbon graphite: 
5.58 x lO-6/ o C (3.1 x 10-6/°p) 
• Mean coefficient of thermal expansion of Inconel 718: 
12.78 x lO-6/°c (7.1 x 10-6/°p) at 21°C (69.8°p) 
10.62 x lO-6/°c (j.9 x lo-O/Op) at -196°C (-320.8°p) 
The difference in operating clearances on Table 4-5 are due to differences in 
nominal ring and shaft dimensions. The middle line corresponds to nominal 
size with tolerance variation indicated above and below. Table 4-5 also indi-
cates recommended final dimensions to account for both centrifugal and thermal 
growths. 
The results clearly indicate that the assembly clearance be 5 to 8 Um (as 
small as possible for assembly without requiring an interference fit). That 
is, the dimension of the ring IO should be 50.02022/50.0253 mm (1.969311.9695 
in.), while that of the shaft runner 00 should be 50.00598/50.01006 mm 
(1.969311.9689 lr../. The running seal clearances are then reduced to 11.176 
and 25.4 Um on the air and LOX sides, respectively. In the final design, it 
was necessary to compromise further for manufacturing purposes. The outboard 
seal ring was designed for higher clearance than the inboard seal ring, since 
thermal effects would cause increased clearance on the inboard ring. The 
final clearances employed are discussed in Section 2.0. 
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4.3.5 geal Ring Dynamic .Re~pon~e 
Because of high flUrtace !Jpeeja and low operating tilm !.hickne~fl, it wa!) impor-
tant to investigate dynamic reaponne Ilnd to denign a flyatem that ilvoid9 
rubbing ("ontact. A time-transient malysis was emploYf'd, wlwreby time in 
discretized into small increments. At. each increme'1t fluid-film and friction 
forces ar~ examined to determine net forces on the ring. These forccg can 
then be insert~d into the equat ion9 of mId ion to e9talJl i flh rin!?, mot ion for 
that time increment. Thus, a time history of rin!?, movement is provided il9 il 
function of shaft excursions. If frictional forces exceed fluid-film torc89 
at any instant of time, ring motion is curtailed. 
Studies indicated that for any particular eccentricity ratio, the fluid-film 
force did not vary strongly with angular p<Hlition and using a constant valul' 
would produce accurate results. This was done in the computer analysis, but 
the conservative or the lowest values of film forces were used for each eccen-
tricity ratio. Figure 4-15 shows typical fluid-film force curves that were 
appiied in the program. Shown are the radial component (along the line of 
centers) and Lhe tanp,ential component (normal to the line of centers) ilS 1 
function of eccentricity ratio in the 1379 kPa (200 psia), 7330 rad/s (70,000 
r/min) operating condition. Note the tangential component is small. 
Force information was interpolated in the computer code, so that knowing the 
shaft location produced the normal and tangential forces required. Similar 
information was produced at other pressures and speeds. 
A shaft orbital radius of 2.~·, Ilm simulales anticipated test condition',. 
However, much larger orbital amplitudes were also examined to establish all 
adequate "factor of safety" with respect to dynamic response. 
Figure 4-16 shows a typical orbital response case when the shaft runout is 
7.62 \.1m, operating at 7330 rad/s (70,000 r/min) and 1379 kPa (200 psia) buffer 
fluid pressure. The starting position was with the seal ring concentric with 
the shaft. The ring settles into a rectangular shaped orbit with a maximum 
eccentricity ratio of 0.625. The eccentricity and orbit indicated are rela-
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t.ivp II) rh.' ~lhatt, and rlw ('lnllra!l!:p (:irc:lf~, betwf\flll tlw IJul'iidl' ,'irel .. ,wI! 
Ihe orbit iB t111~ elparance Been by an obocrver ridin)1, on the 'Jhatr.. 
Figure 4-17 Bhow(J a caBC at .345 kPa ab!lOlut.e (50 pBia) butter pn~!Pl\Jrl! at. a 
~lhat't 'lpepd of 2094 radlB (20,000 r/min). At. the lower Hpel~d condition hydr()~ 
dynamic torcc!] and ~itiffneaB art' relatively low, BO that till! nn~ can lw 
expected to reBpond rather sluggishly to shaft motionB. ThiB i9 demonstrated 
by the case shown on Figure 4·17. In thiB inatance, the shaft radial runout. in 
0.0102 mm (0.0004 in.). The 9tarting POBilion wa9 at a 9haft eccl!ntricity 
ratio of 0.95. The ring moved Blightly more concentric, and th(!n maintailwd 
iUI pO!lition without further motion. The nhaft is moved cccentrically within 
the clearance circle at its prescribed eccentricity ratio of 0.8. Banically, 
at these conditions film BtiffneBB was insufficient to center the rin~ and 
permit it to follow shaft motions in a nearly concpntric ponition. For thiB 
case, thn 345 kPa absolute (50 psia) .uff(~r pn~nsurn will not ptoduc(~ high 
friction forces; therefore, at higtwr pressure levelfl thp 9pal ring wi 11 
continue to remain stational'Y. 
Figures 4-18 and 4-19 9how response at low speed and r~latively high pregsure 
conditions so that friction forceg dominate. The orbital relationship between 
the shaft and ring is erratic and complex with reverse loops involvnd with 
each cycle. 
Studies were also made of composite rings where iln Inconel rlng was shrunk 
around the outer periphery ot the carbon rlng. This WilS done to produce more 
uniform thermal distortions between the rlngs and shaft. The added milSS of 
the composite rlngs, however, caused contact failure due to exceSSlve inertidl 
accelerations that would not permit the rings to move ln unlson with the 
shaft. A typical case is shown on Figure 4-20. Contact occurs before an orbit 
em be completed. Thus, it is important to keep the ring mass,as low as possi-
ble, and integral carbon rlngs without metal shrouds are necessary for 
adequate dynamic response. 
Table 4-6 summarizes the operating conditions and results of the dynamic 
response computer runs. The variables included shaft eccentricity or runout, 
operating clearance, buffer fluid pressure and speed. The orbit eccentricity 
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is the maximum eccentricity of the 2esulting steady-state orbit of the ring. 
The mini- film thickness, hn, was the minimum vulue ex~erienced during the 
orbital reaponre. Potential problan areas, where mininnm films are bscoming 
dan~erourly small or are negative, are underlined. The 1370 kPa (200 psia), 
7330 rcld/r (70,000 r/ain) condition is considered acceptable; it might be a 
marginal problem at wry high shaft runnuta, vhich were not anticipated to 
occur, In' fact, they did occur m d  cauaed failure of Seal Set NO. 1. 
Figure 6-21 shows the effects of rarying the shaft runout. Note that at a 2094 
rad/s (20,000 r/min) and 344 kPa (50 'psis) buffer pressure, the eccentricity 
ratio is becoming very high and is an operating condition that should be 
awided. In tbis instance, inertia-dominated motions of tbe ring are overcow 
ing the friction retardation forces and the fluid-f ilm stiffness capacity. At 
70,000 rad/s (7330 r/min) and 1379 kPa (200 psia), the limit cycle is well 
controlled even with r high shaft eccentricity of 12.7 pm. An overall sumnary 
plot i a  shova on Figure 4-22. It is a plot of maximum transient orbital eccen- 
tricity ratio versus shaft vibration or runout orbit for varying types of 
rings (solid carbon or composite carbon and metal) ac different pressure 
conditions. Composise rings are somttimes used to more nearly equalize ther- 
mal expansions between the rings and shaft. The operating speed is 7330 rad/s 
(70,000 rfmin). 
Note that the composite catbon/Inconel rings have significantly Less toler- 
ance to shaft orbit than do the solid carbon rings. Note also that higher 
pressure and consequently higher frictional forces are beneficial (at high 
operating speeds) because the friction forces prevent excessive inertial 
response of the rings. Thus, there are really two limiting conditions 
concerned with ring design. Firs',, tne fluid-film forces shairid be great 
enough to overcome frictional resistance to ensure against contact, and 
second, there should be sufficient friction to prevent inertia dominated 
motion of the ring that could cause contact under high-speed conditions. 
All of the dynamic discussion thus far has presumed an operating radial clear- 
ance of 12.7 pm. Because of the difficulty of obtaining this clearance 
precisely, due to manufacturing tolerances, centrifugal. growth and thermal 
contractions, studies were also made at varying clearances. The dominating 
influence is the thermal effects which causes a reduction in shaft diameter 
and an opening of the clearance. Thus, several computer runs were made at 
25.4 Irm radial clearance or twice the designed clearance. 
The principal result was that the rings are forced into a concentric position 
without contact, and they remain fairly stationary in that position with shaft 
' orbits inside the clearance volume. Operation at larger clearances is safe 
from a dynamic standpoint. 
4.3.6 Summary of Results 'and Conclusions of Analytical Studies 
Performance at a design clearance of 12.7 vm is very good and can satisfy a11 
requirements. Also, performance will be satisfactory over the tolerance range 
specified. The two Limitations on performance are as follows: 
1. Xnsuff icient hydrodynamic forces to overcome friction forces - a 
low-speed, high-pressure constraint 
2. Insufficient frit cion to counteract inertia forces - a high-speed, 
low-pressure constraint. 
Figure 2-4 showed an operating range map seal that accounts for a1 1 
constraints. If the pressure follows a speed squared relationship to a maxi- 
mum of 1379 kPa (200 psia) at 7330 rad/s (70,000 r/min), it is expected that 
seal performance will be satisfactory. 
Centrifugal runner growth and thermal contractions significantly affect oper- 
ating clearances and they must be considered in performing the analysis. 
Centrifugal forces on the runner tend to close the clearances while thermal 
contractions rend to open the clearances. Thermal efEects have the stronger 
influence, requiring installation clearances to be as small as practical (10.2 
- 22.9 um diametral clearance). 
Low mass rings are necessary to dynamically track runner excursions. The 
rings should be made of carbon without co~nposite metallic rings on the outer 
circumference. 
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4.4 • .L General Confi~uration and (JP~E~~iE..~_':lnditions 
The general configuration of the 20-mm heiium purge seal i9 shown on Figure 
4-23. A separate shaft would have been used for testing of the 20-mm design 
and the buffer rings were :ntended to mate directly against the shaft. In 
other respects, the design is very similar to the 50-nun with a porportional 
size reduction. Th~ optimization parameters were the same as tor the 50-~n 
design. 
The 20-mm seal was constrained in surface speed by limit<tions on the maXlmum 
operating s~~ed of the test rig. The maximum design speed of the rig is 10,472 
rad/s (100,000 r/min). A 20-mm shaft rotatir.g aL 10,472 rad/s (100,000 r/min) 
will produce a surface speed of 105 m/s (344 ft/s) which is only 57% of the 183 
mls (600 ft/s) specified. Limitations on surface speed also limits hydrody-
namlc force generation1 which in tUl"'n limits the buffer fluid pressure or 
Allowable friction force at the contact interface. It appears that the abso-
lute maximum pressure would be 6E.').5 kPa (100 psia) and the allowable pressure 
will further reduce as speed decreases. 
Another factor concerned with the 20-mm seal I.S centrifugal growth of the 
runner will be negligible. This is due to the runner of the 20-mm seal being 
inr-egral with the shaft, and because of limitations on i:he maximum shaft 
surface speed. 
Although the 20-mm seal lS significiintly smaller than the 50-mm seal, the 
nominal operating clearance of u.0127 mm (0.0005 in.) remains the same, 
because this was copsidered to be the smallest practical value for safe opera-
tlon. 
4.4.2 Fluid-Film Performance 
Fi.gure 4-24 shows the fluid-film forces as a function of the eccentricity 
ratio and operating speed. The effects of butfer pressure ar~ :ndicated, but 
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variations in hydrodynamic fluid-film force due to this parameter are practi-
cally insignificant. The maximum spe.!d examined was 10,472 rad/s (100,000 
r/min), which is the limit of the test rig. Superimposed upon this curve are 
the contact fric~ion f"rcBs at 689.5 kPa (100 psia) and 344.7 kPa (50 psia) 
buffer fluid pressure levels. At a buffer pressure of 1379 kPa (200 psi3), 
there is insufficient hydrodynamic capability to overcome the contact fric-
tion force. Maximum load capacity at 10,472 rad/s (100,000 r/min) is approxi-
mately 13.34 N (3 Ib), which occurs a~ an eccentricity ratio of slightly over 
0.9. To provide a reasonable safety margin th0. maximum buffer was designed to 
be 689.5 kPa (100 psia) which would require an eccentricity ratio slightly 
below 0.8, or a minimum film thickness of approximately 0.0025 mm (0.1 mils) 
tQ move the ring into a concentric position. 
Figure 4-25 indicates whal occurs if the buffer fluid pressure is incr~ased as 
the squar0 of the speed, the anticipated method of bring:ng the test rig up to 
speed. Two pressure-speed curves are s~nwn, one fur a 345 kPa (50 psia) pres-
sure at 10,472 rad/~ (100,000 r/min) anti one for a 689 kPa (100 psia) pressure 
at 10,472 rad/s (100,000 r/min). For the 3'.5 kPa \50 \-Isia) situation, the 
eccentricity ratio remains safely between 0.5 and C •. S. For the 689 kPa (100 
psi a ) cas e , the e r: c e n t ric i t y rat i 0 will ex c e e dO. 7 5 a tap pro x i ma tel y 6 5 9 7 
rar./s (63,000 r/min), and as indicated on Figure 4-25 will approach 0.8 before 
it overcomes the anticipated friction force. This will probably be an accept-
able situation, becau~e the ring moves to a concentric position after the 
Lriction force iSlTercome. 
Figu.es 4-26 and 4-27 show the effects of clearance variations on rlng load 
capacity. Fig'lre 4-26 is tor a constant operating speed ot 10,472 rad/s 
000,000 r/min). Note the significant decreas~ in load capability as the 
clearance is increased. At a clearance of 0.0191 mm (0.00075 in.), the maxi-
mum allowable pressure is more like 345 kPa (50 psia) rather than 689 kPa (100 
psia). At a clearance of 0.0254 mm (O.~Ol in.), a maximum pressure of 206.8 
kPa (30 psia) appears to be appropriate. Figure 4-27 indicates fluid film 
load capacity as a function of sp~ec and eccentricity at a clearance of 0.02)4 
mm (l mil), This curve demonstrates that it is necessary to operate at 101.1 
pressure levels to overcome friction at high clearance conditions. 
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Anticipated leakage flow through one ring is shown on Figure 4-28. This curve 
applies .. ~ .. an eccentricity ratio of 0.5. At the helium pressure levels that 
trg rig will operate at 689 kPa (100 psia), the leakage is only 0.000118 kg/s 
(0.00026 lb/s). At a maximum pressure level of 889.6 kPa (200 psia), the 
leakage is 0.000363 kg/s (0.0008 Ib/s). If the clearance is double, the flow 
will increase by a factor of 8, so that it will· increase to approximately 
1.000908 kg/s (0.002 Ib/s) at 689 kPa (lOa psia). This assumes laminar 
viscous flow. The actual flow will be less when account is taken of inertia 
effects at entrance and in the film, as was done for the case of the SO-mm 
~eal. Leakage as a function of eccentricity ratio is shown on Figure 4-29. 
From fully eccentric to fully eccentric, the leakage increases by a factor of 
L 7. 
Figure 4-30 shows power loss as a function of speed at an eccentricity ratio 
of 0.5. The power loss is approximately 12 W at 10,472 rad/s (100,000 r/min). 
Fluid temperature rise is shown on ngure 4-31. As with the SO--nun design, 
this curve was based on the assumption that all the heat goes into the flowing 
fluid, while in reality A good deal of it.will be transferred into the cool 
shaft. High temperatures are predicted for the low-pressure, high-speed 
conditions where there is high heat generation and 1m.' flow. 
4.4.3 Dynamic !esponse 
Rotor dynamic studies indicate maXlmum shaft amplitudes will probably be le';s 
than 0.00254 nun (0.0001 in.). 
Figure 4-32 shows the radial and tangential force magnitudes of the fluid film 
obta_ned from the steady-state computer code, as a function of eccentricity 
ratioo These values were interpolated for use in the dynamic computer code. 
A spectrum of response computer runs were made over a range of varying pres-
sures, speeds and ring clearances. They are summarized on Table 4-7. Exam-
inat ion of the tahle indicates acceptable response except at high shaft 
runouts, Es ' .low pressures, Po, anu retatively high operating speeds and at 
high runouts, low speed, and high pressures. Problem situations are under-
4-J.5 
lined. At high-speed, low-pressure conditions, ring in~rtia forces predomi-
nate over the retarding friction force so that the seal ring runs away around 
~he shaft and ultimately contacts. These are operating conditions which are 
t() be avoided. 
Figures 4-33 and 4-34 graphically display tr.a Bununary reBul ts wi th a shaft 
runout of 0.00254 nun (O.OOOl in.). Figure 4--33 shows that the limit cycles 
become larger as speed reduces and as preS3ur~ increases. This indicates a 
degradation of the hydrodynamic capacity to permit low amplitude or concentric 
response with the rotating shaft. Iii all cases~ however, there was sufficient 
capacity to prevent contact between the ring and shaft. Figure 4-34 shows a 
cross-plot with pressure as the abscissa. Again the plot clearly shows the 
higher amplitudes at the lower speeds and higher pressure conditions. 
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TABLE 4-1 
PROPERTIES OF HELIUM 
Temperature Pressure Mass De~sity Viscosity 
(OC) (kPa) (kg/m ) (MFa-a) 
----
10 .1379 2.34 19.4 
10 689 1.17 19.4 
10 344 0.58 19.4 
l 
~ 
37.8 1379 2.13 20.7 'fil ~ 
37.8 689 1.07 20.7 
37.8 344 0.53 20.7 
65.6 1379 1.96 21.9 
65.6 689 0.98 21.9 ~ 
~ 
~ 65.6 344 0.49 21.9 
'it 
., 
.. 
1i 
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Buffer 
Pressure 
(kPa) 
1379 
689 
344 
1379 
689 
344 
1379 
689 
344 
TABLE 4-2 
REQUIRED ECCENTRICITY AND FILM THICKNESS 
TO OVERCOME FRICTIONAL ~ESISTANCE 
Maximum Radial 
Frictional* Clearance Eccentrici ty 
Force Co R.!ltio 
(N) (J.lm) ( e: ) 
42.26 12.7 0.6 
21.13 12.7 0.35 
10.59 12.7 0.17 
42.26 19.05 0.87 
21.13 19.05 0.60 
10.59 19.05 0.32 
42.26 25.4 0.99 
21.13 25.4 0.76 
10.59 25.4 0.48 
*Coefficient of Friction - 0.2 
TABLE 4-3 
MAXIMUM OPERATING SPEED FOR ~T = 22°C 
Buffer Pressure Speed 
(kPa) (rad/s) 
344 5,131 
689 6,283 
1379 7,330 
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Minimum Film 
Thickness hmin 
(J.lm) 
5.08 
8.26 
10.54 
2.49 
7.62 
12.95 
0.254 
6.10 
13.21 
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TABLE 4-4 
RESULTS OF SO-MM THERMAL ANALYSIS 
He Inlet 
Temperature Node Temperature (OC) 
Case No. (OC) 6 7 9 10 Remarks 
1 21 -9.8 -10.3 -41.4 -92.1 Base case 
2 21 -9.8 -10,,3 -40.4 -90.3 Recalculated 
He-Fluid veloc-
ity 60% of 
runner speed. 
3 21 -9.8 -10.3 -42.6 -95.1 Same as Case 2, 
but all hc's 
:1 doubled. 
r 
TABLE 4-5 
RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS ACCOUNTING FOR 
r 
CENTRIFUGAL GROWTH AND THERMAL CONTRACTION3 
"'! 
I ~ Dring Dshaft Co Tshe-ft Tri n, Co' Co" J 
·4 (\.1m) ( \.1m) (\.1m) ( C) ( C (\.1m) (\.1m) 
--
I Air Side 
50.02430 50.00498 10.16 -41.44 -9.83 -1.27 13.72 
I 50.02276 50.00752 7.62 -41.44 -9.83 -3.R1 11.20 50.02002 50.01006 5.08 -41.44 -9.83 -6.35 8.66 
I LOX Side 50.02530 50.00498 10.16 -92.11 -10.28 -1.27 27.97 
I 50.02276 50.00752 7.62 -92.11 -10.28 -3.81 25.45 50.02002 50.01006 5.08 "92.11 -10.28 -6.35 22.91 
I 
I 
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TABLE 4-6 
50-MM SEAL TRANSIENT ANALYSIS: SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Orbit Minimum 
Shaft Pressure, Eccentrici ry Film 
Clearance, Co Eccent rid t:' Po Speed, N Ratio Thickness 
(\lm) (\lm) (kPa) (r"'ld/S) (e:) (\lm) 
12.7 2.54 1379 2094 0.63 4.7 
--~--~--
1379 3142 0.64 4.6 
1379 5236 0.26 9.4 
1379 7330 0.24 9.7 
689 2094 0.46 6.9 
689 3142 0.28 9.1 
689 5236 0.25 9.5 
689 7330 0.22 9.9 
344 2094 0.26 9.4 
344 3142 0.24 9.7 
344 5236 0.22 9.9 
344 7330 0.25 9.5 
172 2094 0.22 9.9 
5008 344 2Q94 0.49 6.5 
1379 7330 0.40 7.6 
7.62 1379 7330 0.63 4.7 
344 7330 0.63 4.7 
344 2094 0.62 4.8 
10.16 689 7330 0.43 7..2 
344 2094 0.85 1.9 
1379 7330 0.65 4.4 
120 I 1379 7330 0.66 4.3 
2.54 10.16 517 7330 0.44 1.4 
448 7330 0.42 1.5 
344 7330 1.02 -0-
379 7330 0.43 1.4 
344 2094 0.85 3.8 
12.7 689 7330 0.52 1.2 
1379 7330 0.60 1.0 
517 7330 0.60 1.0 
482 7330 0.58 1.1 
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TABLg 4-7 
20-MM SEAL TRANSIENT ANALYSIS: SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Weight of Ring - 0.0146 kg (0.0322 lb) 
Coefficient of Friction, ~ = 0.2 
Shaft Orbit 
Clearance Eccentricity, Pressure, Speed, Eccentricity 
Co EO' Po N Ratio d 
(\J'm~ ___ ().I'm) (kPa) (rad/s) (E: ) 
--------
12.7 2.54 345 10,472 0.231 
689 ~ 0.225 1379 0.259 
345 7,854 0.220 
689 ~ 0.204 1379 0.350 
345 5,236 0.221 
689 
+ 
0.241 
1379 0.459 
345 2,618 0.238 
689 l 0.546 1379 0./35 7.62 345 0.639 
34:> 5,236 1.013 
689 + 0.636 345 7,854 1.008 
517 0.615 
689 0.648 
345 1.05 
517 1.006 
689 0.635 
19.1 2.)4 1379 0.4113 
+ ! 345 0.270 25.4 345 0.312 1379 0.364 
7.62 1379 10,472 0.55 
5.08 1379 + 0.508 7.62 345 7,854 0.459 
+ 
345 5,236 0.490 
345 2,618 0.588 
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Minimum Film 
Thickness, 
hM (\l.m) 
9.65 
9.9 
9.4 
9.9 
10.1 
8.26 
9.91 
9.65 
6.86 
9.68 
5.77 
3.35 
4.57 
-0-
4.62 
-0-
4.83 
4.47 
-0-
-0-
4.51 
11.2 
13.97 
13.21 
12.20 
8.64 
9.40 
10.4 
9.65 
7.87 
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S.D ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF SPIRA L- 'ROOVE LOX SEAI.S 
5.1 lon 
The spiral-groove fac eal is a prim c ndida o r pplica t l n 0 LOX urb-
pumps. It i a fluid- ilm seal that can ff ctiv ly inhibit 1 ak g and avo id 
rubbing contact that could cause cata trophic xplosion ailure ln It LOX nVI-
ronment. As described in thr introduc ion, the 
aid in preventing leakage o. LOX fr om th pump 
unc ion 0 h LOX ~ al 0 
nd o( th machine. R quir -
m nts and operating condition w r pr s nt d in S ~t i n 1.0. 
The most demanding requirem nt hat extend th pr n , a f h ar 
include the high relative sur ace s p d of 183 m/ s (600 t /) and h hi h 
pressure of 5.17 HPa (750 pig) to b 'l al d. 
OriginaLLy, HTr examined a conv n i nllL yp 
Labeled the straight-through de ign. Th 
o p i ral-gr v 'le a l that wa ' 
ptraL gr oov s ext nd d o h 
outs i de diameter and the fluid was pumped inward 0 a dam region at th In 
r1 or [D of th s ea 1. Al hou h xc Ll n p r o rmlln c cha ril e rt ., w r 
pred i cted, the straight-through de s ign s w r ul i mat l y aband on d b cau s 0 
the probability of vaporization in the low path. 
The pre s sure-balan ced conc p eL c d wa conc IV d by NASA I L RC and r com-
mended or the LOX turbopump app 1 icat ion, becau s obviat d vapo r izati on 
problem s . Additional de ails cone rntng th e anllly s i and d q~n ar pr 
in Refe ence s [1] and [8]. 
5.2 roach 
n d 
The parame t ric s tudies nece sc ary 0 optimi z 
categories: 
h a l de s ign all i nt o thr 
1. Steady-state fluid-film performance 
2. Minimizing any detrimental effe~ts 0 thermoelast i c distortions 
3. Ensuring acceptable dynamic response to external excitations 
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In ~f'n r I, Iluid-lilm g om try nd p, rt ormlln a r 1 i r 
I 'j I di'l orrlon ~ r ch cked l) II' thal th y do no 'li.~nitic ntly all(> (: 
h tluld ··tll m p r o rmanc • Varll' tlon' In mat rials and xterlor g om ry can 
b
' 
appll d to r duc di tortion ~lnlllly, dynamic response i ch k d and 
mas'! nd in r ill proper les at rhi:' 'j al ring varied a asc;ur ace ptabl 
r spans • 
The fundamental refer nee for th spiral-groove analysis was the work done by 
~.A. Muijdermann [9]. Laminar theory was subsequently expanded to include the 
etfects 0 turbul nc and iner la a 5udd n contractions in a mann r imilar 
to that d crib d In Ref renc [6] and [101. ELastlc di'l or ion w re d t r-
mined using a theory modeled upon that described in Ref rence [1]. 
The computer cod W3 , writt n f r ipiral-gr ov game ry opti. mi za ion and 
p rf ormance eVIlLua ion. Th analy ical pr oc dur is 'lu mml'\r iz!~d in App ndlx A. 
The final computer cod co ul~: 
1. Optimize geome rical variabl s on the basi 0 sci fness , flow, or 
fluid mp ra ur rI 
2 . Determine the op rating fiLm thicknes as a unction of 5 al d pre s-
sur and secondary eaL diam e r. 
3 . Produ c film thicknps " , power los, circuLa ing Low, leavag Lo· .... , 
luid emp ratur!! rl e in spiral-grooves and 5 al dam, axial and 
angular stiff n sse, na ural frequencie , dynamic amplitud ratio " , 
and t h rmoelastic di sto rtions and stresses. 
5.3 Confi uration for the 50-mm Seal 
The general groove geometry lS shown on figure 2-13 . Note that deep and wide 
grooves are necessary to pump the highly turbuLent fLuid, because of its high 
effec i ve viscosity. Table 2-2 define s the principal nominal dimensions of 
the pr ure-balanced design. 
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I 
• 
The original MTI design layout drawing of the ~O-mm pres.ure-h,lanced seal, is 
shown on Figure 2-14. In the t -: st rig, it will be installed in a back-lo-back 
configuration as shown on the bottom left corner of the drawing. This was 
done to eliminate excessive thrust loading on the tut rig tllrust bearing. 
The outboard seal is the tut seal, while the inboard seal is the thrust 
balancing seal. Using the layout (Figure 2-14), the seal vendor, Stein Seal 
Company of Philadelphia, Pa., produced assembly and manufacturing drawings. 
There are some variations between the original layouts and the final design, 
but the subsequent seal vendor drawings govern, and provide accurate informa-
tion regarding t he final product. 
The nonrotating member of the spiral-groove seal is made from carbon graphite 
(P-SN) and contains the interior high pressure grooving and feed ho l ps. 
The seal rings do oot have metal shrouds ur interface pieces. The intent i s to 
maintain the mass of lhe seal ring members as low as possible for improved 
dynamic response. 
The spiral grooving is not machined into the carbon because of potentia l wipe-
out from a high speed rub. The test seal assembly is indicated on Stein Seal 
Company drawing, Figure S-l*. Details of the carbon graphite face seal are 
shown on Figure S-2. There are thr ee slots on the outer periphery that ma t e 
with antirotation pins on t e housing elements. The design incorporate s 
provisions for a thermocouple installation to measure the feed groove temper-
ature. Figure S-) shows details of the mating ring or spiral-groove runner. 
The spiral-groove lands and dam and the seal land regions were coated with 
tungsten carbide containing a chrome-cobalt binder (Linde LW-1S). The ba se 
material for the spiral-groove mating ring is Inconel 718 to insure structural 
integrity when exposed to centrifug~l and pressurp. force fields. An interest-
ing feature of the design which was prescrihed by Stein Seal Company is the 
circumferential secondary seal. it is of split construction and held together 
by a garter spring. There are two ~oaling surfaces; a stationary radial 
surface between the secondary seal and housing and a sliding sealing surface 
*Figures are presented consecutively, beginning on page -11. 
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betw.en the inner circumference ot the econdary seal and the 5 condary 5 al 
00 on the face seaL element. Th sliding seal is prusur bal nc d signi -
icantly to pr vent excessive crush and riction when high pressure i appli d. 
The secondary seal is made from the same carbon graphite material as the ce 
seal (P-5N). A wavy washer spring loads the s condary seal against the hous-
ing. 
Figu~e 5-4 is a drawing of the secondary seal and Figure 5-5 is photograph of 
the secondary s~.l. On the left side of the picture, the secondary s al 1S 
installed in its housing; on the right, the three sectors that comprise th 
major seal components are shown separated from one another. 
5.4 Calculated Fluid-Film Performance of the 50-mm Spiral-Groove S al 
A serles of computer runs were made over a range 0 speeds and pressure. Prin-
cipal results are tabulated on Table 5-1*. The indicator, G, stands or the 
spiral-groove region and S for the sealinK ridge. Cooied means the inlet 0 
he groove is at a constant prespecified temperature indicating uf icient 
bypass flow through the seal compartment to maintain the constant inlet 
temper3ture. On the other hand, uncooled means the in et groov emp ra ure 
is an equilibrium tempe~ature based upon leakage flow and viscous power gener-
ation. 
P rformanee information was computed uSlng a constan viscosity of 1.172 It 
lO-4 Pa-s which corresponds to LOX at -173°C (-279.4°F) and a fluid density 0 
l080 kg/m3 (0.039 lb/in. 3). 
Film thickness data is shown on Figure 5-6. As expected, the film thickness 
reduce3 as the pressure goes up and as the speed goes down. The numbers indi-
cate that rapid liftoff to approximately 3000 radls (28,647 r/min) would b 
desirable to avoid excessive rubbing of this seal. The operating film thick-
ness at 5864 radls (56,000 r/min) which corresponds to a rubbing speed at the 
seal interface of 183 mls (600 tIs) is 0.024 mm (0.0009 in.). It is interest-
---------
*Tables are presented consecutively, beginning on ~age 5-41. 
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Ing to not that !It r Ight- hrou h 1 n t low d Ign which h d b n I n I I I v 
xamined, has up rlor low-sp d chlar ct ristic",. Th r as n for hi 
larg pres sur gradi n Xl t acro s th groov s ot th i.nflow d III ,n, nd 
th re ar pre ur -induced hydrostatic orc betw n th spir l-groo v nd 
th inside seal dam region that provid a sub tantial tit t I ng (or l l ow 
p pd and high pr ssur . Th traighL In low de ign, how v r, would I I 
because of vapori.zat.ion in th interfac and was thus eliminat d. 
Axi 1 stiffness is sh wn on Figur 5-7. The sti ness Increases with pr ur 
and attains n optimum value at 3000 to 4000 rad/ (28,648 to 38,197 r/min), 
d pending upon the prp ure level. As sp d incr ses, th s i. 
off, probably because of th~ high film thickn ss at high spe ds. 
ne al 1 
Low-sp ed 
stiffness IS very poor, and again reflects the II ed to become fluid-born 
quickly and operate t peeds above 3000 rad/s (18,648 r/~in). At an op r t-
ing speed of 5864 rad/s (56,000 r/min), maximum pressure of 5.17 I1Pa (750 
psig), the ui.al sti.ffress is 81.1 x 106 N/m (718 x 106 lb/i.n.). 
Ci.rculati.ng groove flow is shown on Figure 5-8. This is not the leakage flow, 
bu h quantity 0 Luid ha circuld d hr ugh he pumping groov 
The circulating low van r. lnv r ly wi h pr sur becaus illT' hi.ckn '1 
lncr a es as the pressure goes down. At a ma~Lmum p d and pr ~ ur o f 5864 
radl (56,000 r/min) and 5.17 I1Pa (750 pig) r sp ctiv ly, th circuln inB 
Low is 2 x 10-4 m3/s (12.2 in. 3 / ). Note h po r ci.rcuLati.on a ow- ... pe ! 
condition, which reflec s the poor pumping Lapabi I ity, 1 w i 1m thl c n . s , 
and generally poor operation at the lower 'lha pd. L aka r l ow 
through he sealing dam, is shown on Figur 5-9. The leakag e flow IS a un c -
tion of pressure di er ntial and i.lm thickness. Film thickn et c t IH P 
usually predominant. Note that the leakage curves cross one another. NOL 
only is pressure differential and film thickness affecting flow, but ther ar 
strong effects of turbulence and inerti.a, especially at the higher pre s' ur 
differential. The e e fect~ cauae the crossover of the flow curves. Leakage 
at operating condition Ol 5.17 HPa (750 psig) and 5,864 rad/s (56,000 r/min) 
IS 2.98 x 10-4 m3/s (18.2 i.n. 3/s). 
Power loss curves are shown on Fi.gure 5-10. As expected, po~~r loss increases 
wi.th speed and pressure. For the pressure-balanced seal, power loss i.s quite 
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ubtantl l b u .. o t h rltlvlylr~ I n 
p ed o t 5864 rad/, (~6,OOO r / mln) nd 5.17 HP 
rt r 
(no p lj~) pr 
At h 
ur 
op r t l n~ 
d I II r ' n -
t 1.1, t h pow(' r los 9.41 kW (12. 7 h 9 ) • 
T mp ratur rl' S at th fluid bing Clrc ula d hr nuKh lh plral ~r oo v q nd 
akinR through th 
r spectively. Thes 
OJ all ng dam r indlc l d o n Figur 'J ~-Il nd 5- 12 , 
l mp ratur rl .. a um hat rnal co ollnK 
£lowent ring h s al cavity, thu mainl ining a con tan mp r u r • 
1 also presum 9 that all h a tran r occur'J b tw n tluld ~ nd no h 
o u s id ambi n • Exorbi nt t mp r lur r I oc c ur h l o w d 
( 3,000 r dl ) (28,648 r / min) c ondl I o n b c U'l o f h v ry w fL ow c ry 
away th h at general d. At op rating conditi n9 0 5.17 MP (7~0 P nd 
5864 radl (56,00 r/min) th groov luid t mp r ur r I I . II P pr o lC i ma l 1 Y 
21.4°C (J8.5°F), and 2.83°C (S.l°r) hr ugh h , nd. B h 0 h 
mp ra ur rt e r a cc pt bl • r r a no ne 01 rl i n l c nd li n , h U I -
librium tempera ur b come much hq~h r. The ha y h n Ic ul d. Th 
results are a 3S.6°C (64.1 0 F) rl s through h pir nd 17. °c 
OloF) rise through the seal Land. In addition, h qu il ibrlum gro 
mp ra ur i ncr a s r om -il8 ° C t o -104°C (-180 o r 0 -15 or). 
5.5 0 namlC o the SO-mm S iral-Groove 5 
Ini i ally, thr yp of dynami c analy 9 co n i d rd. Th a n I y'j 
ar t d rom a tmpl i i d approach and t hl "' g radua d oward r a l - 1m 
an31y s i ncluding Coul omb ric i on In h co nd a ry a I. In h r po n 
analysi 
r om h 
angular 
, the fluid film wa appr o ximat Pd by luid - i lm 'Hi o b aln d 
sp ' ral-gr o o v 1 id-( i lm analy s i o • 
Iffn s s was n glecled and only 
Cr ou9 - coupl ing b w 
princ i pal an ul r 
n (\X1 I 1nd 
applied. Cross-coupling only occur ' in th s al land region ' and no In h 
pirlll-groove regi n. S i nce the s piral-groov tn r a c L S dominan , c r o 
coupling can be saf ly neglecl d. fn the an _y s S cO'1 s id r d, the angular 
stiffness was computed on the basi of the compu d axial stiffness at th 
operatin~ condition (i.e., assumi.ng an infinite n l' .71ber of axial springs). Th 
rela i onship between axial and angular stiffne t o as ollow': 
K 
K 
a -2' 
- - R 2 
( 5 • 1 ) 
'oIh r 
Ke· n ular Illn 
Ka • axial 'tlttn 
R • m an , al r diu 
Fluid ilm dampln wa n Kl ct d. 
Comp ra IV r Ill' of th ,im\>lifl d nd c r mpr h n LV dyn ml l lId I lndl-
C t d ha h dl w r no lj~n i ll C nf. Th r l o r. th n mp l 11 1 d 
mho d > w r' p p lid a l a ci I I l P r m., I r I 
Th analytical model for the , i.mpl i 1 i d approach ca n I ci rcu I r fl l 
pi t 8 par d by lin ar pring . f'l id- i 1m damping and cond ry 
rI ng riction w r n gl ct d. Ax I . I 'Hlltn 'I ot h.' '1pri n w b in .. d 
from th luid- i 1 m Anal ysi (" Flgur 5-7) and ngu l r Cn ob In d 
.rom Equ3 i. on 5. 1 . On plA e was vibrat d tn h Xidl Ilr"d angul r m d OJ • rh 
r ult could b pu into a g n ral ormat or both axial and .In ul r 
v ibrati II'] " . follow'!: 
6h 1 _ c ( 5 .2) 
- -a 
wh r 
t1h .. ch n~ In cl Ilr nc 
E 'libra Ion ~mpl i ud 
W • rA I op ring t r 'qlJi'n y/nll u r 1 r f:!q u ncy . 
Th quantity t1h/a, defi.ned as the ampl itud ra io. can be int rpr t d h 
cl ar nc closur a the au r radill'l divid d by on -hal 0 h TlR runou 0 1 
t h ma t i. n g r Lng or angulpr vibr tions . For axi. 1 vi brali n i. th 
cyclical clearanc clo ur divided by one-haU of th tOlal suppli d ampli-
tude. The angular amplitude rati s a funct ion of sp ed and pr ur 
indica f>d on Figur 5-13. Th mislllignment angl wa ' 0.75 m r d, Ihi ch lV 
a peak-to-peak amplitud a the OD 0 the seal portion of Lne mating ring) 
0.0381 mm (0.0015 in .). 
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. 11 pI tor luw-pr llr, 'lJo~h- pt' d condIt Ion . Ih r ullln~ I,m II uti 
ratIo Indlcal v ry ood dyn ml r pon WI h I han 20% 01 h avaIl bl 
I aran n uIII d by r pon la al rln • Th hllth din t 
r lallv ly larl cl aranc (du 0 urbul nc ) con I"IbUl to lh go d v r II 
p "or"'anc. Th r allon lor I h poor p •• " orman at t h low pr.. ur , 
hIKh-.p d op ra Ion du 0 v ry hl~h op r llnM ran wIth co n qu n 
poor" iffn .... Th I al thould nOl b run a low-Ip d, hI h-pr lur eondl-
1I nl, b cau ot th po r lar -up rI II pr VI u ly m nClon d. 
~.6 fla tic and Th rmal Oi or Ion t th ~O-IMI Spi ral-Croov 
Combin d laHI and thttrmal di tor i n h pr 'Jur -bAI n d d 
hown on Filur ~-14. [n eompullnl\ rm,,1 f( e ,I lolA um 
iMn Ar 
d thlll 
P re nlaK Cappr Xlmll Iy ~O%) of th /Ilild t mp r tur rI 'J pr viou 
mplll d by h b I n~ , pInt· til d h I rtf! hi kn d ()n 
t h t I U r • Th h rmal p n t r (i on 'I 101 r l k n to ngu 1 r dl'p h 
01 pprOXimA( ly 3.3 IMI (0.13 in.). Thi mp r lur di t.l"lbu n wou I d 
produe Ir at r di tortion than etually xp ri n d. A 45-N (lO.I-lb) 
'prln~ r c 'w', um d () b In~ ( n th I r\n~ In h PI)'" I on hown. 
Alo, h ond ry 'J al In ppr xlm l·ly 15.75 mm (O.bl In.) tr m h 
Ie. Th diSlort d po ition of h· III rinp' indie l ha h s m v d 
rlldi Lly approxim Iy 0.026 mm (0.001 In.) nd h f (" h II d in 
onv rgin~ dir eli n ppr () xim li·ly 160 Ur d. Thl t1 r n .q into 
v rl ion In ilm hickr', 'J h If CI' nly 3.2 x 10-4 mm (0.12 It 
10- 4 In.) which in i~l1d I nt. Sin h 1 n~ h b Y nd h 'i C nd.ry " ,I 
15 no xpo d () lh high pr , ur ,I will nOl mov In II r rad;" Iy, th 
1 ngth o n h Inb 3rd 'i~eondllry al hal xp s~d 0 h hlKh 
P r /} u r • Th t h b n din l h ., a I r i n gin die d by h 
lin in Figur· ~-14. 
0.015 nvn (0.0006 in.). 
d • ignlng th condary 
A it v ry 
Th l opp 0 
a I. Th n 
ar . not excessiv nd wi II not hay 
al. 
nd, hi. d i t rl i on ppr It I ma I y 
his h nd mil'> b ak n In 0 ItC /)110 wh n 
r sul indica tha th disror I n 
a riou ff ct on per(ormanc 0 h 
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I ~ ,/ I ", I~ n t) 1 h l()- rMI pi r 
I( ult compu r I • d nil I y I. V r , p d-pr uri r "KI' r i nili , I d li n 
T bl r Im ll r II h ~ O -rvn 
A I Kn 0 ha on I y P r Inn (" rMI nl I r U!MI r I I. d b low: 
• Pi 1m hi c kn ea h loin un Pigur 5-15) varl 'I Inv r 
l.h' Ip ~d '1h Idd b 
lywlthp r lI rt' 
Itp L d. A m Itlmum pr ur buv,' 3665 r dl 
( J5 .000 r I m In) r () 
p dorm n ' I ry poo r. 
• Ax i I t I n !l h loin o n F lI~ur 5-16. Lo w- I d if f n p r. 
A maxImum p d and pr ur • h i f n 48.5 x 106 N/m (177 ,0 0 
I b /l n. ) 
• L fl ow i Indi c a d n ri~ur 5-17. A max i mum P ,d nd pn" -
u r , h k g .. i 1.9 It 10- 4 m/ (11.6 in.)t ). 
• e i r e Itln~ r V ' I 101 I hown n r l ur 5-18 . A m x l mum o n i-
li on, th' II 101 1'1. 8 It 10- ml (8.4 i n.) ; ). Th m ximum I r eld t-
i n~ II 101 cu r w-p r ' IIr • hi h- _p d o nd i h 
hi h ilm hl c ltn II nil i .. i n. Th mA)( I mllm I 101 , 5 x 10 
m/ (?,5 t n . 3/ ,). 
• Pow r I 'I, i nd i e , d on r:i r 5-1 M x I m m I W"r d i , I P d .1 
m Xlmum p r ,, '.ur nd .pp d nd 1 '1 'qu I , / .084 W ( . 5 h P ) , 
rh r mp r, ur rl'i In f h l and I. Il h loi n o n r I , r - O. h 
20- rMl 
h 
nl lola only nalyz d h co I din I co ndl ri n In p h 
n I Clpa d p ra I n. 
al h .0 101 r p d '. v r -
101 uld ccu r a uHllin d P r a ion . 
• Th mp r afur r is o f th ci r eu l a ing luid hr u h h' r vln 
h ~wn on Figu r 5-21. At max i mum 
o h ci r c ulll ing lu id ri Ilppr 
P d and pr 'iur , h 
x I mA e ly 2 5 0 G (45 0 r ) . 
·mp rl\ ur 
• Th n.1 ll r I t r(\qUl'n y 
5-22. only t lh l w-pr 
Xl l mod 
co ndili on 
hown !) n 
h t h 
tr qu ncy pproach ncomt o rtably c l os o h op r ting p d. 
• Angu L r natural fr u ncy 'lhown on Figur 5-2 3. Agal n, t hind i -
h u Ld b v Id·d. c (Ion ar lha I w-pr s ur , high-'peed op r l io n 
• Axial mplitude ratio IS shown on Figure 5-24. cL Arty indica 
th danger o~ operating below a pr s re o t 1.1 24 MP a (250 psi~) 
Il 'I pd. 
• Angular amplitude ratio hown on Figure 5-25. [den lcal cornm n 11 ' 
f OL the axiai ampl itude ratio appLy. 
• Fi.gure 5-26 how la IC d i~ or i n. Th 
Elastic dislorlion s produce a varia ion in ilm 
03 ~in.) whi ch i.s n ligible compar d to th 
nes s . 
5-l0 
ar all very m d ra 
hi c kn 0 0.00086 cm 
o p~ rat ' ng f ilm thlck-
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TABLE 5-1 
50-HM PRESSUR!-BALAMCED SEAL 
Te"'Perature. T.-perature. 
Flo •• Po.er Cooled Uncooied 
m3 ,s a 105 Loss (-C) (-C) 
(g) (s) (kW) (9) (a) (g) (a) 
27.5 39.0 16.36 26.7 3.8 45.5 22.6 
20.0 29.8 9.46 21.4 2.8 35.1 17.1 
16.6 25.6 
I 
1.23 1~.8 2.5 32.5 15.2 
lD.5 11.9 ".25 18.4 2.1 29.2 12.8 
4.6 I 9.34 2.2" ~2.3 2.0 33.2 12.8 
0.16 0.510 1.12 300.6 ~l. 3 401.0 122.0 
29.3 39.9 15.3 23.3 3.61 40.6 20.6 
22.3 31.5 8.8 17.1 2.57 30.0 15.0 
19.0 27.5 6.6 15.7 2.18 26.7 ~~.8 
7.21 12.7 1.94 12.4 1.32 19.4 8.3 
0.098 0.272 0.61 308.9 2".1 417.0 132.0 
I 
30.97 39.2 14.1 20.26 3.4 36.1 19.4 
24.42 31 . tJ 1.9 14.4 2.4 25.6 13.3 
21.47 28.5 5.9 12.2 1.9 21.7 11 . 1 
10.65 15.8 1.64 7.1 0.94 11.1 5.6 
4.42 1.93 0.67 I 6.6 ~'. 72 10.6 4." 0.179 0.456 0.30 65.6 5.4 91.1 31.1 
J 1.22 34.31 I 13.04 ilL 6 3.1 35.0 20.6 25.25 28.84 1.23 U.7 2.4 23.9 13.3 
n.58 26.06 5.36 10.5 2.0 19.4 11. 1 
12.95 16.06 1.42 4.9 0.83 8.9 5.0 
7.31 9.81 0.52 :J.3 0.47 I 5.6 2.8 
0.91 1. 74 0.15 5.4 0.57 I iL3 3.3 
0.46 O.(lq:? 0.07 82.8 0.011 I 125.0 50.0 
-- - - - -
A.tal Angular A.tal I face 
AIIip'itude "-PI ttude StUtneaa Load 
Ratto Rat~o HI. • 10-4 (H) 
0.042 0.031 7.38 10.608 
0.02" 0.018 1.07 
0.019 0.014 1.31 
0.011 0.008 8.10 
0.007 0.005 8.26 
0.013 0.009 2.18 
0.072 Q.053 4.J;6 1.086 
0.040 0.030 4.96 
0.0303 0.023 5.21 
0.009 0.001 5.81 
0.016 0.012 1. 12 
0.188 0.135 1.89 3.56.l 
0.099 0.072 2.14 
0.072 0.053 2.28 
0.020 0.015 2.81 
0.008 0.006 2.91 
0.011 0.008 0.860 
0.844 0.524 0.65 1.450 
0.341 0.240 0.15 
0.238 0.169 <1.79 
0.055 0.0"1 1.05 
0.020 0.015 1.22 
0.001 0.005 0.912 
0.G20 o 015 0.228 
TABLE S-2 
20-IM PHSSUD-IALAllCED SEAL 
T.-per.turo. 
FII. Po.or Fio_. Cooled A.t.I Aneu l • r A.t.I face 
N Prossuro Tnlcknoss loss .3/ s • 105 ( -C) ...,tttude ...,Ittude Sttffneaa Loed (reo/s) (.Pa) (-) (IlW) (g) (a) (II) (a) a.tto a.tt. .,. . '0-4 (.) 
10.~72 5.17 25.el 7.0S 13S.0 190.0 24.S 2.3 0.073 0.051 4 .• 5 •• 383 
7.854 19 . 56 3 . 51 88 . 5 '34.0 18 . 9 1.6 0.035 0.025 5.42 
6.545 16.0 2.31 63.9 '03.0 17 . 2 1.3 0.023 0.0'. 5 .• 7 
5.236 11.94 1.34 37 . 7 U . S 17.5 1 . 10 0.0'5 0.010 5." 
3.297 7.11 0 . 745 12 . 7S 29.7 27 . 2 1.3 0.010 0.001 4 . 75 
3.126 2 . 54 0.522 0 . 98 2 . 62 256.0 12.1 0.02' 0.0'5 1.40 
, 
--
10.412 3.45 31.50 6 . 63 146.0 192.0 21.1 2 . 2 0.123 0 . OS5 2." 4,270 
7.854 24.13 3.28 102 . 0 1" .0 15.4 1.39 0.057 0.040 3.42 
6.545 20.07 2.09 77.0 1 13 . 0 13.1 1.09 0.037 0.026 3.65 
5,236 15.75 1.19 50 . 8 81.9 I 1.7 0.11 0.022 0.016 3 .• 2 
3.921 10 . 92 .:l.b71 24.6 45.9 12.1 0.77 0.013 0.009 3.72 
1.581 2 . 54 u . 2~8 0.66 1 . 10 206.0 10.0 0.026 0.01. 7 .• 9 
10.412 1.12 41 . 91 6 . 11 154.0 113.0 19.1 2 . 13 0.327 0.213 1.33 2,157 
1,854 33.02 2 . 91 112.9 134 . 0 12.5 1.32 0.135 0.093 1.5. 
6 .545 28.19 1 . 86 90.0 115.0 9.9 0 . 99 0.Ge2 0.051 1. 70 
5,236 22.86 1.04 66.2 89.5 7.1 0 . 72 0.04. 0 . 033 1. •• 
3,921 17.02 0 . 54 40.6 60 . 0 6 . 4 0 . 53 0.024 0.011 2.00 
1.932 2.54 0 . 15 0 . 459 1.10 139 . 0 5 . 94 0.029 0.020 0.40 
10,4-:2 0.69 56 . 90 5.14 156.0 152.0 17.5 2 . 39 1.7 0.82 0.522 .90 
1.854 45 . 47 2.68 118.0 "~.6 10.9 1 . 44 0.43 0.21 0.~,2 
6.545 39.31 1 . 64 91.0 100.0 8.11 1.06 0.23 0.16 0.611 
5.236 32.77 0 . 91 75.4 80.3 5 . 94 0 .72 O. t2 0.C-84 0.760 
3.927 25.15 0.45 52.0 59 . 0 4.22 0 . 49 0.051 0.040 0.161 
1.445 2.19 0.52 0.33 0.49 10.0 5 . 8 0.033 O .Oll \) . 196 
I 
, 6.0 TEST RIG 
~ 6.1 General Conf~suration 
A croll section of the test rig is shown on Figure 6-1*. The right-hand 
portion of the rig is the drive end where the nitrogen turbine is located. The 
central portion is the bearing region where the journal and thrust bearings 
are located. The left end of the rig is the test se~l section where the 50-mm 
helium buffer seal is shown installed. 
Locating the thrust bearing in the center of the rotor avoids excessive over-
hang dt either end and provides for a more uniform distribution of ma~s along 
the rotor. This arrangement alleviates rotordynamic difficulties due to large 
overhung masses. The helium buffers are installed in a back-to-back conZig-
uration and mate against a common runner. 
~I The 30-mm (1.1811 in.) shaft journal diameter provides sufficient stiffn~~s 
to be below the bending critical speed, and prevents excessive bearing and 
windage power losses for operation. at 7330 rad/s 00,000 r/min). At the 
~I 
turbine end of the shaft, a heat dam is located between the turbine wheel and 
shaft. This dam prevents high temperature at the turbine wheel from conduct-
ing heat into the cold shaft regions. The outside periphery of the heat dam is 
machined with a labyrinth that provides one half. of a buffer seal that: 
prevents turbine gas from entering the bearing region. At the senl end of the 
shaft, the helium seal runner is secured to the shaft by a spring sleeve that 
is pressed onto the shaft. This compensates for bore growth of the runner. 
Photographs of the seven major housing components are shown in Figures 6-2 and 
6-3. At the turbine end is the nozzle box which contains the turbine inlet 
manifold, nozzle blades and exhaust section. The turbine blade tip clearance 
of 0.25 to 0.30 mm (0.010 to 0.012 in.) is established by the width of the 
spacer piece between the nozzle box and labyrinth seal housing (see Figure 
6-1). The labyrinth seal housing is a separate member that contains inlet and 
*Figures are presented ~onsecutively, beginning on page 6-16. 
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• ~xit, plls~ages tor the buHp.r' ~,1'J. The next majl)t" housin~ ~Lement i .. rh.· 
turbine end bearing housing. This contains the turbine-side thrust and jour-
nal bearings with associated fLuid inlets, drains and pressure tap 
connections. The shaft support journal and thrust bearings are externally 
pressurized (hydrostati c) bearings to provide stiffness and avoid whirl 
instabilities. The bearing houding also contains the right-hand side of the 
windage shroud surrounding the thrust collar. Separating the two bearing 
housings is a shim plate whose thickness determines the total clearance in the 
thrust bearing. The seal end bearing housing r.ontains the left-hand thrulit 
and journal bearings. The n~xt major element is the seal housing in which the 
test seals are installed. Finally, the end cap is the last member and is used 
to contain the fluid that: leaks past the t:!st seal. (Photographli of rl)S 
components and an assembled shaft are included in Sec~ion 2.0, Figures 2-20 
and 2-21.) 
The assembly of the rig proceeds from inboard out. The bearing housings and 
shim plate are installed over the shaft and connected by cap screws torqued to 
their specified values. Next, the assembled buffer seal housing is installed 
and connected tf) the turbine qide bearing housing. The heat darn is then 
shrunk onto the .,haft. The turbine nozzle spacer i5 next inserted. The 
turbine wh"el is chi 1 1ed in LN2 and inserted over the shaft into the bore of 
the heat dam. A washer and nut finish the shaft assembly. The final step at 
thp turbine end is installation of the nozzl~ box. At the QPposite end the 
helium seal housing is installed. The seal runner spring sleeve assembly i., 
then attached to the shaft and the seal runner shrunk on and secured by the end 
nut. The test seals are then put in place followed by the end cap. 
The various flow systems and flow paths in the rig are i~dicated schp~atical1y ., 
on Figure 6-4. The nitrogen gas for driving the turbine enters the nozzle box 
on the right-hand side, proc2eds through the nozzle blading, through the radi-
al-inflow turbine that drives the rig, and out through a central exhaust in 
the turbine nozzle box. Leakage at the back side of the turbine wheel passes 
through a labyri n.th sea,l,. mixe's with the buffer seal gas, and ~~its from a 
" 
cornmon drain. ,he buffer seal consists of a central supply annulus from which 
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tlow i1 directed axially throu~h 14byrinlh~ tnwardy the turbln~ wheel ~nd in 
the 0ppo1ite direction towards the bearin~ compartment • 
Initially, nitrogen gas was used for the buffer tluid in the l~byrinth geal~. 
The check-out test showed, howp.ver, that the temperature of the 'lurroundin>1; 
parts was low enough to permit some of the nitrogen tD liquefy. Thiq ran back 
into the turbine posing a problem. Helium gas with its much lower liquefica-
tion temperature was substituted for the nitrogen and solved the problem. 
The journal and thrust bearing~ are externally preqsurized by liquid nitrogen • 
There are four recesses in each bearing, p-ach fed through an ext~rnal pa'lsa~e 
via an orifice restrictor located at the outer periphery of the rig. The 
drain from the turbine end of the turbine side journal bearing mixes witn the 
labyrinth seal drain. The inboard drain from the turbine side journal bearing 
combines with the thrust bearing drain located around the outer periphery of 
the central section of the thrust bearing. The inboard drain from the seal 
side journal bearing flows through a separate drain outlet and combines with 
the leakage from the thrust bearing seal drain. 
Two different arrangements were used to drain the outboard side of the seBI 
end journal bearing and the inboard helium buffer seal. The original design 
(shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-4) uses .'1 common drain cavity. The helium-nitro-
ge~ mixture exited through radial drain holes directly under the journal bear-
ing. This arrangement, used during the te·jting of the first three 'leal sets, 
allowed the inboard end of the seal runner to be bathed in LN2 resulting in 
large windage losses. The heat generated caused the adjacent journal beRrin~ 
case co warm up and partial vapurization to occur in the bearing. The vapori-
zation of the bearing fluid caused deterioration of its stiffness and dampin~ 
properties aud resul ted in seriouD dynamic problems at speeds of approximatnly 
50,000 r/min or greater. 
The second arrangement designed to prevent the vannrization i'roblem uses a 
labyrinth seal to keep the LN2 bearing flow away from the end of the se.'11 
runner. The configuration was shown in Figure 2-22. The helium side of the 
labyrinth is kept at a higher pressure than the LN2 sidl', thus preventing any 
LN2 from flowing in and contacting the end of the runtH'r. This el iminates the 
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wind"~1! 11)'1'1 altugether. Th~ hl'I!IJm ill 'fupplit'd by the le4\(age trl)m Ih., 
inboard test seal and flow tram an additional 'Iupply part machin~d into th~ 
'leal housing. A constant buffer flow is maintained across the labyrinth by 
keeping the externally supplied h~lium at a pressure 'li~htly highpr than th~ 
bearing drain. 
The various fluid supply and drain systems require a large numb~r of passages. 
These are shown on Figures 6-5 through 6-7. Sect.ion numbers are ret'erred t.o 
in Fig.Jre 6-1. Figure 6-5 shows the turbine side bearing housing inlH'; and 
outlets. Section 0-7 is in the journal b"'l1rin~ regitm ",nd "hows the inil!t 
ports to each of the recesses (Connection A). The restrictor element~ are 
located at the outer periphery of each entrance connection so that they ar~ 
readily accessible for change, if desired. The two bottom recesses also have 
pressure tap Connections B. Inboard of the beRrin~, at it' drainagd manifuld, 
are capacitance probe Connectitm~ C, 10r monit()rin~ shaft moti!m. Alt;hou~h 
only one probe is shown, there are actual.ly two, located 90 degrees apart. 
Section 0-4 is in the right-hand bearing housing in the vicinity of the thru~~ 
bearing. Each of the four thrust bearing recesses are separately fed through 
Connection A. The two top reC(!~J!le~; haVf~ prp.fJ!;uI"~ r:lp" B, for me"'illrin~ tilt> 
thrust bearing recess presliures. There art' alfw four fjeparilLt~ Connectiun:; G, 
for inlets to the vibration pisLons [3]. rhese wp.re not used during the heli-
um seal test. The several drllin holer. shown c!ommunicar,e I,he inboard journal 
bearing drain with the thrust bearing drain. 
Figure 6-6 shows supply and drain co~nections for the seal end bearing hous-
ing. Note that the left and right-hand bearing housings are not antisymmetric 
because of the different drainaKa systems at the outboard end of the journal 
bearings. Sectiun A-7 (thrust bearing housing) shOWfJ the orthogonal capaci-
tance probes axially positioned on the inboard side of the journal bellring. 
Figure 6-7 shows the connectionr for the turbine end labyrinLh seal and shim 
plate housings. The labyrinth seal housing, Section 0-10, contains one inlet 
Connection A. It is at the bottom and feeds the CEntral region of the double 
labyrinth seal (r,ee Figure 6-1). At the top of the housing, Connection B, is 
the combination drain for the LN2 from the outboard end of the turbine-side 
journal bearing and the buffer gas leaking past the inboard labyrinth. 
Connections C exhausts combined leakage from the turbine and outboard 
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labyrinth 'J~Al. Thp. -;him plat~, S~C!til:n A-I), hall tour drain Clmnp('l!IJII', .1' 
the bottom which are Ilut.lt!t!l for the thru'Jt beArIng 4!1d th .. inbuard Ifl4Ioca~~ 
from both Journal bearln~s. 
The helium seal arrangement is shown in Figure 6-1. The inboArd seal cont4ct~ 
t.he mating surface of the seal housing. The outboard ~eal contaeli a similar 
mating surface and is retained by the end flange which is internall y bot ted 1;;1} 
the 'leal housing. The seal rings are prevented from rotatin~ by Lhr~p pqually 
'Jpaced, key-like protruRions machined into th~ b()r~ ot the 'Jeal hO\Jfilng :lnci 
end flange. The seals are pushed apart providing a small, but positive, axial 
sealing force by a wavy washer installed between the rings. 
The helium seal runner attachm~nt to the ~haft wa~ pr~vi()usly 9hown un Figure 
4-6. A flexure sleeve is pressed in the bore of the seal runner. The assembly 
is then pressed over the shaft end. The purpose of the flexure is to compen-
sate for centrifugal growth of the runner. As was indicated on Figure 4-6, 
the growth I'll: the lP of the runner i:; approximately 0.0104 mm (0.0004 in). ,v) 
the runner expands, it allows the fl~xure to release and mai"t~in contact: ~ilh 
the runner. 
The turbine used to drive the rig is a radial-inflow turbine d(!~;i~ned for a 
~ maximum of 74 kW (100 hp). The principal losses in the rig are due to windage, 
bearings, and sea19 viscous losses. Computed total power 109H for the te~t: 
.. ' 
• 
rig with helium seals installed and the original inboard seal drain arrange-
ment is approximately 31 kW (41 hp) at 7329 rad/s (70,000 r/min). With the 
labyrinth seal installed between the helium seal and jOllrn,11 be<1ring, thf! 
total computed loss drops to about. 17 kW (23 hp). Figure 6-8 shows the 
locations of the various losses • 
Figurp. 6-9 presents the turbine configuration; Figure 6-10 provides a photo. 
~ Design and performance data are given below: 
.. 
(j-5 
-Type: Unshrnuded, cantil~~errd, rAdial-intlnw 
I)U, rrrn (1 n. ) : 
Spep.d, rad/~ (r/mln): 
Tip Spe~d, m/, (ttl.): 
Nozzle Angle, rad (deg): 
Blade An~le, rAd (de~): 
React.ion (::): 
lJ/Cl): 
7].1) (2.eD 
7, n'l (70, OO!» 
284 (8h~) 
1.29 (14) 
1.05 (60) 
30 
0.5 
Estimated Perfl)rman~e 
Pf)wer, ItW (hp): 
lnl~t Pressure, kPa ab90Lute (p~ia): 
Exhaust PreRYUrp, kPa absulute (psia): 
rs~n. Rnlhalpy Drop, Btu/kg (Btu/lb): 
N2 flow Rate kg/s (sclm): 
N2 at 21°'-; (10 0 F t 360°1{' 
37 (50) 
10]4 Cl50) 
103.4 (5) 
27.2 (60) 
71)~ 
0.40 UOO) 
Otf-desi~n performance data are pr()vided by Fip;ur'~~l 6-11 and 6-12 ';hl)willl~ 
output power ver'iUS inl et pri':!5~;I,rp and turbi IH~ I~n i r. i \'n~y ver~;'l~l 'l (,I-' " ,j t 
re!Jpeclively. 
6.4.1 Acceleracinn 
2 " The specification call!> for an aCl'deration rate of 152 ml'l (500 ft/s"), 
This is equivalent to 15.5 g. The tur~ine design speed torque is: 
T = (50)(63,000)/70,000 = 45 in.-1b = 5.08 N/m 
The stalled torque for this type of turbine is two times the design torque, 
10.2 N/m or (90 in./1b). The 2.15 kg (4.75 1b) rotor has a mass moment of 
inertia of 0.00068 N/m-a 2 (6 x 10-3 lb/in.-s2). The average acceleration is 
then: 
I 
I 
I 
, 
, 
t 
t, 
L 
L 
.. 
K • (90 + 45)/l2 x n.006 x J8b) • 29 
Thereforl, ther. 1"1 A1mpl .. ten'ttu. A1V4tlAlbl~ tl) meet !r.~ "IPI!!CJtICiolt1<JI1 "t:t~ler" 
.tit)n rAlte. 
At the desi~n conditions ot 37 ~w (~O hp) at 1329 r4d/~ (10.000 rlmin), th~ 
muimum !Jt.reS't i,'I 137.9 MP" (20,000 psi) which ocelli'''' at th~ b14de Jl) trlJm 
blHh the centntu~"l torcell "nli turque IOld. Aluminum "lIllY 2024-T3 hl'l" Ii 
yield fftren~lh Ilt 413.6 MP4 (60 psi), hencp, the maximum 'HI!'': I)perl!un~ qp.·.·tJ 
i~ about 10,410 rl!d/~ (100,000 r/min), 
The de~ign drawing ot the turbine wheel 1~ ~hnwn in Fi~urp, b-13. 
6.5.1 Journal Be4rin~9 
The journal benri It)', is a If)Ur-pilti hydrl)·;r.t1I. i G bearing wi th Il pnGk.-t tJr r'~rll·l~i 
~e()metry It'} 'Jilown in Fi~llrl~ l)-l4. The rece~l'i an~ulilr ext.ent i·; 1.26 fad (72 g ) 
and Ilppr l )ximat.p,ly 16.4 nun (0.644 b.) wide. i'he bel!rin~ width i~J 22.0 mm 
(0.866 in.) i\nd the Lin ratio i~ approximately 0.73. The de~ign radi~l elpar-
ance is 0.0191 u) 0.0254 mm (0.00015 to 0.00100 in.). The Ilct.u:l1 mea'lurr~d 
radial clearancp. wa~ 0.0188 mm (0.00074 in.). 
Bearing performan~(~ i., 'lllmmarized in Tabl(~ 6-1':(. Si nee the pro~ram uri ~inal1 y 
called for thfl U'iC ot !.OX (for spirr11 groove sel!l testing) and te';!: "pced~. of 
10,410 rad/s 000,000 r/min} for t:esting 20-mm seal!J' \;earing pert'orman{!e for 
those conditions is al'lo given. The data applies to the concentric shaft 
position which, given the low rotor weight, is the expected mode of operation. 
*Tables arp presented consecutively, beginning un page 6-49. 
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The bearing flow is very sensitive to clearance and only slightly affected by 
speed. The flow is used to size the orifice to produce a pressure drop between 
the supply and bearing recess equal to about one half the total drop betveen 
the supply and drain. The original orif ices inrtalled were 0.910 mn (0.037 
in.) in diameter. These were changed during check-out operations to 0.813 mn 
(0.032 in,) in diameter, yielding a recess pressure 0.15 to 0.50 times the 
supply pressure. 
Both stiffness and damping are also sensitive to clearance. The bearing land 
areas are silver plated from 0.05 to 0.10 nun (0.002 to 0.004 in.) to reduce 
rubbing friction with the shaft. The bearings are energized prior to start-up 
of the shaft and after it has stopped rotating during shutdown. Thus, there 
should not be rubbing contact between the shaft and bearings. 
6.5.2 Thrust Bearings 
The general configuration of the thrust bearing is shown in Figure 6-15. It 
is a four-pad beating with each pad being of 1.22 tad (70') angular extent. A 
single pocket is incorporated in each pad. The pocket angular extent is 0.98 
rad ( 5 6 ' ) .  Each pocket is individually fed through an orifice restrictor and 
two of the pockets have pressure caps for measuring pocket pressure. The 
design clearance of the thrust bearing (per side) is 0.038 mn to 0.0432 mn 
(0.0015 to 0.0017 in.). The actual clearance is also 0.038 mm to 0.0432 mm 
(C.0015 to 0.0011 in. 1. 
The thrust loads imposed on the seal test rig are shovn in Figure 6-16, They 
art dependent on the pressure maintained in rhe outboard seal drain cavity, 
the bearing drain pressure and the turbine pressures. At design turbine 
conditions, the net thruet pushes the rotor toward the seal end and can go 
from 369N (83 lb) with an outboard seal drain pressure of 517 kFa absolute (75 
psis) to approximrtely 1432 N (322 lb) as the olrtboard drain pressurp is 
lowered to 103 kPa absolute (15 psia). At low turbine power conditions, when 
its thrust is very Low, the net thrust would go from 3G9 N (69 lb) toward the 
turbine end to a net 529 N (U9 lb) to tt.e seal end as the outboard drain pres- 
sure is decreasad from 517 kPa absolure to 103 kPa absolute (75 psia to 
15 psia), Ia either case the net loads are well within the capability of the 
thrust bearing, 
Table 6-2 and 6-3 show thrust bearing performance at 7329 radfs (70,000 r/min) 
and 10,470 rad/s (100,000 r/min) for both liquid nitrogen and LOX. The tabu- 
lations show single side properties of the bearing and indicate variations in 
performance as a function of clearance. 
Load versus displacement for the total bearing is indicated in Figure 6-17. 
Because of light leading, the bearing will remain essentially centered with 
runner axial displacements less than 0.0025 mm (0.1 mils), At full displace- 
ment, the load capacity is approximately 5115 N (1150 Sb). Bearing flow for 
the double-acting thrust bearing is shorn in Figure 6-18. In the centered 
position, the flow is 1.17 kg/s (16.2 gal/min at 70,000 r/min). Viscous power 
Lasses for a single-sided thrust surface are indicated in Figure 6-19. Pocket 
or recess pressure versus film thickness is shown in Figure 6-20. In the 
centered position, the recess pressure is 2585 kPa (375 poia), or half of the 
supply pressure. This pressure ratio provides near optimum st if fness. The 
double-sided stiffness is approximately 175 m-N/m (1,000,000 Lb/in.). Figure 
6-21 is a plot of fluid-film temperature rise versus film thickness, for a 
single side. It is based on the assumption that all heat generated by vi~cous 
friction is added to the fluid as it flows through the bearing and no heat is 
transferred through the bearing surfaces. In the centered position, the 
temperature rise is 1.3'~ (2.3'~) at 7329 rad/s (70,000 rlminj. When the 
bearing clearance approaches 0.013 mm (0.0005 in.) the temperature rises 
dramatically and represents a failed condition. It is important to keep the 
temperature rise as low as possible to assure against vaporization in the 
bearing f i Lm. 
6.6 Rotor Dynamics 
-. 
The following three major analyses were performed on the 50-mm test seal 
rotor: 
1. Undamped critical speeds as a function oE bearing stiffness 
2. Synchronous unbalance response 
3. Stability analysi'; t,!) ~fni\hli'lh 'Jy·;tl"m ·;tabilit,y, nlH,llr;,l trl!qupn-
cies, and mDd~ 1hapes. 
Because of the early emphasis on the ~piral-~roove LOX .eals, the rotordynamic 
~r;udi es modeled the t.ester rotor a!1 ourfi t.tt!d for (he LOX !H~1l1 testlJ. Thf' 
differences between the LOX seal rot;,ur anci I.he hel ium seal rotor are t.he ma~j'i 
and the poLar and transverse moments of inertia of the seal runn~rs. The LOX 
runner is greater in all three properties, Critical speeds or naturR.l 
~requencies are higher and system stability is greater for the helium seal 
runner. Thus, if the analysi5 il'J not. entirely accurata, it is at least: 
conservarive. 
In l'Jummary, the analyses show that sp,al tests should operate 9a.t:i~factori ly 
ovpr its entire qpeed range. The mO~lt troublesome natur.:ll frequency, tho 
first bending mode, resides at approxim~teJy 13,6L1 rad/s, (L30,OOO r/min) and 
is well above the speed range. The lowegt naturl11 frequency, a rigi d body 
conical mode, should occur at .s.bout 7329 rad/s (70,000 r/min) for the LOX 
r .or (higher f~t the helium rotor). The resulting vibrations should be well 
damped. Response analyses at 7329 rad/s (70,000 r/min) show acceptable ampli-
tudes for expected levels of residual unbalance. the stability parameters Dr 
grollth factorJ of all natural frequencies calculated are all negal: i ve and 
large, indicating good system stability. 
In practice, the dynamic characteristics of the tester proved considerabl y 
more troublesome than expected. Despite careful balancing and assembly, Large 
shaft vibrations developed during both the rig checkout and the first three 
seal testa, Vibration amplitudes started to grow sr.ound 4397 rad/g (42,000 
r/min) cnd reached unacceptably high shaf~ levels 0.025 to 0.038 mm peak to 
peak, (1.0 to 1.5 mils peak to peak) between 4816 and 5444 rad/9 (46,000 and 
52,000 r/min). 
A brief experimental analysis revealed the following observations: 
1. Varying the bearing supply pressures between 3.79 and 6.20 MPa (550 
and 900 psig) did not eliminate the vibrations. 
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The orbir-; whilt! npp.rAtin>l; "r. preq'HU'''S lIt 4.82, 5.51, .md b.20 MP.1 
(700, 800, and 900 psi>l;) werE! cl(HH! t.o (t~'Jt. nelt l()ckl~d to) shl.ltl 
speed. Orbit.s aL pre!l9Ure~ ot 3.79 and 4.14 MPa (550 I\nd 600 psig) 
were exactly stnchronuu~. 
The speeds at which the vibration became lArge decreased somewhat I\S 
bearing supply pressure was increased. Al so, the occurrence of 
noticeable bubbling around the seal end probe showed the same trend. 
aoth effects are noted below: 
Supply Pressure 
.~ __ <!1? a ) '_<~'.' 
6.'0 
5.51 
4.82 
4.14 
3.79 
Vibration Threshold 
... _._J.r.!~&'_' __ ~"M 
4837 
4837 
5026 
5403 
54.07 
Bubblin~ Threshold 
_~_.'"tra~ I.~ __ ~> 
3769 
>3769 
5151 
5151 
Bt)th the vibrrl.tion and bubblin~ were most Gfl'l(!re on the ')('!al end of 
I.he tes ter. 
Lower speed operation reveal·;· ... small but noticeable synchronous 
vibration pe(tks at 3141 rad/s (30,000 r/min) and second harmonic 
peaks at 2450 rad/s (23,400 r/min). The latter may correspond with a 
naturaL frequency of 4900 rad/s (46,800 r/min). 
6. Because of the bubbling occurrioR around the shaft prubes and the 
nonsyn::hrrJnous behavior at the hi gher pressures, the mode shapes 
couLd not be determined. 
From these analyses, it was concluded that the design stiffness and damping 
properties of the seal end journal bearing were not being achieved. This 
would have the general effect of lowering the natural frequencies and decreas-
ing the damping. The following comparisons pro· .. id.a additional evidence of 
weakened bearing properti~s. The first and second undamped critical speeds 
are predicted to occur at 7329 and 9423 radls (70,000 and 90,000 r/min), 
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respecti.,ely bAsed on bearin~ $tiHn~s'jf"l 01 117.3 m-N/m (6.7 x 10 5 lb/10,). 
If, however, the stiffness degraded to abQut 17.5 m-N/m (1.0 x 1051b/in.) the 
same analysis would predict 3141 rad/s (3U,000 r/min) tar the first critical 
speed and 4816 rad/s (46,00U r/min) tor the second. Both speeds coincide with 
measured peaks in vibration. 
The occ"t'rence of self-exci ted vi brat ion of frequencies very .:1ose to the 
5ynchronous frequency is very unusual. However, additional analyses of the 
tester revealed that such an instabilIty can occur with sufticiently degraded 
damping. 
The most likely cause of poor stiffness and dam~ing in the seal end bearing is 
vaporization in the bearing film. Experimental observations provided ample 
evidence of gas bubbles when the vibration occurred. Previously completed 
dezign studies indicated that the LN2 bearing fluid is n~3r satur~tion co~di­
tion as it exits the bearing. An additioual factor is the windage loss 
resulting from the LN2 contacting the end of the seal runner. ThiJ generates 
a substantial amount of heat which would transmit to the 6urro~nding partu and 
increase the tendency for vaporization. To eliminate the windaRe loss and 
hQpefully the '.raporization, the second labyrinth seal was installed (£ee 
Section 2.0) prior to the fourth seal tast. 
6.6.1 Rotor Model for the 50-mm LOX Seal Shaft 
,<-...,,~- ~~_~-~ .. ,''''''~ ---"J""- ~-~~-~ ___ -~ -,,- ,r -'" ,-=-
The rotordynamic mudet~ used fo~ both the 50- and 20-mm LOX shafts are shown 
in Figure 0-22. Table 6-ll indicates pertinent information relative to the 
various mass stations and shaft elements for the 50-mm LOX seal rotor. The 
model contained 20 mass stations with disk elements locatti~ at Stations 5, 9, 
and 16 representing the seal runner, thrust runner, and turbine wheel, respec-
t i '/ely. 
The undamped critical speed map for the 50-mm seal rotor is shown in Figur8 
6-23. The bearing stiffness variable is the diagonal stiffnesses along the x-
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'It" y"':txt?s. For t~w 50-l'I'IIn LOX 'H!.11 ll);.,j't, Ih~ bf'>:trinll; ·jupport. ·jtltfn.~·i!; WI1~J 
ta~en t~ be 117.9 m-N/m (6.73 ~ 105 Lb/in.), repregentative of a r:tdial clear· 
ance of 0.019 nun (0.00075 in.). At an operating speed of 5863 rild/s (56,011 0 
r/min), the rotor speed is belDw the first critical, which is a rigid body 
mode. The first bending critical, which is the third critical speed, occurs 
at appro~imately 13,611 rad/s (130,000 r/min) which is more than twa timen the 
cperating speed • 
In computing the unbalance for synchr~nous response studies, API balance spec-
i£ication~ were employed. This specification indicates what normal lccepta-
ble and attainable urbalance levels are. 
The formula for computin~ the unbalance id: 
ilt 7329 radiI) (70,000 r/min). Fnr the 50-mm LOX seal rotor: 
Ux = 0.197 g-mm (2.73 x 10-4 oz-in.) 
at 10,470 radl s (100,000 r/min). For the 20-mm LOX seal. rotor: 
Ux = 0.082 g-mm (1.145 x 10-4 oz-in.) 
Wt = Rotor weight (lb) 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
The abovp. number5 are low levels and di fficult [;0 obtain. Therefore, MTI 
designed for an unbalance level of: 
Ux -= 0.36 g-mm (5.0 x 10-4 ()z-in.) 
The unbalances of this magnitude were applied at each of the Stations 5 and 
16, representing the seal runner and turbine ~heel, respectively. Two sets of 
runs were made; one in ··!hieh the unbalances were in-phase and one in wh; <:h the 
unbalances were 180 0 out-oE-phase. In-phase unbalance excites the lateral 
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rigid budy m(Jdp.~. l)uL-"t-ph;\~H' Imhllll\llCP excite'; thp conical ri~id hl)dy 
modes. 
Figure 6-24 shows half amplitude synchronous response at Statiuns 8, 10, and 
11 which are the seal end journal bE:. '1rin~, the turbine pnd journa.l benri n~, 
and thrust bearing, respectively with in-phase unbalance. At the operating 
speed of 5863 to 6073 rad/s (56,000 to 58,000 r/min), displacements are very 
well controlled; amplitudes are approximat.ely 0.000254 mm (0.01 mils). The 
maximum speed of the rotor is 732~ rad/~ (70,000 r/min) and wiLl be run at this 
speed with the bellum ,;eals. Amplitlld(~s at these st.ati(JOs :It 7329 rad/~j 
(70,000 r/min) are Rtill very ~mall and pose no probL~ms. Figure 6-25 shows 
half amplitude respons~ at Stations 9, 10, and 15 which are the thrust bearing 
(Stations 9, 10) and in the vicinity ot the turbine wheel. Response at maxi-
mum fJpeed is less than 0.00127 mm (0.05 in.). Fi~ure 6-26 rih()~'s responsP, at 1, 
16, and 20. Station 1 is at the seal end axtremity oi the rotor; Station 16 
is at the turbin~ wheel and Station 20 is at the extreme turbine end at the 
rotor. At the operating speeds, amplit.udes are approximately 0 .. 00127 mm (0.05 
mils) at 5863 r~d/s (56,000 r/min) and 0.00254 mm (0.1 mils) at 7329 rad/s 
(70,000 r/min). Fi~llres 6-27, 6-28, and 6-29 show simliBr plot s for out-of 
phase unbal.ance. For the ol1t-()f-phBS~ unba!ance conditions, the maximun. 
amplitude is 0.00381 mm (0.15 mils) at Station 1 (see Figure 6-29), 
As mentioned in th~ introductory paragraph, the stabi 1 lty analysis produces 
three significant items of information. These are a stability parameter or 
growth fact.or, natural f.requencies, and mode l!,apHs .'li3sociated with the 
natural frequencies. Negative growth factors imply a stab'e system. 
A tabulation of modal growth factors y natural freque: .Aes Bnd mode shapes is 
indicated in Table 6-5. The first mode is a rigid body mode. The natural 
freque'1cy is 6384 rad/s (60,983 r/lTliu) and the growth factol:' is -1139.2. The 
mode; s very well damped. It co;."c~deg with the bottom line of the undamped 
critical spe€d map shown in ~'igure 6-23. Note that thet': is significant 
motion at the bearing stations, so that bearing chara~teristics influence this 
particular mode. Mode 2 is again very well damped. The natural frequency of 
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fhi 'j mlJd~ i', beyond thf~ ran~t! ill/hI' m.1ximum rn/.or 'l{lN~d. l'lw / hi rri ;tntl tit' h 
mc)de!i ~how 'JignificanL bending. Mode 4 i~J pr~dominnntly .1 1.1teral ri>1,id body 
mode. 
6.7 Thermal Analy~i9 
Using computer codes avaiLabLe at MTI, in-depth studies were made La establish 
the temperature distribution in Lhe Lest rig. The original 'lLudy wau 
performed for the SO-mm LOX se.,l Gonfigurat ion Ullin)./; LOX as the worldnp; flllid 
for both the bearings and seals. Thn results are shown in Figure 6-30. l~ wa~ 
aS~Hlmed that the LOX entered the bearing'l ,'lnd Ij(~ill <:ompartment at -173°C 
(-280°F), and that the nitrogen supply to the turb~ne and buffer seal was at 
21°C (+70 0 F). Fluid temperatures are indicated in bold numbers. The princi-
pal i tel'1 of concern wi th re!lpect: to the fluid t;emperilturf>~, i fj that the r.ox 
remain in a liquid state in and near the bearings Co pr~venL bearin~ pr0bl~m~ 
and erroneous capacitance probe readings. ~igure 6-31 indicBteq drain pres-
sure requirements versus fluid temperature rise to keep ~he LOX cumpLetely 
liquid. 
The liquid at the journal bearing drain~ and the capacitance probes which are 
at :r.e inboard drain locations is rel'3.tlvely coot, -173°C (-279°1"). The 
temperature t:'i~e above the nurmaL boilin~ point is 100e (lSOF). Thus a total 
backpressure of twa to three Btmosph~res should be sufficient to maintain the 
LOX discharges in the liquid state. The housing and shaft temperature5 are 
all quite reasonable. The large~lt: t:empet:'a~urp. diHet:'(lncBG occur in the heat: 
.' dam and buffer 'leal rQ~iC"I, as would be expHcted. The he.1.1: dam is catculat.ed 
to be effective in prnv(lnt:in1, tt"anr.t'ot:' of htl.'l!: frorn cht! turbinn o::!t1d down Uw 
shaft. 
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TABLI.~ 6-1 
SUMMARY OF CONC~~C JOUR~~ BEARING ~SfQRMANC! 
Liquid LOX LOX LOX LOX LN2 
N, Spe.d, rad/. 10,470 7,329 7,329 10,470 7,329 
p., Supply Pre •• ure, kPa 5,171 5,171 5,171 5,171 5,171 
C, aadial Clearance, mm 0.0191 0.0191 0.0254 0.0254 0.0254 
do, Orifice Di ... te~, mm 0.711 0.762 0.965 0.965 0.965 
Pa, aece •• Pre •• ure, kPa 2,620 2,592 2,613 2,627 2,551 
Q, Plow, kill 0.111 0.132 0.222 0.191 0.190 
hp, Power LOll, kW 2.20 0.82 0.77 2.07 0.58 
Kxx , Stiffne .. , mN/m 121.9 117.9 I 82.7 86.3 83.7 
Kyy , 
Kxy, Cro •• -Coup1ed Stiffne~~, mN/m 111.4 64.6 38.0 64.1 35.4 
Kyx , 
Dxx, Dampin" mN-./m 21.2 17.7 10.3 12.1 9.6 
Dyy , 
AT, Temperature Ri •• , °c 12.53 3.93 2.18 6.82 1.35 
He' Critical H.II, kg 4.45 8.78 6.17 3.15 9.98 
6-49 
LN2 
10,470 
5,171 
0.0254 
0.965 
2,813 
0.180 
1.56 
87.0 
48.5 
9.3 
3.82 
3.17 
il 
TABLE 6-2 :, 
-.:; ;:::'C;;-"o::"7=_=_=.:::a 
S UM~R YJlr:_J]~t.J~!=B F.~~~ NG __ g~~FQ!tM~~j;F. .. ~ 
(7329 rad/s; Orifice (do III 1. 6 J. mm) li 
.. '-
, I} 
.. ~ 
Pocket -. 
Clearance Force Losses "emperature PreJ8Ure " 
-L1n!!!L. .lYL (kW) ~~(OCJ~> (kPa) ... ~ 
'" 1 LOX 
'''' ~ 
0.114 429.6 0.786 1.32 1.03 430 
0.0762 915.0 0.744 1.43 1.18 910 it 
0.0666 1155.1 0.724 1.46 1.24 1144 • j 
0.0572 1490.1 0.694 1.51 1.34 1472 
0.0476 1968.2 0.650 1.57 1.48 1932 "" . 
0.0381 2659.2 0.580 1.64 1. 73 2585 ' ~ 
0.0305 3405.3 0.497 1. 72 2.12 3272 '-' . 
0.0229 4301.2 0.381 1.83 2.95 4059 
"'; 0.0152 5200.9 0.228 2.00 c; ~o 4772 ., ..... '" i ( 
0.0076 5821.8 0.069 2.36 21.0 5134 ,-'" . 
L~ ~J 
0.114 414.9 0.665 0.98 0.75 418 
0.0762 884.6 0.632 1.06 0.85 891 II<' , 
0.0666 1117.5 0.614 1.09 0.90 1114 
-I ~ 
0.0572 1444.5 0.590 1.12 0.97 1434 ... 
0.0476 1919.23 0.552 1.17 1.07 1893 
0.0381 2603.7 0.495 ~ . 1.22 1.26 2543 I' ~ 
0.0305 3344.8 0.425 1.28 1.53 3228 t 
0.0229 4245.5 0.327 1.37 2.13 4023 
0.0152 5166.7 0.197 1.51 3.88 4754 ,.. , 
0.0076 5808.0 0.061 1. 79 14.99 5131 , 
.. . 
(: 
.. . 
".' ~ 
, , 
'" j, 
,.. \ 
.. 
... .. ; i I '_ 
... -
6-50 ~ ~ 
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I TABLE 6-3 
. -"_~:... .:;:;"-'lC =--_-~ __ -:._:c_=_.3 
4 SUMMARY OF THRUST BEARING PERFORMANCE ---............... -~-;:"---==.==::::.."== __ ,, __ #E~:-=- =-_::-~~. -: -:::==-~::: =.=:::=. :::..- _::c ~-:;; - ';: - ::7-:::::-::-;:;:-;: _ :> (10,470 rad/s; Orifice (do ~ 1.55 nm) 
., 
J Pocket Clearance Force Flow Losses Temperature Pressure (men) (N.L i~!i1t~ =t~~L ,_~!~~gL== .=J~~!l~ 
t LOX 
0.114 425.2 0.727 3. 6.~ 3.04 417 
I 0.0762 914.2 0.690 3.89 3.46 8(H 0.0666 1158.7 0.671 3.99 3.65 11~6 
0.0572 1502.8 0.642 4.10 3.92 1455 
I 0.0476 1996.6 0.601 4.25 4.35 1922 0.0381 2709.2 0.536 4.44 5.09 2585 0.0305 3479.2 0.458 4.65 6.24 3285 
I 0.0229 4'.04.0 0.347 4.93 8.74 4090 0.0152 5307.6 0.202 5.38 16.40 4805 I 0.0076 5868.9 0.057 6.30 68.25 5142 
, LN2 
0.114 406.3 0.615 2.67 2.20 402 
I 0.0762 875.9 0.585 2.88 2.50 859 0.0666 1111.3 0.569 2.96 2.64 1087 0.0572 1443.5 0.547 3.05 2.83 1406 
I 
0.0476 1922.6 0.5'?, 3.16 3.13 1862 
0.0381 2619.2 0.4 ... .I 3.31 3.66 2514 
0.0305 3380.9 0.394 3.47 4.46 3211 
0.0229 4312.1 0.301 3.69 6.20 4026 
I 0.0152 5248.9 0.178 4.04 11.52 4773 0.0076 5855.8 0.051 4.77 47.81 5138 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE: 6-4 
50-,::10{ LOX SEAL ROTOR PARAMETERS 
NHAf NGYRO .lOP! (UNITS IseAL IPREC 
I 1 50 0 0 0 
MAT YOUNGS MOO. DENSITY SHEAR MOO. 
NO. ILB"IN~~21 (LBnNOO3' (LB"(NOO2J 
1 3.13000.07 2 .9600-0 1 9.40000+06 
ROTOR DATA 
STAT !-iASS IP IT LEI-iGTH STIFF. MASS INNER 
NO. ILBS. (LB-INO.2. (LB-IN:C<.2) (lNi 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.20(, 
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.570 
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.250 
4 5.2000-02 9.90000-03 5.50000-03 0.199 
"5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5no 
" 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.&875 
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 ... 37 
8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1_6S0 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 -O.fHHJ 
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.875 
Ii 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.64.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 ·0.500 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0_1.10 
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.380 
15 1.0200-01 2.20000-02 1.80000-02 0.490 
16 1.8700-01 ';61000-01 8.60000-02 0.750 
17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.450 
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.150 
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.190 
20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
BEARING STATIONS 
e :11 
30 HH SHAfT, 70900 RPM, C = .75 MILS, ALUMINUM TURBINE WHEEL 
.~:;;.-, 
.~. '~ 
* ROTOR PARAMETERS * 
WEIGHT OF SHAFT •••••••••••• 
WEIGHT Of DiSCS •••••••••••• 
WEIGHT OF ROTOR •••••••••••• 
SHAFT LENGTH ••••••••••••••• 
LOCATION OF C.G •••••••••••• 
2. 97641J 
1.17200 
-4.71J81J1J 
10.62500 
4.37356 
01 A. DIA. DIA. 
0.314 0.313 0.0 
0.343 0.650 0.0 
0.500 0.500 0.0 
.0 .. 500 O.SOO 0.0 
0.590 3.15Q 0,!0 
1.180 l.i80 0.0 
1.1·80 1.180 0.0 
1.180 1.180 0.0 
.1 .. 1·80 .2.400 0.0 
.1 .. 1-80 I.lao 0.0 
1.-180 1 .•. 180 0.0 
1."60 1~O60 0.0 
0.670 1).670 0.0 
0.670 0 .. 670 0.0 
0.670 0.300 0.0 
0.670 0.300 0.0 
0.670 0.670 0.0 
0.375 0.375 0.0 
0.281 0.281 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Seal Runner 
2 Ip ... 1.488 1b-in 
2 It = 2.125 Ib-in 
YOUNGS MOD. DENSiTY SHE.&R ,",oc. -
(Le"IN •• 2. (LB"INt'~3) 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
- 3= '3000+07 2.9600-01 
·3QI3000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-0l 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.130QO+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-CI 
3.13000.07 2.9600-01 
3.13000.a7 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000·07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
3.13000.07 2.9600-01 
3.13000+07 2.9600-01 
Thrust Runn~r 
2 Ip 0.401 Ib-in 
2 It ~ 0.201 1b-in 
(LB"INOO2) 
9.400D~06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000+0'; 
9 .. 4000+06 
9."'000+06 
9.4000+06 
9.41000+06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000.0'; 
9.4000+0'; 
9.41000+06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000.06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000+06 
9.4000+06 
I 
I 
;1 
4 
,t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLE 6-5 
50-MM LOX SEAL STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Growth Frequency 
Factor rad/s (RPM) Sha~ 
-1139 6,385 >< (60,983) 
-2247 7,966 
./ (76,082) r 
- 980 8,472 ........ ",.,. (80,921) 
-4863 8,978 
(85,748) 
-1028 9,995 
(95,459) 
6-53 
Comments 
Conical Rigid Body 
Some Bending 
Lateral Rigid Body 
Bending Mode 
i ~ 
i 
I, 
, 
"4 
! 1 
, !~ 
" ~ ~ 
11 
I. ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
7.0 TEST FACILITY 
The helium seal testing was performed at Wyle Laboratory in Norco, California. 
Figures 7-1*, 7-2, and 7-3, provide several views of the test facility while 
Figures 7-4 and 7-5 are close-ups showing the tester installation. An overall 
view of the control room is shown in Figur" 7-6. The system control panel is 
depicted in Figure 7-7. 
The sections that follow provide a detailed description of the test facility 
including: 
• Fluid Supply Systems 
• Facility Controls 
• Instrumentation. 
7.1 Fluid Supply Systems 
Figure 7-8 is a simplified piping schematic of the fluid supply systems. The 
three major fluid systems supply gaseous helium to the buffer seals, liquid 
nitrogen to the tester bearings, and gaseous nitrogen to the tester drive 
turbinal Two additional systems supply gaseous helium to labyrinth buffer 
seals and gaseous nitrogen purges to the major fluid systems at various 
points. 
7.1.1 Helium Seal Supply System 
Gaseous helium is supplied to the facility from a 1550 m3 (55,000 scfm) tank 
trailer at pressures ranging from 3.45 to 17.24 MPa (500 to 2500 psig). A line 
from the tank trailer connects to a tank located near the tester. 
The helium flow to the tester then passes through a 10 micron (nominal) line 
filter and then through a dome loader regulator valve (40). This reduces and 
controls the pressure of the helium to the range of 0 to 1724 kPa absolute (0 
*Figures are presented consecutively, beginning on page 7-15. 
7-1 
to 250 psia). Control pressure to the dome loader is adjusted using a motor-
ized regulator remotely operated from the control room. 
The rlow then passes through a calibrated Venturi flowmeter. Pressure (PS) 
and temperature (TS) are measured at the inlet to the Venturi as is the pres-
sure drop from the inlet to the throat of the Venturi (P20). These allow accu-
rate measurement of the helium supply flow. The helium then goes to a 
manifold near the tester where the seal supply pressure (P12) is measured. 
The flow then splits into two lines and enters the tester (C9 A & B). In the 
tester, the flow again splits with some of the helium passing through the 
inboard sea~ ring and some through the outboard seal ring. The former joins 
with the bearing drain flow. The latter enters the outboard seal drain cavity 
and passes out through drain ports (C10 A, B, C). 
Pressure (P2) and temperature (T2) are measured in the drain line providing 
both seal drain conditions and inlet conditions for a second Venturi flowmeter 
located immediately downstream. The pressure drQP across the Venturi (P1S) is 
measured providing a record of the flow throl'gh the outboard seal. The 
inboard seal flow is derived and is equal to the supply flow minus the 
outboard seal flow. 
The helium drain flow then passes through a pneumatically actuated pressure 
control valve (8) and is vented to atmosphere through a standpipe. 'rhe 
control valve is used to set the drain pressure between 0 and 517 kPa absolute 
(75 psia), the latter being the nominal pressure of the bearing drain and 
hence the inboard helium seal. The valve is controlled either by a differen-
tial controller using the b~aring drain pressure (P3) as a reference or by 
directly controlling the pneumatic actuator with a remotely located hand regu-
lator. The latter proved to be a more convenient method of incrementally 
reducing drain pressure during steady-state runs. 
7.1.2 LNZ Bearing Supply System 
The LN2 originates at an 41.6 m3 (11,000 gal) storage ~ank near the test site. 
Transfer pumps at the stc.age tank supply LN2 through a vacuum jacketed line 
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to a 1.67 m3 (440 gal) elevated run tank at the test site. The tank is 
equipped with an automatic level controller which operates the tank fill valve 
(17) and keeps the tank about 3/4 full during operation. A 76-mm (3-in.) vent 
maintains the run tank at near atmospheric pressure. 
A line from the bottom of the tank goes to the pump fill valve (15) which 
connects to the suction of a single stage boost pump. The discharge of the 
boost pump connects both to the suction of the high pressure vari-drive pump 
and a motorized bypass valve (16) leading back to the run tank. 
The vari-drive pump provides the high pressure LN2 needed for operation of the 
hydrostatic thrust and journal bearings in the tester. It is motor driven 
through a variable speed mechanical transmission capable of operation from 314 
to 1152 rad/s (3,000 to 11,000r/min). The pump is a two-stage centrifugal 
type capable of delivering 3.0 kg/s (60 gal/min) of LN2 at pressures up to 
6.894 MPa (1000 psig). 
The output of the vari-drive pump flows through a check valve and a 10 micron 
(nominal) filter into the LN2 manifold. The line is equipped with a burst 
disk designed to rupture at a pressure of 7.58 MPa (1100 psig) to prevent 
accidental overpressuring of the manifold. 
Two air-actuated control valves (5 and 6) connect to the manifold and supply 
LN2 to the hydrostatic thrust and journal bearings, respectively. These are 
shown in Figure 7-2. Each valve is equipped with a controller which automat-
ically maintains a bearing supply pressure of 4.14 MPa (600 psig). A third 
air-actuated control valve (2) is installed in the LN2 supply manifold and 
provides a bypass back to the run tank. It is controlled by a remotely oper-
ated, motorized regulator and set in conjunction with the speed of the 
vari-drive pump to provide a flow sufficient for the bearings. 
Each of the two bearing supply valves is connected to a supply manifold next 
to the tester. These are shown in Figures 7-4 and 7-5. Eight lines connect 
each manifold with the corresponding supply ports on the tester: C3 A, B, C, D 
and C8 A, B, C, D for the journal bearings and CS A, B, C, D and C6 A, B, C, D 
7-3 
for the thrust be~rings. Each of the 16 lines is equipped with a 60-mi~ron 
line filter to prevent bearing contamination. 
the tester ~s equipped with three groups of bearing drains. These are shown 
l~ Figure 7-3. Lines from five thruar. bearing drain ports (C13 A, B, C, 0, E) 
ant: three seal end journal bearing dra:i.n ports (C14 A, B, C) connect to a 
comm~'n manifold. Drain pr:?Jssure (P3) and temperature (T3) are then measured 
in the line whi.ch is connected to an air-actu~ted drain valve (10). The valve 
connects to a common return line to the run tank. The pressure upstream of the 
valve is vutomatically controlled ~o about 68.9 kF~ (10 psi) above the satu-
ration pres~ure of the fluid to preve1t vaporization in the tester. 
The third drain (CIS A, B, C) collects a mixture of LN2 from the turbine-side 
journal bearing and the helium from the adjacent labyrinth buffer seal. The 
line is instrumented for pressure (P4) and temperature (T4) and connected to 
an air-actuated drvin valve (11). As with th~ other drain line, pressure is 
r.;aintained at about (8.9 kPa (10 psi) above saturation pressure. 
7.1.3 GN2 Turbine SUPp!.1:.J.lys t'em 
High-pressure GN2 is stored in a battery of tank trailers near the test site. 
A line from the trailers goes to u dome loader regulator (39) which reduces 
the GN2 pressure to the range of 1724 to 2068 kPa (250 to 300 psig). A run 
tank downstream of the regula~or provides a local capacity. This is followed 
by a la-micron filter. The GU2 flow then passes through two control valves 
~12 and 14), splits and enters the turbine through two diametrically opposed 
ports (Cl A, B). The turbine exhausts to atmosphere through a short tai l 
piece. 
'lhe first valve (12) throttles the flow to maintain desired speed. It is 
pneumatically actuated and can be controlled in manual or automatic mode. The 
second valve (14) is an emergency shu~down valve. It is a fast-acting air 
solenoid type requiring air. pressure tll open. It is equipped w:th a spring 
which closes the valve on loss of air. A.' r pressure is supplied by a remotely 
operated electric solenoid valve designed to close on loss'of power. 
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The emergency shutdown valve (14) is used to perform the high acceleration 
rate testing, To make a fast start, the speed control is switched to the manu-
al mode and the diaphragm pressure of the speed control valve (12) adjusted to 
provide the correct start-up flow. The actual setting is determined by trial 
and error. Both tester overspeed trips are then lowered to slightly under the 
m!ximum speed desired for the acceleration run. The emergency shutdown valve 
is then manually energized. The valve quickly opens and the in-rush of gas 
rapidly acceler.ates the turbine. Upon reaching the maximum speed, the valve 
is closed by the overspeed trip and the tester coasts down. 
7.1.4 Helium Supply to Labyrinth Seal 
The labyr.inth seals are supplied by the same tank trailer that supplies the 
helium seals. A separate line connects to the tank located near the tester. 
The line goes to a la-micron filter, then to dome loader regulator (41). The 
downstream pressure is set to provide a 69 to 138 kPa (10 to 20 psi) pressure 
difference between the labyrinth supply and the adjacent journal bearing 
drain. This results in a typical labyrinth supply pressure of 517 to 586 kPa 
absolute (75 to 85 psia). A pressure sensor (Pll) is installed in the line 
which connects to the tester at C16. Inside the tester, part of the flow goes 
toward the adjacent journal bearing and mixes with the LN2 bearing flow. The 
combined fluids drain out through ports C1S A, B, C. (See Section 7.1.2.) The 
other part goes toward the turbine, joins with a small leakage flow from the 
turbine and exits the tester at ports C17 A, B, C, D. The connecting drain 
lines join at a manifold and vent to atmosphere. 
The original design of the tester used GN2 as the buffer gas for the labyrinth 
seal. It was found during· checkout, however, that some of the GN2 was 
condensing and forming puddles of LN2 which ran into the turbine. The problem 
was solved by changing the buffer gas to helium which has a much lower conden-
sation temperature. 
7.1.5 GN2 Purge 
The facility contains four GN2 purge lines These were used before and after 
all tests to prevent moisture contamination. Purge gas is sup~lied by a 
7-5 
862 kPa (12.5 psia) GN2 instrument manifold supplied by the high-pressure GN2 
tank trailerD through a reducing regulator. The manifold is filtered with a 
10-micron (nominal) filter. Each purge line is equipped with a regulator 
followed by a remotely operated electric solenoid valve and a check valve. 
This allows individual flow rates to be set and independent operation of each 
line. One purge line goes to the helium seal drain cavity and a second to the 
labyrinth seal supply line. A third line is connected co the LN2 supply mani-
fold while a fourth goes to the turbine inlet. The latter proved to be very 
important because of the open exhaust on the turbine. 
7.2 Controls 
Due to the hazardous nature of the testing (especially in the LOX mode), all 
fluid components requiring on/off operation or adjustment during operation of 
the facility are designed for remote or automatic control. In addition, vari-
ous automatic shutdowns are incorporated in the controls. 
Remote control :s accomplished by on/off operation of a series of 12-Y dc 
relays. The switches which energize the relays are in a panel in the control 
room which is shown in Figure 7-7. The relays reside in a terminal box at the 
test site and energize 110-Y ac circuits. 
All four purge valves (19, 20, 21, 22) and the drain controls air supply valve 
(18) are electric solenoid valves directly controlled by 110-Y ac circuits. 
The pump fill (15), tank fill (17) and turbine trip (14) valves are air-oper-
ated solenoid valves. The air to operate the air solenoids is controlled by 
electric solenoid valves energized by the 110-Y ac relays. For the boost pump 
and vari-drive pump, the llO··Y ac relays operate 440-V ac motor starting 
circuits. 
Control of the adjustable position valves and vari-drive speed control is 
accomplished using double-throw, momentary-contact, center-off switches. 
With the switch thrown in one direction, one of a pair of 12-V dc relays is 
energized. Thrown in the opposite direction the other relay is energized. 
One relay causes a gear motor to slowly rotate in one direction increasing a 
valve or motor speed setting while th~ other relay causes reverse rotation of 
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the same gear motor, decreasing the setting. For the vari-drive pump speed 
control is implemented by the gear motor changing belt pulley ratio in the 
transmission. The pump bypass valve (16) is adjusted by direct rotation of a 
ball valve. The LN2 manifold bypass valve (2), helium seal supply regulator 
(25), la~yrinth seal supply regulator (24), and turbine speed control (manual 
mode only) valve (12) are air-actuated devices whose settings are controlled 
indirectly by motorized regulators, themselves operated in the manner 
described. 
Several emergency shutdowns are incorporated. Emergency shutdown of the test-
er is achieved by de-energizing the turbine trip solenoid. This can be done 
manually by a switch on the control panel or automatically by alarm modules 
operating on selected parameters. These include: 
• Overspeed (S1) 
• Overspeed (S2) 
• High outboard seal surface temperature (Tl2) 
• High inboard seal surface temperature (T13) 
• High tester housing vibrati"on - axial (Xl) 
• High tester housing vibration - radial (X2) 
• Low thrust bearing supply pressure (P14) 
• Low journal bearing supply pressure (P13) 
Each alarm contains a normally closed contact in series with the l2-V dc relay 
controlling the turbine trip valve (14). If any limit is exceeded, the 
turbine is tripped. All alarms operate in a latching mode requiring a manual 
reset before the trip valve can be re-energized. 
An emergency facility shutdown circuit and LN2 deluge system are also built 
in. They are controlled by separate switches on the control panel and are 
designed as safeguards to be used in the event of a fire or similar catastro-
phy during LOX testing. Opening the emergency shutdown switch shuts off the 
power to many of the 12-V dc relay circuits. This trips the turbine; shuts 
down both pumps; closes both the LN2 tank fill and pump fill valves; and opens 
all LN2 drain valves. Opening the LN2 deluge switch opens an air solenoid 
valve admitting 172 to 207 kPa (25 to 30 psig) LN2 to a perforated manifold 
7-7 
adjacent to the tester. A massive flow of LN2 inundates the tester area and 
would help to slnother an oxygen fire. 
Three automatic control systems are incorporated in the test facility. One 
controls turbine speed while the othar two are identical and control the pres-
sure in each of two bearing drain lines. 
The turbine speed control system allows either manual or automatic operation. 
In the manual mode, the pressure in the diaphragm of the speed control valve 
(12) and, hence, the GH2 flow and turbine speed, is set using a motorized 
regulator operated from the control panel. This mode was used for all slow 
speed starts and was found to be quite satisfactory at high speeds. 
In the automatic mode, the valve is controlled by Woodward Model 2301 elec-
tronic governor operating l'n conjunction with a valve positioner. The desired 
speed is set using a potentiometer cc~nected to the governor. A speed signal 
(Sl) from the tester is electronically compared with the speed setting. The 
difference or error signal is then amplified and sent to the positioner which 
changes the diaphragm pressure to raise or lower the tester speed to equal the 
desired setting. 
The LN2 drain pressure control system is used to automatically control the 
pressure upstream of the drain valve to about 69 kPa (10 psia) greater than 
the saturation pressure. A vapor bulb in the drain line is charged with 
nitrogen gas prior to cold testing. The charge pressure is calculated such 
that the fluid in the bulb is a mixture of gas and liquid throughout the entire 
range of drain temperatures during cold operation. Since the bulb and the 
drain fluids are at a common temperature and the bulb fluid is two-phase, the 
bulb pressure is also the saturation pressure of the drain fluid. The bulb 
pressure and the actual drain pressures are then measured by a differential 
transducer. The output signal of the transducer is fed back to the differen-
tial controller which compares it with the desired 69 kPa (10 psia) pressure 
difference and adjusts the setting of the drain control valve to raise or 
lower the drain pressure accordingly. 
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Instrumentation was installed to measure film thickness, shaft displacement, 
shaft speed, tester vibration and various temperatures, pressures, and flows. 
Table 7-1* provides measurement and sensor datails. The identification code 
indicates the type of sensor and its number; e.g., P5 is Pressure Number 5. 
The location code indicates whether the sensor is in the test rig (T) or 
installed externally (E). Those installed in the test rig are shown in Figure 
7-9 while the external sensors are depicted in the piping schematic shown in 
Figure 7-8. The test code indicates the tests during which the sensors were 
used; e.g., A - all, 1 - seal test No.1, etc. The following sections discuss 
the measurement and sensor types. 
7.3.1 Film Thickness and Shaft Displacement 
Special design capacitance probes supported by MTI's Acccmeasure m System 1000 
amplifying and conditioning components 'were used for these measurements. 
Specifications for the Accumeasure System 1000 are given in Table 7-2. 
The basic construction features of the capacitance probes are shown in Figure 
7-10. Due to the large temperature rnnge and a~ticipated future use in liquid 
oxygen, special materials are used in their construction. The seal film 
thickness probes are constructed using 42% iron-nickel. This was chosen 
because its expansion rate is very close to that of the carbon-graphite n0W 
used in the helium seal rings. The shaft displacement pr~bes are fabricated 
from 304 stainless steel which provides good low temperature properties and a 
suitable expansion rate. 
Eccobond 104 epoxy manufactured by Emp,rson Cummings is used to bond the inter-
nal parts together. The proper choice of adhesives was of great concern 
because of the need for good dimensional stability and high bond strength when 
subjected to repeated thermal cycling. Eccobond 104 proved to be considerably 
stronger and harder than several other epoxies and polyurethane adhesives that 
*Tables are presented consecutively, beginning on page 7-30. 
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were screened during the design stage. Additionally, it was found to retain 
most: of its bond strength when used in a typical probe c(lnstruction and 
repeatedly cycled between 21°C and -196°C (70oF and "321°F). 
While no LOX was used during the helium seal testing, the probes were designed 
with its use in mind for future work. The principal hazard is material 
ignition. The metal parts are quite safe due to their high ignition temper-
atures and high thermal conductivity. lhe epoxy, however, is highly combusti-
ble and definitely an area of vulnerability. To minimize this hazard, 
Refset~, a special fluoraelastomer compounded by Raybestos Manhattan Corpo-
ration, is used as a protective overcoating, both in the interelectrode 
grooves at the top of the probes and near the connector on the other end. The 
material was developed specifically to be used as a protective barrier and 
will not burn in an oxygen atmosphere. 
7.3.2 Seal Film Thickness Probes 
Two methods were used to measure seal film thickness during the testing. One 
uses 8 ~if.ferential approach while the other provides a ~irect measurement. 
The former employs two probes for each measurement, one observing the back of 
the seal ring and the other the surface of the seal runner. The film thickness 
is derived by measuring the dlEference between the outputs. Both verticaL and 
horizontal measurements are taken on both the inboard and outboard seal rings. 
Two common seal runner probes are used, one serving both the inboc:rd and 
outboard seal probes in the vertical direction and the other providing a simi-
lar arrangement in the horizontal orientation. Figure 7-11 shows the differ-
ential probe installation. 
The probe has an outer tip diameter of 5.0 mm (0.197 in.) and an interelec-
trode diameter of 2.67 mm (0.105 in.). It is calibrated to have a range of 
0.127 mm (0.005 in.) in air or helium. Figure 7-12 shows the detailed 
construction which followed MTI's standard practice and used the materials 
previously discussed. 
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The differential method, which was employed during the first three geal tests, 
proved troublesom~ and yielded poorer result~ than we had hoped for. Several 
of the problem. encountered are described as follows: 
1. fhermal ~i~tor~ion~~! th~~_Run~~=~ With LN2 ~urrounding the inboard 
face and gaseous helium on the outboard side, the runner assumes the 
shape of a truncated cone. rhus with the reference probe measuring 
at the center rather than under the seal rings, the inboard seal film 
thickness would be understated while the outboard seal film thick-
ness would be overstated. In either case, the amount is estimated to 
be about 0.0056 to 0.0085 mm (0.0002 to 0.0003 in.). 
2. Thermal Distortion of the Seal Housing. This is due to the temper-
ature gradient across the seal housing resulting in the probes which 
are located closer to the bearinga; Le., the cold section of the 
tester, moving closer to their target than the more outboard probes. 
This has an opposite effect to that caused by the runner and tends to 
overstate the inboard film thickness and understate the outboard 
film thickness. The amount is a dire~t function of the temperature 
difference between probes (seal probes and runner probes) and is 
about 0.00183 ~n/oC (0.00004 in./oF). 
A direct measurement of seal film thickn~ss using embedded probes in the outer 
seal ring was made during the last seal test. Refer to Figure 2-23 for the 
arrangement and to Figure 2-24 for a photo of the actual ring. The tip geom-
etry provides for a range of 0.076 mm (0.003 in.) The lead-off cables consist 
of 0.33 mm (0.013 in) djamE'.ter copper-clnd cable chosen to minimize the 
mechanical impedance imposed on the seal ~lng. T.he diametrally opposed probe 
pairs allow measurement not only oE the instantaneou~ film thickness but also 
the mean film thickness and the ring eccentricity. The 1.22 to 1.92 rad (70 0 
to 110°) angular spacing of the probes is need~d to avoid drilling through one 
of the three antirotation slots in the seal ring and to place the probe tips in 
the bearing pockets. The metal parts of the probe are constructed of 42% 
iron-nickel alloy to match the expansion rate of tIle seal ring. 
7-11 
Five probes are installed to observe the shaft, four radial and one axial. 
The radial shaft probes are installed in x-y pairs slightly inboard of the 
hydrostatic journal bearings. The probes are mounted in extension tubes and 
secured to and adjustable from the outside of the tester. The axial probe is 
installed in the seal cavity and observes the edge of the helium seal runner 
as shown in Figure 7-11. 
Tho radial probes have an outer diameter of 5.00 mm (0 .197 in.) while the 
axial probe has 11 diameter of 3.18 mm (0.125 in.). The latter is consLructed 
without a grounded outer shield and has a smaller inner electrode to accommo-
date a &pac.e restriction. Both sizes of probes are calibrated to have a range 
of O.12i mlTJ (0.005 in.) in air and 0.191 mm (0.0075 in.) in LN2' Figure 7-12 
shows the detailed construction of each probe. 
_7 ._3~.4_c Shaft Speed 
Shaft speed is measured using two separate probes. A Bently-Nevada Model 300 
eddy-current probe is mounted thorugh a radial hole to observe a notch 
machined into the outer diameter of the thrust collar. The second probe 
consists of a Spectral Dynamics Model SD43-GPT-1 fiber optic probe mounted 
through the turbine casing to observe a single bright mark on the turbine nose 
cone. Both speed measurements are independently connected to readouts and 
automated shutdowns. 
7.3.5 Vibration 
Two Endevco piezoelectric accelerometers are stud-mounted to the seal end of 
the test rig. One sensor i& fixed in the vertical direction and the other in 
the axial direction. The accelerometers are connected to oscilloscope read-
outs and automatic shutdown devices. 
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7.3.6 Pressures 
Vdidyne Hodel DP-15 variable reluctance pressure transducers are used to 
measure fluid pressures. Heter readouts or strip chart recordings are 
p~ovided. Bearing supply pressures are additionally connected to low pressure 
automatic shutdowns. 
7.3.7 Flows 
Both the helium seal supply flow and the outboard seal leakage flow are meas-
ured using calibrated Venturi flow meters. The flow meter pressure drops are 
sensed with variable reluctance pressure transducers operating in a differen-
tial mode. The inboard seal flow is derived as the difference between the 
supply and the outboard drain flows. 
7.3.8 Temperatures 
Copper constantan thermocouples are employed. Fluid temperatures are meas-
ured using sheath-type sensors inserted in the flow stream through 
pressure-tight fi ttings. Seal ring surface temperatures are sensed us ing 
small diameter embedded thermocouples. 
7.3.9 Data Acquisition Equipmen~ 
F~gures 7-6 and 7-13 pr0vide an overall view of the control room and a simpli-
fiud schematic of the data acquisitiun equipment, respectively. Detailed 
schematics of the instrumentation system are provided in Appendix B. 
Oscilloscopes are the principal means for monitoring the dynamic data from the 
test rig. They provide x-y displays of the radial capacitance probes to show 
rotor orbital motion and position with resp~ct to the bearing at each end of 
the rotor and vertical and horizontal seal film thickness at both inboard and 
outboard seals. Dual trace swept oscilloscope displays are proviqed for test 
rig housing vibration. One speed signal is displayed on a panel meter, while 
the othe, :s recorded on a strip chart recorder. 
7-13 
A Honeywell Model 101 28-channel ~M magnetic tape recorder is used to tecord 
all dynamic test data. A time code is also recorded to permit synchronizing 
the tape recorder with the data logger. 
Static data consisting of pressures, tomper~cures, and flows are individually 
displayed in the control room using panel meters and a strip chart recorder. 
Some of the panel meters are equipped with alarms to provide automatic~hut­
down in selected parameters. 
A Fluke Model 2280 data logger is used as the principal means of recording 
test data. All test parameters excepting test rig vibration are included. 
Data signals are serially recorded with a full scan cycle of 2 to 3 s. The' 
value of each test parameter along with the time at which the data scan is 
initiated is transmitted through an RS-232 digital output to a Columbia Data 
Products Model 3000 digital cassette recorder tape storage system. Digital 
cassette recordings of test runs are played back and entered into MTI's IBM 
4341 mainframe computer system for analysis. 
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0' h 01 arlin o nd iz o 
h in 
Ou 0 budg ry can n only th 50-nun h Is w red. In 
ccord nc , h h in pl n, ou 1 ".1 S f n n 
d. 
8.1 'l'e on 
Four yp 
.0 o b conduc cd on h consL . ' n 0 
1. No'Cmal d mons r ion t un 
2. Accelera ion s r un 
3. T . runs ".11 h axia runou bu 'lt into th LOX eal m in ring 
4. 'l'es run ".1 h xi a1 mo ion 1mpo d 0 th haft 
11 runs w re to b conduc ed in LN2 nd ep ted i n LOX f r v ::-ifying th 
op ational i nte t'ity 0 th t st i and e 1 pack ge. B c u the tes ing 
".1 cut back 0 includ on y he helium e Is, s veral of th bove program 
fe tures timin d. Th es runs imposing xia1 runout nd extern 11 y 
pplied xial motion w t'e limina ed b c us th mo tion w s not relevant to 
th operation of t he h lium se Is which re s nsitiv only to shaft motion in 
th radi al direct'on. Secondly, b cause the seal workin fluid w helium, 
th us of LOX to en rgize th test t'l b r'n s was not necess r Ye Thus, LN2 
was used inste d, elimin ting the need to repeat runs nd gre tly reduci ng the 
ria of fire. 
8.1.1 Steady-State Tests 
Th se tests were planned to prove the basic operational bility of the seals. 
This provid d the opportunity to test the seal's endurance and to exper-
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.. 
im n ally ex m'n h param ric r t ion hips gov p r ormanc 
Th ormer addr ss d h 9peci ic program obj c v vh 'ch r Ulr on hour 0 
cumula ' v i m on ach 0 hr 1 w' h a . 1 h ·0 a1 
St a sha sp ed 0 (70 000 r/min) nd 
o absolu (200 ps ' ). provided 0 
heor ical analyses us d ' n h d gn s g, o 
o pro ram. 
Wh ' e h design requiremen s 0 1379 kPa bsolu (200 ps ' a) upply p ur 
and 7329 radis (70,000 r/min) sha re clear y h op r ion t go 1 
o the es i ng, preliminary opera ' on a 
Bary to gain c ear understanding 0 
th r ' SK 0 damage e ' ther to he sea 
low r peed and pressur 
h m chan ' sms a wor nd 
w n c s-
r ' g. Thu , es ing was 
cond c ed 1n ep-by-s ep manne proce ding om r 1a in 
points 0 condit "ons mOre and more d m nding 0 h ea 
h seal opera ing map wh "ch ' 11us rate ypica equenc o 
The princ ipal tes va ' ables wer hel ' m supply pre sure, sp d, ' nboard dra ' n 
pressure, and u board dra'n pressure. Th r lee ' on ' s d ' scus db low: 
1. Helium Sueell Pr A ull r nge 0 upp y pr ss res was plann d for 
each peed going m' nimum of sl'gh y ov r the inbo rd dr in pres-
sur , abou 517 kPa absolu e (75 psi ) to ull d sign pr sur 0 1379 
kPa bso ut (200 ps ' a) . 1'h progr sion 0 supply pre sur s 
wen rom low to high t given op ra i ng peeds. A th t t peed 
increased, 0 did both the min' mum and maximum value of th supply pres-
sure • 
2. Speed, Because low speeds do not favor the development 0 good hydrody-
namic films, the minimum dw 11 speed was rbitrarily set at 3665 radls 
(35 ,000 r/min). During all starts th~ tester was to be quickly brought up 
to this speed before steady-state operat ' on was attemp t ed. The speed was 
*Figures are presented consecutively, beginning on page 8-14. 
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u in th n wly cr t d c vity. 
ro1 of th inbo rd d in pr po d 
Th P ncip 1 cone rn w s th t 't limi d th minimum supply 
th could b ppl' d. rom F'gut" 8-1, it is e i1y e n th t 
o dr 'n p cl rly d most ot th Its "r gion 
Ot" lower test peds fo cing mo t 0 th ion in 0 th "hi h fric-
tion" r _ ion. S condly, whit th ric ion 1 forces w re function of 
thbsolut upply pr ssu e, th lea age flow were mor clo ely soci-
ed with th pressure drop cro the se 1. Th high dr in pressure thus 
pres nted buil -in imbal nce resultin in high- riction, low-flow 
condit'on ny upply pr ssura. 
4. Outboard Drain Pressure. The helium exiting the ou boa d seal went to a 
sep r e, independently controlled drain. The pressure drop cross this 
e 1 could thus be controlled to the same value as the inboard seal or 
increased up to the gage pressure of the supply. Th 1 ter would tend to 
8-3 
Increase t~~ flow and morp closely approximate the op~ratlng conditi~ns 
envisioned during the design. Thu:'1, it was planned LO increment the 
outboard drain pressure from 517 kPa absolute (15 ~sia) to 103 kPa absc-
lute ~15 psia) during the testing. This permitted the study of a mud 
wider range of outboard seal flow conditions than ~Quld be achieved with 
the inboard seal. 
8.1.2 Acceleration Tests 
These tests were planned to demonstrate the ability of the seal, to surVIve 
repeated start-ups at high rates of acceleration with ful l supply pressure 
applied at the start of the run. The program required t~o seal seLq to be 
subjected to at. least 50 starts each at an avera.ge rate of 152 m/ s2 (500 
ft/s2). 
Because of the tester dynamics problem, the acceleration runs which were 
conducted on the second and third seal sets were terminated between 4188 and 
4712 rad/s (40,000 and 45,000 r/ntir1') A •• starts were at a nominal rate of 500 
ft/s 2 resulting In an acceleration time of about 0.7 to 0.8 s. The acceler-
ation tests were conducted after the completion of the steady-state runs. 
The helium supply pressures applied during the fast starts were increased over 
the course of the two test series. The first series conducted on Seal Set No. 
2 were at a pressure of 931 kPa absolute (135 psia). Those on the third ~eal 
set were done at several pressures progressing from 1069 to 1482 kPa absolute 
(155 to 215 psia). 
The planned operating scheme consisted of switching on the solenoid ()perated 
trip valve (14), accelerating the test rig and then switching the valve off 
uS1ng an overs peed circuit. This resulted 1n a controlled acceleration 
followed i~nediately by a coastdown. 
Because the acceleration runs would be very brief, no steady-state data could 
be taken to assess the condition of the seals to determine if any damage had 
taken place. Thus, periodic conventional starts were planned to allow the 
tester to run for a period of ~5 min and achieve steady state conditions. 
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8.2 Test Schedules 
Tables 8-1 to 8-6* present the test schedules describing the qteady-state runs 
for Seal Sets No. 1 - No.4 and the acceleration tests for Seal Sets No.2 and 
No.3. 
The test scbedules were based on several important considerations: (1) the 
final test plan (2) the results of the test rig checkout tests anrl (3) the 
results of the ongoing seal teses. The final schedule for each seal set was 
written just before the test and tailored to the latest test results. This 
was done to maximize the experimental yield and minimize the risk of damage to 
both the seals and the test rig. Some changes were also made during the actual 
testing. These consisted primarily of eliminating data points at ~onditions 
of high vibration although several other insitu modifications were also imple-
mented. 
8.3 Test Procedures 
8.3.1 Prenaration of Test kig at MTI 
__ ~ ____ ::.L::__ _ ___ ~ ~ __________ ~ __ 
All test rig parts were checked for dimensional and material conformiry in 
accordance with MTl's quality assurance program. All test seal parts were 
given a complete dimensional inspection by Stein Seal Company at their facili-
ties in Philadelphia, PA. The inspection reports are fully documented and 
available for NASA review. 
The test rig was completely assembled including the instrumentation and the 
50-mm helium seals to make sure there were no problems with anticipated 
fitting of parts. The rig was then disassembled, cleaned, reassembled, crat-
ed, and shipped to the test lab. 
*Tables are presented consecutively, beginning on page 8-17. 
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12. Verity control panel 'iwitches in pre-lest posltlon 
13. Activate control panel using key switch 
14. Verify main alarm indicator light is In trip mode 
15. Set all motorized r2gulators 'lnci valves with momentary 'lwilc.:hes to 
pre-test conditions 
16. 
17. 
18. 
1 'J • 
20. 
2l. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Z6. 
Z7. 
28. 
Z9. 
30. 
31. 
Verify transducers zeroed and B-nuts torqued 
Verify transducer isolation valves open 
Turn on and verify operation of all instruments at test site 
Verify all alarms are in latching mode 
Open and verify purges: labyrinth seal supply, LN2 manifold, test 'leal 
cavity, turbine. 
Open pump fill solenoid valve (#15, #44) 
Close p~mp bypass pressure control valve (#16) 
Close LNZ supply manifold bypass pressure control valve (/12, ~f23) 
Allow 15 min. for purge of LNZ manifold and tester 
Verify deluge hand valve (#5Z) closed 
Verify GNZ turbine run tank is at 0 psig 
Perform ambient accelerometer tap check 
Verify manual turbine speed control regulator (#31) 19 at zero pressure 
Verify turbine control valve (#lZ) and turbine trip valve (#14) are closed 
Verify p0wer plug disconnected from turbine trip solenoid (#Z9) 
verify GNZ run tank regulator (#39, #34) closed 
3Z. Verify GNZ supply trailers (Z each) are open 
33. Slowly pressurize GN2 turcine r~n tank to 100 psig using hand regulator 
(#34) on dome loader (#39) 
34. Verify no flow to turbine 
35. Verify GHe supply pressure regulator #2~ is tully closed 
36. Slowly open GHe ullage and verify no flow to P5 or P11 
37. Open GHe supply from trailers 
38. Close purge labyrinth seal supply and purge lest seal caviLy. 
39. Open labyrinth seal supply (41:41, fF24) until Pll is MPa (10 psig). 
40. Turn on hydraulic breaker and pump. 
41. Verify hydraulic supply pressure is 0.52 MPa (75 p~ig) 
42. Open GHe supply regulator (#40, #25) until P5 is 0.28 MPa (40 psig) 
43. Start Soltee recorder 
44. Adjust GHe manual control (Z) pot until Pl2 is 0.21 MPa (30 psig) 
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109. Follow ,cheduled test plan 
110. Adjust GHe manual control (l) pot tor 0.5 VDC 
111. Turn turbine trip solenoid (1;14, il"2S) off 
112. Turn turbine control mode switch to center-of f position. 
113 • Open pur!!..! solenoid (2) turbine 
114. Set manual spped control 'lllive <11"26) to minimum 
115. Allow all rpcorders to run until speed ~eaches zero 
116. Switch Honeywell recorder and Jata logger/digital r.!cord~r off 
117. Decr.ease varidrive speed to mlnlmum 
118. Perform cold turbine torque check 
119. Swi t d. varidrive off 
120. Switch boost pump off 
121. Unplug power lead to turbine trip solenoid 
122. Close drain valve air supply solenoid (#18) 
123. Verify P2, P3, P4 at zero pressure 
124. Decrease setting of labyrinth seal supply regulator (#41, #24) until Pll 
is 0.06 MPa (10 psig) 
125. Ve-ify P12 • 0.21 MPa (30 psig) 
126. Verify supply .anifold bypass valve (//2, :23) and pump hyp.1'l'l "al'l!~ (1/'16) 
are closed 
lZ7. Close pum~ fill valve (#15, #44) and tank fill valve (#17, #45) 
1Z8. Open purg~ solenoid LNZ manifold and test seal cavity 
1Z9. Adjust GHe manual control (Z) pot until P1Z for 0.0 V dc 
130. Switch Soltee recorder off 
131. Shut down hydraulic system 
13Z. Fully close GN2 run tank regulator (#39, #34) 
133. Fully close labyrinth seal supply regulator (1141, 1F24) 
134. Depressurize GN2 run tank and verify zero pre5sure 
135. Close GHe supply pres5ure control regulator (#40, #25) 
)16. Close GHe supply trailer valve & GHe ullage 
137. Open purge solenoid GNZ seal 
138. Return control panel to prete5t condition (except fnr purge valves and 
bypass valve (#Z and #16) 
139. Purge overnight 
140. Close all purge solenoids 
141. Turn control panel key switch off - remove key 
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8.3.4 Pre- and Post-Test Inspection and .qsembly Procedures 
Prior LO the testing of each seal set, the test rig was removed from the test 
facility and taken to the assembly area. Here, under clean conditions, the 
seal rings and runners were installed. The assembled seal ring clearances 
were then checked using the capacitance probes by manually moving each ring to 
the extremes of its motion. These were logged and compared with the previous-
ly measured dimensions. 
After each test series, the test rig was again taken to the assembly area. The 
seal assembly was exposed and taken apart in a step-by-step manner. As each 
piece was taken out, its :ondition was visually assessed. Also, the seal 
housing was observed for signs of wear debris and contamination as the disas-
sembly proceeded. When disassembling the seals, after the failures of the 
first and third seal sets, the seal rings were found to be tight on the runner. 
Tn minimize any additional damage due to disassembly, the runner was chilled 
using LN2. This caused the runner to contract and the seal rings to loosen 
allowing them to be easily removed. On site, photographs were taken of the 
damaged parts. Observations made durin~ testing, assembly and particularly 
disassembly activities were verbalty recorded on a tape recorder and later 
transcribed in a written test log. 
After the parts were returned to MTI in Latham, New York, the bore of the 
damaged seal rings and the outside diameters of the runners were measured for 
comparlson~ith the pretest condition. Also, additional photographs were 
taken of the damaged parts including magnified views. 
8.3.5 Instrument Calibration 
Equipmeut used in the acquis~tion of data was calibrated, evaluated, main-
tained and controlled to ensure its accuracy, stability and repeatability in 
accordance with MTI's quality assurance program which is based on MJL-Q-9858A. 
The evaluation results were documented. The evaluation required waf dependent 
on the type of equipment and its intended use. 
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8.3.5.1 Commercial Equipment. Commercial equipment for which sufficient 
information was available relative to its accuracy, stability, and repeat-
ability were not evaluated if used according to established practices. Howev-
er, the equipment was calibrated and the results documented. Included in this 
category were all pressure transducers, t.hermocouples, accelerometers, speed 
pick-ups, instrulftent pt'eampl ifiers, and readout instrumentation. 
8.3.5.2 Special Instrumentation. Spec:.ally designed equipment was evalu-
ated. The equipment was checked out prior to actual use by using actual test 
procedures and conditions to verify the suitabiLity of the eq~ipment for use, 
adequacy, stability, and repeatabiLity. The capacitance probes used for fiLm 
thickness and rotor motion measurement fell into this category because of 
their special size, material and use in cryogenic fLuids. Capacitance probe 
calibration was ac unplished by generating a probe gap versus output voltage 
curve. This established the sensitivity, range and Linearity. Gap versus 
voltage curves were generated for all probes at room temperature in air. 
Additionally, those probes which were to operate in liquid nitrogen were caLi-
brated in that fluid at atmospheric pressure. Cold caLibrations simulated 
actual operating temperatures and fluid dieLectric constants. The ability of 
the probe to withstand the Large temperature transients was tested by repeated 
immersion in liquid nitrogen after which a visual inspection and both coLd and 
ambient gap versus voLtage curves was m~rle. 
CaLibration pLocedures, records, and evaluation documentation on data acqui-
sition equipment were maintained. This appLies to instruments provided inter-
nally by HTI and to instruments provided by the test Lab. This information is 
availabLe to NASA upon request. 
8.3.6 Data Reduction 
During the testing, data were recorded in three ways: digital tape cassettes, 
analog magnetic tape, and strip chart recordings. 
A Columbia Hodel 3000 dig~ tal tape storage system connected directly to a 
Fluke Hodel 2280 data logger serially recorded all test data, transducer iden-
tification codes, and the time of each data scan. This was the principal 
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means of recording data throughout the testing. The data logger was triggered 
to start recording before each tllSt I."un and conth . ',>,j -'ntil after the testing 
stopped. The approximately 40 transducer signals were ~ompletely scanned and 
recorded every 3 s. Every fifth data scan was additionally printed out on a 
paper tape to permit preliminary data analyses and provide a back up for the 
digital cassettes. Figure 8-2 shows a typical scan. 
The tape cassettes were returned to HTI after the test series for computerized 
reduction. The tape cassettes were played back through an identical tape 
storage system and into HTI' s IBH 4341 mainframe corr~uter. The data were 
filed and output generated in various tabular and graphical forms for analysis 
and comparison with theoretical prediGtions. In several cases, theoretical 
relationships were simultaneously plotted with the experimental results. 
Figure 8-3 shows a typical computer generated plot of this format. 
Analog magnetic tapes and strip chart recordings provided additional documen-
tation of test data. Whereas the data logger sampled each signal every 3 s, 
data were continuously recorded on parallel channels on the analog and strip 
chart recorders. This was nec~ssary to capture key data which varied rapidly 
during transients such as the acceleration runs. Strip chart recordings were 
taken of speed, seal supply pressure, drain pressures, flows, and seal temper-
atures during each run. 
Hagnetic tape recordings of speed, capacitance probe output, rotor and rig 
vibration were also made. The tape recordings were reviewed and analyzed to 
evaluate the dynamic behavior of the seal rings. Osci ll')scope photographs 
were taken for a permanent record. 
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TABLE 8-1 
SEAL SET NO.1 STEADY STATE TEST SCHEDULE 
Shalt Hel1U11 Supply Outboard Drain 
Data 'peed Pre.aure (P12) Pre •• ure (P2 nom.) Tut Tima 
Point rad/. ltPa, ab. ItPa, ab. min. 
1 4188 896 517 5 
2 
1 
793 2 
3 724 
4 655 
5 4188 896 
6 4712 896 
7 I 793 8 724 9 655 10 896 
11 4712 965 
12 5235 965 
13 896 
14 793 
.... 15 724 
16 655 
17 965 
18 5235 1034 
19 5759 1034 
20 I 931 21 793 22 655 23 1034 
24 5759 1138 
25 6202 1138 
26 1034 
27 931 
28 793 
• 29 1138 
30 1241 
31 6282 1344 
• 32 6806 1344 
8-17 
TABLE 8-1 (Cont'd) 
Shatt Hel1ua Supply Outboard Drain 
Data Sp .. d Pr ... ur. (P12) Pr ••• ura (P2 no •• ) T .. e Till. 
Point rad/. lr.Pa, ab. lr.Pa, ab. 1111n. 
n 6806 1241 517 2 
34 1138 
35 1034 
36 931 
37 793 
38 1344 
39 6806 1482 
40 7329" 1482 
41 1241 
42 1206 
43 1069 
44 931 
45 793 
46 1482 
47 1620 
48 7329 1482 30 
49 6282 1241 as needed 
50 5235 1034 as needed 
51 4188 896 as needed 
52 -0- 896 517 as needed 
8-18 
TABLE 8-2 
J 
SEAL SET NO., 2 STEADY STATE TEST SCHEDULE 
Shaft ael1ua Supply Outboard Drain 
l Oata 'peed Pre.eure (P12) Prellure (P2 nOli.) Teec Time PoiGt ru/. kPa, ab. kPa ab. min. 
1 366.5 724 517 5 
2 655 
1 
2 
J 586 
4 793 
5 862 517 
6 862 310 
7 793 
1 8 724 9 655 
10 586 310 
11 586 103 
12 655 
1 1 13 724 14 793 
15 862 103 
16 3665 8112 51 ' 
17 4188 862 
1 
18 793 
19 724 
20 655 
21 931 517 
22 931 310 
23 793 ~ 24 793 
25 724 310 
26 G55 ~ 
27 655 103 
28 724 
1 29 793 30 862 
31 931 103 
32 4188 931 517 
33 4712 931 
.., 
8-19 
TABLE 8-2 (Cont' d)' 
Sbatt hl1ua Supply Outboard Or.ain 
Data 5peed Pr.lllur. (P12) Pralilura (1'2 noa.) Til t TilII. 
Point radIi kia, ab. kia , ab. !lin . 
)4 4712 1000 517 2 
)5 862 
1 36 793 37 724 
)8 655 517 
39 655 310 
40 724 
1 41 793 42 862 
43 931 310 1 
l [ 44 931 10) 45 862 ! 46 793 47 724 
48 655 103 
49 4712 931 517 
50 5235 931 j 51 1000 52 862 
53 793 
54 724 517 
55 724 310 
56 793 j 57 862 58 931 
59 1000 310 
60 1000 103 
61 931 ! 62 862 63 793 
64 724 10) 
65 5235 931 517 
8-20 
I 
[1 
D ea 
Poine 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
Sbate 
' peed 
rad/. 
5759 
5759 
TABLE 8-2 (Cont'd) 
1Ie11ua Supply 
Pre .. ure (P12) 
It.Pa, ab. 
931 
1000 
1069 
62 
862 
931 
1000 
1069 
862 
862 
931 
1000 
1069 
8-21 
Outboard Drain 
Pnllun (P2 noa.) 
It.PI, lb. 
517 j 
517 
310 
J 
310 
103 j 
103 
T •• t Tim. 
min. 
1 
1 
Shaft 
nata Speed 
Point rad/. 
1 3665 
2 
3 
:. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
11 
12 
1 
13 
14 
15 3665 
16 4188 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 4188 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
l'ABLE 8-3 
::0--""" ..:;-' 
<~~AL SET _ N,9_.~] _1LTEADY _ STATE T].ST SCjgDULJI 
HeliUlll Supply Outboard Drain 
Pr •• lUre (P12) Pr ... ure (P2 nOIll.) 
kPa, ab. kPa, ab. 
655 517 
793 J 931 1069 1206 
655 310 
793 
1 
931 
1069 
1206 310 
655 103 
793 j 931 1069 
1206 103 
655 517 
793 
1 
931 
lO69 
1206 
1344 517 
655 310 
793 ! 931 
lO69 310 
1206 ! 1344 
655 103 
793 j 931 1069 
1206 
8-22 
T .. e Tillie 
min. 
5 
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Li 
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I 
.. I 
i 
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1 
'i 
~- ,-
I 
1 
"I j 'fAI3I'.f'.-~_-;LJ Cop; '_~U~ 
, 
j 
i 
" Shaft H.lium Supply Outboard Drain 
Data Sp .. d Pra .. ura (P12) Pr ••• ur. (P2 nom.) T •• t rlme 
Point rad/. kPa. ab. kPa, ab, alin. 
33 4188 1344 103 :.; 
~ 34 4'112 793 517 
"' 
35 931 
j 36 1069 37 1206 
38 1344 
39 1482 ~17 
40 793 HO 
'" 
41 931 I 42 1069 43 1206 44 1344 
45 1482 310 
46 793 103 
47 931 I 48 1069 ! 49 1206 50 1344 
51 4712 1482 103 
52 5235 793 517 
53 '/31 
1 
54 1069 
55 1206 
56 1344 
57 1/.82 517 
58 793 310 
59 931 I 60 1069 61 1206 62 1344 
63 1482 310 
64 793 103 
65 5235 931 103 
J 
66 
1 
1069 j 67 1206 68 1344 
69 5235 1482 103 2 
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Daca 
Point. 
1 
2 
,) 
4 
5 
6 
7 
tl 
9 
to 
1J 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
. ~ 
LI 
11i 
19 
':0 
21 
2:! 
23 
2!i 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
Shal~ 
Sr",ed 
rad/II 
3665 
4712 
n35 
(j}'82 
6806 
'329 
7329 
"282 
Hel~IJIII Supp1,y Oucboard 'lrdn 
Prulun (PU) l'r ... un (1'2 nOIll.) Tese Tim. 
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827 
'165 
1103 
L241 
1379 
]Jig 
1241 
'i. 103 
R2'! 
1379 
1::41 
1103 
965 
827 
lJ79 
2141 
1101 
96~j 
827 
1379 
1241 
1101 
965 
H2'! 
1379 
1241 
1103 
965 
827 
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'il7 
310 
1 
31.0 
103 
! 
W3 
517 
1 
517 
310 
1 
310 
, 
'Ii) 
~ 
iii I 
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I TABLE 8-4 (Cont'11 
1 
• Shaft Helium Supply Outboard Drain 
Oat:l Speed Pressure (P12) Pressure (P2 nom.) rest Time 
Point rad/s kPa, abs kPa, abs min. 
34 6282 1379 103 ;: 
35 I 1241 1 , 36 1103 37 965 38 827 103 
39 5235 1379 517 
40 I j 1241 41 1103 42 965 
43 827 517 
44 1379 310 
45 1241 j 46 ll03 47 965 
48 827 310 
49 1379 103 
50 1241 j 51 ll03 52 965 
33 5235 827 103 
54 U88 1379 517 
55 1241 
1 56 n03 57 965 
58 827 517 
59 1379 310 
60 1241 
,1, 
61 n03 
62 965 
63 837 
64 1379 103 
65 1241 103 
66 4188 n03 103 2 
67 t 965 ~ ~ 68 827 103 
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TABLE 8-5 
SEAL SET NO. 2 AC~ELERATION TEST SCHEDULE 
Acceleration Rate Max. Speed Supply Prellure, Drain Prellure 
Run No. H- Hiih L - Low rad/s (P12) k.Pa, abl. (P2) kPa,. abs 
-
1-5 H 4 88 93l 517 
6 1 
7-·11 H 
12 L 
13-17 II 
18 T_ 
19-23 H 
24 L 
25-29 H 
30 L 
:31-35 H 
36 L 
37-46 H 
47 L 
48-57 H 
58 L 
8-26 
Test Time 
min. 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
j 
1 
5 
u 
u 
[J 
t) 
1J 
lJ 
II 
II 
... 
L' 
1"1 
IJ 
ul 
I'll 
11 
>. 
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APPENDIX A 
FLOW THROUGH HELIUM SEAL INCLUDING 
INERTIA EFFECTS 
A-l 
, ~ 
I" t 
I 
~ 
.' 
'iJ 
NOMENCLATURE 
A • Annular cross .ection area of •• al 
C • Radial clearance 
CD • Discharge cOGfficient 
1 • Seal length 
• Downstream ambient pressure 
• Intermediate pressure immediately dowrlstream of inlet 
P • Intermediate pressure at which flow becomes choked ci 
• Inlet pressure to seal region 
• Gas constant 
Ti • Intermediate absclute temperature 
T • Absolute temperature of inlet gas 
.s 
v • Fluid velocity 
e • Seal eccentricity ratio 
y • Ratio of specific heats of gas 
u • Fluid viscosity 
p • Fluid density 
I. 
PROOEIJLNG PAGE BLAN.K NOT F~Mm 
" 
A-3 
There are two regions of flow to be considered over the sealing land: 
(1) An inlet region where the flow is strictly inertial and is treated 
as an orifice. 
(2) A land region where both inertial and viscous effects are considered, 
The unknown is the intermediate pressure between these two regions. 
In the inlet zone, the flow is described by an orifice equation: 
AC (2Y t'2 Ps 1 ( - y-l f/2 q • D y-l m; Pi Y \ 1 - Pi y 
where Pi • p/p. 
Pci 
_ (-1-) Y~l Pci .-Ps Y+1 
If Pi < Pci ' aet Pi • Pci (choked inlet) 
In the film region the following equations apply: 
~+ dv 
dx PV di 
q • pv A, p. p/RT 
.5!.E. 
dx (~) .-d -dx 12ul 
A-4 
..s.. 
pA 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(j 
U 
u 
IJ 
I j 
.. I 
[j 
lJ 
.. 
; 
- . 
.i. ;J(PdPl - (.9.)2 ~ (lnp). dXl J A dx 
Y-1 
P • Pi -y- p1/Y ~ 
Y-1 ill) ....L Pi Y ( !:!:l:. RT;' Pi Y - P Y l+Y a 
..ll. 
l+Y 
q • 
o 
_ Y+l (:ctJ. Y+l 
P -y - Y - -) ZIt! 
.::1 P -P Y - s ~ i a -y-
.1 
da Choking will occur a.t d-=- • a Pa 
(6) 
(7) 
-(f r 1 ln (~, 12u1 • Y Pa I C2 (1+1 !: Z) 
, Z 
(A}.) ln Pi 24 u 1 RT s • S -. iii' P 2 C2 (1+1 e: Z) A "'a s Z 
(10) 
(11) 
Differentiate above equations with respect to Pa ' set dq/dPa • 0, solve for 
p and call the value to obtained p • 
a c 
- !9. 
[
_2 
pc· 2Y (12) 
If p < p , set Pa • P (choked flc~) 
a c c 
For isothermal flow, set y. 1 in equations (11), (12). 
A-5 
.9. 
A (8 ) 
(9) 
Ll 
l} 
The flow throuah the inlet re;ion i. equated to the flow in the film rarion 
IJ -and the intermediate pre •• ure Pi is .olved for numerically. 
iJ 
[ 1 
1.1 , , 
" 
[) 
!'i 
'I 
A-6 :1 
• 
I 
I 
o 
D 
J 
J 
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